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39. In mid-September 1971 newspaper articles were published about
AMPI's contributions suggesting they influenced the March 1971 milk
price support decision. According to reports filed with the Clerk of
the House of Representatives, AMPI made no direct contributions
to the President's re-election campaign after September 10, 1971.
39.1 Memorandum from Gordon Strachan to H. R. Haldeman,
September 24, 1971 (received from White House).
39.2 Wall Street Jounta!, September 27, 1971, 1.
39.3 Washington Post, September 27, 1971, 1.
39.4 Hemorandum from Gordon Strachan to H. R. Haldeman,
September 28, 1971 (received from l-.ThiteHouse).
Note: The Committee has on file copies of the
TAPE (AMPI political trust) reports to the Clerk
of the U. S. House of Representatives.
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40. On November 22, 1971 Deputy Assistant to the President John
Whitaker signed a "Memorandum to the President's File" dated that day
regarding the President's afternoon meeting of March 23, 1971 on milk
price supports. Thereafter the memorandum was re-dated to March 23,
1971. On July 11, 1973 a file copy of the memorandum dated November
22, 1971 was filed in sarnera under claim of executive privilege in
civil litigation in United States District Court challenging the
March 1971 milk price support decision as being unlawfully based on
political considerations. On November 16, 1973 Special Counsel-to
the President J. Fred Buzhardt filed the affidavit informing the
court of the fact that the memorandum had been re-dated. Buzhardt
stated in the affidavit that it had been informally ascertained from
the originator of the memorandum that the date on the original was
apparently changed by persons unknown.
40.1 Memorandum from John Whitaker to the President's
file, .March 23,-1971 (received from l¥hite House).
40.2 Memorandum from John Whitaker to the President's
file, November 22, 1971 (received from White House).
40.3 Nader v. Butz docket, July 11, 1973, November 16,
1973.
40.4 Fred Buzhardt affidavit, Nader v.Butz, November
16, 1973.
40.5 Leonard Garment affidavit, Nader v. ~, July 5,
1973.
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41. On January 24, 1972 a civil suit was filed in United States
District Court for the District of Columbia challenging the March 1971
milk price support increase as unlawfully based on political consider-
ations and campaign contributions. After February 1, 1972 Counsel to
the President John Dean reported regularly on the litigation to Ha1de-
man and Ehr1ichman.
41.1 Nader v. Butz docket, January 24, 1972.
41.2 Hemorandum from John Dean to John Ehr1ichman,
February 1, 1972, ,,,ithrouting slip (received
from White House).
41. 3 Memorandum from John Dean to H. R. Haldeman
and John Ehr1ichman, August 31, 1972 (received
from White House).
41.4 Memorandum from John Dean to John Ehr1ichman,
September 28, 1972 (received from White House).
41.5 Memorandum from John Dean to Charles Colson,
December 15, 1972 (received from White House).
41.6 John Ehrlichman testimony, SSC Executive Session,
February 8, 1974, 58-59.
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42. In January and February 1972 Kalmbach and AMP! representatives
discussed procedures whereby AMP! could resume making political contri-
butions without the contributions being made public. In March or early
April 1972, following attempts by AMP! to get the Department of Justice
to drop an antitrust suit against A}WI, Kalmbach told AMP! representa-
tives that he would not accept additional AMPI contributions. -
42.1 Memorandum from Gordon Strachan to H. R. Haldeman,
January 18,1972 (received from ~lite House).
42.2 Hemorandtnn from Gordon Strachan to H. R. Haldeman,
February 1, 1972 (received from White House).
42.3 l1emorandum from Gordon Strachan to H. R. Haldeman,
February 16, 1972 (received from Hhite House).
42.4 Herbert Kalmbach testimony, sse Executive Session,
~furch 22, 1974, 81-86, 93-95.
42.5 George Mehren testimony, sse Executive Session,
February 7, 1974,55, 62-63, 71-76, 79-81, 85-87.
42.6 Jake Jacobsen testimony, sse Executive Session,
December 14, 1973, 159-62.
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43. On the list of pre-April 7, 1972 contributions kept by the
President's persQnal secretary, Rose Mary Woods, contributions by the
dairy organizations are listed separately under the heading: IIhouse
account."
43.1 List of pre-April 7, l~72 contributions maintained
by Rose ~mry Woods (received from·White House).
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44. On October 21, 1972 Lee Nunn, who had taken over Kalmbach's
responsibilities as a major Presidential campaign fundraiser, met with
AMP! General Manager George Mehren and asked AMP! to make an additional
substantial contribution to the President's re-election campaign.
Nunn has testified that when Mehren stated AMPI could not make additional
contrihutions to Presidential candidates, Nunn suggested that AMP I make
acontrihution to the Republican Congressional campaign. Nunn has
testified that he reported to Maurice Stans, Chairman of both the
Republican National Finance Committee and the Finance Committee. to
Re-elect the President, that A}WI could not contribute to the Presi-
dential campaign but would probably contribute to the Congressional
campaigns and that Stans told Nunn to contact the two Republican
Congressional campaign committees and see if they could not make some
repayment on loans that had been advanced.
44.1 Lee Nunn testimony, SSC Executive Session, March
20, 1974, 54, 63-65, 70.
44.2 George Hehren testimony, SSC Executive Session
February 7, 1974, 153, 149-51, 155.
44.3 Bob Lilly testimony, November 16, 1973, SSC -
Executive Session, 248-49.
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45. On October 27, 1972 AMP! contributed over $300,000 to the
Republican Senatorial and Congressional campaign committees. There-
after $200,000 was used by the Congressional and Senatorial campaign
committees to repay loans from the Republican National Finance Com-
mittee. On November 7, 1972 and November 13, 1972, $200,000 was
transferred by the Republican National Finance Committee and its
subsidiary Republican Campaign Committee to the Finance Committee to
Re-elect the President.
45.1 Lee Nunn testimony, SSC Executive Session,
March 20, 1974, 72-73.
45.2 Republican National Finance Committee Report to
Clerk of the United States House of Representa-
tives, January 31, 1971 (received from SSC).
45.3 Republican Campaign Committee report to Clerk of
the United States House of Representatives,
(received from SSC).
45.4 House Judiciary Committee staff summary of
transactions among TAPE and Republican political
committees, October 27, 1972 - November 13, 1972.
45.5 Bob Lilly testimony, SSC Executive Session,
November 16, 1973, 250-52.
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39. In mid-September 1971 newspaper articles were published about
AMP I t s contributions suggesting they influenced the March 1971 milk
price support decision. According to reports filed with the Clerk of
the House of Representatives, AMPI made no direct contributions
to the President's re-election campaign after September 10, 1971.
39.1 Memorandum from Gordon Strachan to H. R. Haldeman,
September 24, 1971 (received from White House).
39.2 Wall Street Journal, September 27, 1971, 1.
39.3 Washington Post, September 27, 1971, 1.
39.4 Memorandum from Gordon Strachan to H. R. Haldeman,
September 28, 1971 (received from White House).
Note: The Committee has on file copies of the
TAPE (A~~I political trust) reports to the Clerk
of the U. S. House of Representatives.
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AdrnLnLs t r a t.Lve Ly Confidential 39.1 Gordon Strachan memorandum
SepteIT~er 24, 1971
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• Jerry Landauer of the ~al1 Street Journal_is reputed
to be preparing an article on the "milk money " si t".lation.
He has contacted Bob O'Dell at the RNC and mentioned a
figure of $2 million. Landauer has not called Lee ~J\.lnn
or Hugh Sloan but told 0' Dell he wouLd "call his old
friend Chuck Colson and get the details".
John Dean and Chuck Colson have been advised.
, ';
•
,
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MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION-PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY
Mill~and Money
Flood of Cash to Help
NixonCampaignFoIlo\vs
Hike in Dairy 'Supports
Separate nank A~counts _
. Instead of routlng the dairy dollars through
established national fund-raising committees
'which are required by law to disclose the re:
clpients of their money, Republicans are op-
erating an underground network of more than
.11 "voluntary associations." TheSe groups op-
: erate in only one legal jurisdiction. the District
,of Columbia. and thus needn't be publicly reg-
i Istered; the District has no law governing local
; political committees. Each of the new "associa-
tions" accepts relatively small sums for stash-
; Ing In separate bank accounts until the :-.'Ixon
reelection campaign Is In need. _
Last month, for example, a dairy-Industry
political fund called the Trust for Agr!cul tural
Political Educatton (TAPE). based In Austtn
Texas. sent $2.500 to each of 50 such Ilssocln:
tlons that exist mainly on paper. All the aliso-
elations are In the Washington area. ,nearlv all
nre headed by local Republicans, and all bear
such unrevealing tHles as American.'! for
Greater Public Awareness, Organization o! Cit-
izen Politicians. League of Involved Ctt.z ens,
Supporters of Rational Federal Reorganization
or Committee for Polltjcal Integrity.
The names were all concocted by Republi-
can workers and delivered to TAPE's trea-
surer so he would know how to write the
checks. The names in no case convey the entire
purpose of the associations. For as stated in
every charter (all 50 charters are identicall
the mission is to "work (or the renomination of
PresIdent Richard M. :-.'ixon." And atter the
G~P national convention next year, the char-
ters sp('citically make clear, the remaining
funds can be transferred In secrecy to commit-
tees working tor ~fr. Nixon's reelection.
TAPE. an ann of the ASSOCiated Milk Pro.
ducers Inc., a giant cooperative counting «.000
farmer-members from Canada to the Gult
Coast. is one of three industry-sponsored politi-
cal funds that seems well'8tocked with Republl-
can-suppued titles of committees set up to pro-
' tect the identity of the daIry donors.
Industry Funnels Donations
Into Front Groups Pledged
To President's Reelection.
Backing the 'American Dream'
By Jlo:RRY LA:-<DA l"ER
Sta!! Reporter 0.' THE w A!.L STREET JOt:RNAL
WASHINGTON - One morning last :-'{arch
Secretary of Agriculture Cllfford Hardin- an-
nounced a sudden change of mind that's still
paying off both for the nation's dairy farmers
and for President Nixon's political financiers.
Mr. Hardin revealed that he was ralslng
government price supports for' "rnanutactur-
Ing" milk, a- basic grade used to make butter
and cheese. Just two weeks earlier. he had de.
clared there would be no change In support
levels. His reversal of policy came 48 hours
after a dozen disgruntled dairymen visited
President Nixon In the Cabinet Room of the
White House.
To dairy farmers, the increase In supports
means higher prices (or their products; the
government is committed to purchase, It neces-Isary, enough dairy products to keep the prices
I up at the new levels. To ~!r. :-.'ixon's politIcal
I money men. the polley reversal means an out-
pouring of perhaps Sl million In campaign gifts
for the PresIdent's 1972 reelection campaign
from the grateful milk lobby. O( this expected
total. S2~0.OOO hall already arrIved, mostly
through secret channels.
[6881]
(:Some VnIJkely Addrelletl
, . Twelve other Ntxon-supportlng groups. In-
'eluding the Americans Working to Build a Bet-
ter Community Committee and the Supporten
of the American Dream Committee, have each
received $2,:500 'checks from the trust for Spe-
clal Political Agricultural Community Educa-
tlon (SPACE), a Southeastern co-op's poUtlcJll
fund based In Loulsv1lle. And six more g~":':;'
including Amerteana United for an In!o...med
Electorate and Americana United for Decent
I GQvernment, got checks In the same' amount
I from Agricultural and Dairy Education PoUtI·cal Truat (ADEPT), a fund tied to mld-Arner-
ilca Dairymen Inc. of Springfield, ~fo.
I
Haste In setting up doz ens of dummy groups
In time to receive the dairy tndustry's flurry of
checks resulted In establishment ot some at un-
IllkelY addresses. One association, AmericansUnited for Better Leadership. operates from a
I
Washington ballroom. The ballroom operator
and the association chairman Is :\lrs. Edward
IL. Feggans; her husband is vice chairman of
I
Ithe District of Colurn bla Republican Party.
Som etl mes, too, the hurried organizing
Itrapped registered Democrats Into unwittingservice. 1l:aurice S. Williams, an electrical con-I tractor who voted for Hubert Humphrey in
i 1?of'.-8. accepted the chairma nship c: League for
. Concerted Act jon at the request of a Republi-
i can ~riend. His two-officer league 1::Jt>re are no
membenl received S2,500 from TAPE on juiy
19. Yet there's little danger that the Democrats
can siphon ott any <!airy dollars; in nearly all
.cases . .the treasurers ot the voluntary associa-
tiOruJ are ladles employed by Union Tru.5t Co ..
a Wa.shington bank haVing several Republican
b_igWtgs on the board .
. Donors An ~lum
For their part, the donors to these dummy
gro~ won't My for what purpose they're
maling . political contributions nor even
whether the money ~ Intended for Republicans
or Deffixrats. "We reaUy don't care to talk
about it," says Robert O. Isham. treasurer of
TAPE.
n.e donors comply with federal campaign-
flnsnce lawa-s which do govern them though
not the beneftclary groups - by li3ting L'1e non-
partLs.an·souncling recipient assoctatrons In re-
ports Wed with the clerk ot the House ot Rep-
resentatives, asserts Mr. Isham. "We've
abided by every law we're aware of," adW
Jamea E. Mueller. treasurer of SPACE.
Indeed, tunneling of political ·money through
paper organtzatlons call be perfectly legal
under existing. Ioophcle-rtddled federal law.
(The Senate has passed a reform bill ellrninat-
Ing most loopholes and a House committee is
working on similar legislatio.n. I Federru stat-
utes don't cover poliUcal committees operating
in a single state or jurisdictlon: and because
Please Turn to Page If.. Column S
--1_ .•
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the Cabinet P.oom, TAPE donated S10.000 in
chunks or $2.000 and $3.000 to four regularly op-
e rating P.epublican committees.
At the White House next day the dairy:r.en
gave :\!r. :-<ixon a strong pitch for higher sup-
ports. But no assurances were given and no
participant mentioned political contributions,
according to John Butte rbrodt. preatdent of As-
CO<1tinued From Fvrst Page sociated Milk Producers. who has W registered
:':'le D:,;::-ic: coesn: -:-egu:ate local committees. holsteins at his rarrn in South-centr-al Wise on-
carnpa.gn cash C?Il be transrerred into or: sin. "Those things aren't discussed at meetings
among corn rruttees here without any need to i like this," ~!r. Butterbrodt says.
te1l who's giving or getting . Next day. however. the SPACE fund gave
, Sign.ifica.:;Ly, the dumrny groups were all ~25.000 in five t!),000 donations to regular Re-
i org aruzed a~er Se c re ta ry Hardin satisfied the publican committees (Democrats got nothtng ),
idairy lobby by boostirg price supports on and on Ma r ch 25 ~!r. Hardin changed his mind,
i ~{arch ~. Tnere wasn: a:....y ne ed for earlier or- announcing a 27·cent increase in price supports
: g aniz ing' because L":e da~ ..men kept their polit- to $4.93 a hundred pounds. This sudden switch
i leal purses mostly shu: until they had won surprised :\!r. Houtha kke r. "I'd say it could
: their fight. cost consumers hundreds of millions ot dollars
; TAPE, fer example. collected S149.3&4 in because retail prices depend indirectly on sup-
i January and Feb:-..:ary. ail in sums ot less [han port prices." he reasons.
l$100 (rom !arme:-s yo:~~rJy contributing But it some o~ the President's economists
lone-tiurd of one perce!10~eir milk checks. disagreed with the Hardin move, Mr. ~·axon's
! But durtng ~05e two i'honti:s the fund dis- pohtic al operatives surely must have been
I
,burse-d just $6,450J. all J.::> candidates for Con- pleased, for the dairymen were seized by gen-
gr-ess. / erosity. On April 5, ADEPT, the third industry
. - -v,01'1 ·~{arc~ 11, "after careful review of the fund. gave $45,000 in equal slices to nine estab-
situation arid the previsions of Jaw," Secretary lished Republican committees.
Ha.:-di.'1 pegged price supports !::Jr manuractur- At aoout that time the former director of
ing mily. L'1L'1~marketing year begi.nr.ing April congressional Telations at the Transportation
.i at $-4.66 a hundred po~nds, L'1e same as for Department. Bob Bennett. started organizing
1970; when market prices {al! below the sup- dummy committees. He assumed the chairman·
port level. [:1e government begins. buying but· ship of Americans United for Economic Sta·
ter, cheese and nonfat dry milk, assuring the bility. and ~trs. Bennett agreed to head up
farmer a place to s.ell at guaranteed prices. Americans United for Decent Government. "1
The Secre:3:-y said raising supports might contacted a few people and suggested that they
i prompt oyerprod'..:ction. gluttL'1g the market contact a few others," Mr. Bennett says. "What
and piling surpl'..:ses in:o government ware- we had was sort of a chain-letter approach."
houses. "\\'e must avoid :his," he declared. Neither Mr. Bennett nor any other association
The President's Council of Economic Advis- chairman will identify the ltigher·up on Mr.
ers approved the Hardin refusal to push props :-;ixon's political team who got L'1e chain going.
! higher, according to Hendrik S. Houthakker, Clearly. though, it's hardly a coincidence
who was a member of the courlcil at the time that SPACE and ADEPT have each ladled
though he later resigned. ~!r. Hardin's refusal $60.000 into Republican causes. including thc
also was cleared L~rough the Office of Manage- dummics: .The richer TAPE has so far contrib·
ment and Budget. uted $l~,OOO, and there could be much mJre to
Then on ~rarch 22, one day t>e{ore the dozen come: the big fund's 1971 income through Aug.
dairy spok('srr,en visited with the President in 31 ('xceeded its spending by $500,000.
Dair\-Illen Pour Cash
Into :\ ixon \ Var Chest
~Iilk and )loney:·
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Retyped tram 'fridis tinct original 39.3 Washington Post~.:-, ~.g,.::.;.:.;.:._;...;::.:.~
Dairy Cash Pours in to DummyCommittees
MILKINGDOLLARSFORNIXON
The League for Concerted Action has never met the Committee
for a Better Nation but they have a lot in common.
Both are part of a huge stable of dummy committees with high-
sounding names that have started collecting money for the
re-election of President Nixon. Both have "chairmen" who profess
only a nodding familiarity with the names of their own
organizations and no knowledge at all of the thousands of
dollars ostensibly sent to their homes.
Despite th at , reports on file wi th the clerk of the House "
indicate that these committees, and dozens more, have already :-'.
picked up a collective total of $170,000 from the Nation's
dairy farmers alone. The cash it seems, goes straight to the bank.
"There must be some mistake!"said Frederic C. Towers , an
investment broker whose home in Bethesda is listed as the
address of the Organization of Community VoIun t ee rs , one of
68 committees that were sent $2,500 each. "I never heard
of th at group."
W. Carter Bowl es Jr. an attorney with the 'Washington firm of
Covington & Burling was less surprised but even more
indignant about the use of his address. The Trus t for
Agricultural Political Education (TAPE) of San Antonia, Tex.,
reported sending $2,500 this summer to the Americans Organized
for political Stability at 10100 Bent cr os s Dr., Potomac, Md,
which is Bowles' home. .
"To say that I am not pleased is an understatement," Bowles
said, adding that a friend told h.im about the reported
contribution just a day or two ago. Bowles said he is not a member
of Americans Organized for Political Stability and is not awa re
of anyone who is. "It is not authorized by me," he said.
Other organizations listed as receiving the campaign
contributions do have their spokesmen, however. The money,
they say, is to be used for Hr. Nixon's campaign even though
it wasn't sent to them.
"It may have gone directly to the treasurer," said Maurice
S. Williams, an electrical contractor whose Landover, ~'Id.,
home was listed by TAPE as the headquarters of the League for
Concerted Action. He said any donations, as he understood it,
were to be turned over to officials at the Republican National
Committee. The League, Williams said, is simply a "funnel"
for campaign cash. '
"It was set up mainly to pour in funds for Richard Nixon J"
Williams said. "Some people like to donate anonymously. You know."
Retyped from indistinct original
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Williams said he was chairman of the League, or some committee with
a name like that, but said he couldn't recall who his treasurer was ,
He said he has no connections at all with the dairy industry. He's
just for Mr. Nixon.
So, apparently, is TAPE, the political arm of the Associated
Milk Producers Inc , , a fast - growing "s uper co-op" with 32, 000
member farms in 20 states. Last' spring, TAPE and two other
poli tical action funds for dairymen reported contributions
totaling $85,000 to various Republican fund-rais ing comrnittees
just before and just after the Nixon administration granted
an increase in milk su.pport prices.
TAPEalso donates to Democrats, but on July 9, according
to its most recent report on political spending, it sent
contributions of $2,500 each -- a total of $125,000 into SO
organizations scattered about the Nation's Capital. The
titles offer enough for anyone's tastes, from the Association
of Political Activists to the Organi zat ion of Moderate Americans
to Americans United for Obj ccti ve Reporting to, simply,
Americans Concerned.
Subsequently, on Aug. 19, the Trust for Special Political
Agricultural Community Education (SPACE) an ad- arm of
Dairymen, Inc. paid out $30, 000 in lots of $2,500 each to
anoth er 12 committees.
The next day on Aug. 20 J the Agricultural and Dairy Educational
Political Trust (ADEPT)J the political arm of Mid-Amer i ca
Dai.rymen sent $15,000 to si x more organizations again all Ivith
metropolitan Washington addresses.
"Each of those committees has a t reas urer ;," TAPE's treasurer
Robert D. IS}l"ams aid in a brief telephone Int ervi ew about the
50 organizations that got money from his office. "We have signed
receipts and legal opinion that thes e conunittees are proper in'
complete accordance with the Corrupt Practices Act."
Isham refused to say where TAPEgot the list of organizations
and claimed to know where its money would eventually end up.
''Really, I don't care to discuss it any further," he said when
asked if GOPofficials had supplied the names and addresses. He
also refused to say just where the contributions had been sent.
The treasurers of SPACE, which has its offices in Louis ville,
Ky. and ADEPT,whi ch is located in Springfield, ~!o. could not be
reached for comment.
The contributions, however, have apparently been deposited at
the Union Trust Co. whose office building at 15th and H Streets
N.l~.I is recorded as the home of 25 of the cornrnittees on TArE's
list. None is listed on the building directory, but Union Trust
vice president Robert Lee 0' Brien Jr. confirmed that the bank
has been getting a substantial number of new organizational
accounts I set up by people "in the pori tical scene I" virtually
all of them Republicans.
Retyped from indistinct original
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'A Gathering Place'
"All we are is a gathering place' for the funds ;" 0' Brien
said. lie declined to say who opened the accoun ts or who had
authority to write checks on them.
Washington attorney John Y. Merrell said he couldn't even
recall what bank the money was going to. One of the
recipients of ADEPT's contributions, the Organization of
Involved Americans, has its address at Herrell's office in
Washington and another, Americans United for Politi cal
A,~areness, at his home in Arlington. -He heads one, he said,
and his wife is chairman of the other. But he wasn't sure
whi ch was whi ch •
Of the money, he said, "It goes into a bank account. It's in
my committee's name. But I don't run it."
A solid supporter of Hr. Nixon, Herrell said he was enlisted
several months ago by a public relations man named Robert F.
Bennett who told him "they were going to form some committees
and work for Richard Nixon."
"I'm just curious,"
"Howmany are there?"
Herrell told a reporter at one point.
He chuckled when' told between 60 and 70.
Merr-e.l l said he had no idea how his committee or any of the
others were to get their donations. "He (Bennett) didn't tell
me," Merrell said. "We didn't discuss it in .any great detai1."
Bennett could not be reached for comment.
Sampson P. Holland of 1809 Varnum St. N.N., a consultant for
Remington Rand, said he couldn't even recall who enlisted him.
His home is iisted on TAPE's report as the headquarters of the
Committee for a Better Nation while Remington Rand's address
at 2121 Wisconsin Ave. NW is recorded as the home of Americans
for a Sensible Agricultural Policy.
Holland said he'd never heard of Americans for a Sensible
Agricultural Policy. "That t s not the name I had," he declared.
Asked whether he had lent his name to the Committee for a Better
,j e Nation, he said, "That might be the one ••• Did they get $2,500? I
didn't get it ••• But if the money is for Nr , Nixon, I'm for it."
Enlisted by Friends
Nominal heads of several of the committees enlisted others.
John H. ~Iiddleton, a retired Government attorney, said he was
asked by a friend, Jesse R. Smith, "to serve in the interests of
the Republican Party. I agreed, principally to prevent the
Kennedy f'amiIy from taking over again. If it '."ere Democrat,
I would have refused most flatly."
Retyped from indistinct original
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At
Two organizations, the Association for Nore Effective Federal
Action Committee and the Americans for Better Federal Planning
Commit t ee , are listed as having their offices at 3201 ~lorrison
St. NW, which is Mi.ddl eton 's home: SPACEreported giving them
a total of $5,000.
"I believe my wi fe is on one and I'm on the other," Middleton
said. "It's been some time since I was asked."
Just back from a summer in Utah, Smith, whose home on
Garrison Street NW, is supposed to be headquarters for
Americans Working to Bui ld a Bet t er Community Committee, said
he's gotten "nothing at all" in contributions himself, but
was delighted to hear they were starting to come in, including
$2,500 for his committee. He said he intended to check on the
st at us of its bank account at Union Trust the first of the week.
Smith said he was asked to participate by "someone at the
(Republican) National Committee," but he sai d he couldn't recall
who that was.
:--- ...
"I'm not trying to hedge or anything," he said. "They sent
me the cards to set up this committee, to let my name be used.
There are two or three that I talked with. I've been active in
the Republican Party for years ••. Whoever it is who's handling
their publicity, that's who it was ."
It was still unclear, however, who had taken the initiative in
setting up the organizations and inventing their names. Lyn
C. Nofziger, director of commtmications for the Republican National
Committee,. said yesterday that he was unaware of them.
-, Nofziger suggested that they might have been established by
either the Republican Nat ional Finance Committee or the Committee
for the Re-election of the President, both formal GOPorganizations.
Officials of neither group were availab l e for comment yesterday.
Under the Corrupt Practices Act, the treasurer of a political
committee is required to file quarterly financial reports
listing, among other things, "the name and address of each
person" who has contributed $100 or more "to or for such
committee ... w.i th in the calendar ye ar ,!' The deadline for the
most recent quarter, convering spending and contributions for
June, July and August, was Sept. 10.
None of the paper committees has submitted a report thus far,
according to records at the House file clerk's office. The
names of their treasurers remain a mystery. ~Iost of the committee
"chairmen" said they couldn't recall the names. One, Robert H.
Tarr of the League of Dedicated Voters in Silver Spring, declined to say.
"We'11 make sure all contributions are properly reported," Tan
told a reporter, declaring that he had not been aware of the $2,500
contribution TAPEreported to the League.
~frs. Edward L. Feggans of 2504 South Dakota Ave. NE said she
didn't even know the committees involving her had been set up. One,
Retyped from indistinct original
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the Citizens for a Better Environment, is listed as havings its
officers at her home and the other, Americans United for l3etter
Leadership, is credited with an address at the Northwest Gardens
ballroom, a nightclub in a middle-class neighborhood that Mrs.
Feggans runs with her husband .. TAPE reported S2,500contributions
to each group, but Mrs, Fegganssaid she never saw the money.
"This sounds to me like it's working up to something that
doesn't small right," she said, but then stressed that her
husband, who was out of t own, undoubtedly knew more about it.
"He's vice chairman of the Republican party in the city,"
she said. "He is Mr. Republican. I was just going along to help."
Mrs. Feggans said she was first told about serving on "this
club that was going to be formed to re-elect President Nixon"
when her husband returned home from a Republican party meeting
about a month to a month and a half ago "at the most."
According to TAPE's report, however, the Citizens for a
Better Environment and Americans United for Better Leadership
had thier titles and addressed by July 9 when the ·contributions
were made.
The three dairy farm lobbies in any event began their 1971
GOPcontributions last Mar-ch 22 when TAPE gave $10,000 to four
Republican committees. The donations came just 10 days after
Secretary of Agriculture Clifford Hardin announced there woul d
be no increase in milk price supports for 1971.
Leading dairy farm spokesmen met with ~lr. Nixon at the White
House March 23. On the next day, March 24, SPACEgave $25,000
to various GOPcommittees. A day later, on March 25, Hardin.
announced a price increase of 27 cent s per hundredweight,
saying that "continuing research", had turned up new information
on rising farm costs.
Other contributi ons came in following weeks , On April 5, ADEPT
gave $45,000 to nine Republican organizations, from the Republican
National Committee to the Republican congressional Candidates
Conference. On Hay 7, SPACEwas reported as giving another $5,000
to the GOP's '72 kick-off dinner committee. Some of the GOP.
recipients of the dairy lobby's money, such as the Committee for
a. Republican Congress which got $2,000 from TAPE, have had no
other income all year.
The Committee for a Republican Congress filed its first-ever
financial report with the clerk of the House on June 10, listing
the TAPE contribution.
Retyped from indistinct original
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6The dairymen have said there was' no connection between their
campaign gifts and the government ~ction. But their constituents
voiced their thanks to Mr. Nixon '<lith a warm reception at the
President's appearance before them in Chicago earlier this month.
Stopping for a visit to the AsSociated Milk Producers convention
there Sept. 3, Mr. Nixon ...Jas met by 40,000 dairy farmers and
relati ves gathered at cavernous McCormick Place for what was b i Lled
as "the largest farm meeting in history." The President praised
them for their self-reliance, but he won his biggest applause when
he told them what he most wanted "in terms of food on the table"
on returning homefrom duty in the Pacific in World War II.
"You know what it was," he told the throng. "Not a steak or none
of the other things that you usually think of -- just a glass of
good, fresh milk ••• "
- 30 -
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T he Weather
Today_ \~"r::sb;l' cloud.nc,« \1. ::: _..
the U;:lp\:r :'~\.'. iuw ahou: ,tj.). ·s;1.h J
30 per ce n: d~.j!1c(> of :-ain thr"..)ti"::l
ton:;ht. T~:f'~d:!::_ ;.1.::,: .: .: j'!uud: ..
h;..:hn·: !t::~:1 :!:~_. i'i..,j;1'.
t54}.';'S: ~ t:,'.l :'c!;\' ,:q,,;.J ». :i::' C:!~
nair:, (':t~h 1'''111''' III 10 DIIIJlIJl:' ('ounuiu('('s
4~ ing~®tr~
It'imts lHtral~
1971 (c~EPTEMBER
~lilking Dollars for Nixon If
I
I
The 1.(' ._:;.
has n· '.t.:.
., ; :~
BUl" d. i'.J:·.,
dumn'!', 1 !,'~' :,'lltlT"t
In:! nit!lI'" !h:q 1:;'1\V "'.Jr\~d 4·I·P(,("!(!1'...':
rnon('~ f"~' lht' n·,(·lh·!.Idl Iii r'·'~,''''ldf'·.,t
\ix(1Il :: •. h ;;:I',{' . (·h:ilrml'n" ·.~!lll,TO'
fp ..,s ":;;:1 ',:.':'! 1.": fJ!l1II:.)r.J..1., .,:i~h
lilt, n:!:1;' ., '!~"!r tI\l;n .~:1I1;'z.1:lnn~
and 11· ~.. I"! ... .' ;11 :l11 ..J. thf' lhnll'
~~:l ncJ.' ,. ~
", ·110011·
I)(,_..;pilf' In;d ITprnr .. 011 :11,· \\1111
I!ll' r-kl'J..; ;'i 1111' litJu"p ilJdiC:lIP Ih;tt
.~iu .....C' ('n!1·';llitt,·\.,~. OIIHI (:ll/t'lh Jllor~'.
han' ~drl'=:.dy pid';('d liP ~I t'I.li('di',t'
to1~1 01 Sa:!) (tll(t frllill ,11' \atin!l';
cliJiry f.:.J1 mvl'~ .ll(}l1l". 'I JH. ... \'~I..11. it :--:tTill ...
:":0('''' ~lra,_'ilt I •• Ilw hJnk
"Tlwl'l' Illu ..t h(" ...nnll' ml ....take.: .. ~aid
~... ('dl·l'Il· <.' Tu\\ l'1'''' an 111\ ('sl Hh.:lll
hruk\'r \~ Ilo~(· hom,'- III Bt'\lhf;o:,tl~1 )S
"<,,..I -:t., the address of ,'k Or~a iiza-
i.on of Ccrnmunu y Volunteers. one
of 6e ~'umn~ittees thal we:'(\ :;('nt S2.500
eal·~. "I n('\"(",. h('ard of that group,"
i':. Ca,t('!' Buwlrs Jr. an attorn!'v with
:i";,' ',\.l.,h:n.."tun firm of CO\'i'lgion &:
ihlt·;i!L!. \\~I' !CE-S ~urprhl'd but ('ven
,,~,,:.,. indi'_',,;Jnt about th~ use of his
;Iliii ...·,'c Til .. Trust for _\gricultural
1'"I,tilal Education (1',\1'1':) of ~'a'1
,\~!<'n'('. "f,'\" r"ported ,,,ndim: S2,:;OO
th:' 'Unlnl('" to thE' .\ml',·icans· O,.~an-
iZf';J fOl" I ·,.lltil-;.I Stability at lOICt)
Iknt,-r"" I )r', Potumac, 'leI, which is
T" .':1\' that I am not 1)le'l~ed is ;,n
un<iN,tal('l1wnt_" Bowll's said, adding
'he't ,1 fricnd tol'l him ~IJ(oui "11' re,
p,.nul cOl1trihution just a da)' or 'wo
~L(t. I:uwlf's said he is not a mcm~cr
,,: \Ilw"!l'ans Organil('d fill' Politic:!1
Stahi:it,· and is not alVa,'!' of ;In\'o'1l'
·"'h,, i" "It i, not autho!';wd hy '01(',"
he ,aid.
0111('1' ur~anilations li-te,1 a" rl'c<'i\'-
ill~ Ih,' ('ampaign con'."lbution5 do
han' their spokesmen. however. TI1e
money, they say, is to hi' us"d lor .lIr.
l\ixon's campaign even thou~h it Wlsn't
sent to them.
"It ma\- ha\'e 20n(' dii'ectl\' to the
treasurer>' said ~[aurice S, :.\'illiams,
an electrical contractor whCl£e Land-
'ovcr, :'old_, home was listed bv TAPE
as the lieadquartcrs of th'! Lea~ue for
Concerted Action. lie said any dona-
t'ions, 3S he understood it, wel:e to be
turned O\'cr to officials at the Repub,
lican l\ational Committee, The :"eagul',
\\"illiams said, is simply a "funnel"
for campaign ca;;h,
"It was' sef up mainl:: to pour in
funds fOr Richard :\ix.1n," "'illiams
saiel. "Some people like to donate
anonymously. You know,'
\\'illiams faiti he was chairman of
Ihl:' Lea;:u(', OC' some 1'0mrnitto:I:' with
a name like that. hut said Ill' couldn't
I-ecall who his tro:asur('r was_ He ~aid
11(' has no connections at all with 1h('
dairy.industry, lie's just for :\lr, l\L"~n_
See FUJlmS, AU, Col, 1
.) -
-I
<';0, ~p.tten1ll', Is TAPE,
I' poll t1::al Il'1:n al th e A..
""'Iated lU 11k PrClfucn'I
h,.. a f'o..st-gro;;ini "rupcr
,._,,,'pn ..nth 32,000 member
:,., rns in 20 states, Last
r.ne. TAPE and two other
': itical action ftm'd3 for
'r\'men reported contri-
, ions totalinz $85,000 to
"nOU! Rct:ubllcan _fUnd·
i -mg committee! just '*
c '~l 'e~- and -j1:st anEr the
'. "n administration grant-
,-i ,1n Increase in milk sUp'
:.! prlces_
.,. \PE also donata to Dcm-
..,-,·,t,. but on July 9, ac-
,,,,ling to !b most recent
·"rt on pollt!c3.l spending,
,,- ','nt cootrlbutlollS ot $2,-
:. . ('lIch-a toW of $125.000
-'n :so org~izntions Geat-
,r) about the NatIoo's
I ",pilat Th& titles offer
, ",uzh for anyone', tastes,
",:n] the Association of Po-
i .'raj Activists to the Or-
mzation -of 11 0 d era t e
11erlcans to Americans
'lltl'd for Objective Re-
"li~_t~._:__-!~pIY. Amm·
\ ....:-. .:'f'~;tw:.
Phone 223.6000
SU:~~~·..:tt;::~~;cr-. v. c :;
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\i,\f-:' -~.~ a~::.;: t:-;e 5.! C~~!::..:·
7u. \,,0 -.~ tha~ ~o: rr:oce:. ~:-c~
'r,' , - ::'ce. '\\-e ~a' ..e !:.-::e:!
I'-.';I~~!a:j ie;al ,,;,;~~n
l~,;'\ l~:;,~~C'D~=":~~E"es a:-e
l'l'()~J~"\:- .. , ~-::::<e~-!I" 2::":':-:'
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Cash Pours i.lot to GOP Dummy··Units
";, ~,~:- .: : ~~-? >J
.. ':;~:--.::! '..:r·, !~t:- ." ':-e
',\~('~ ct<l.i.ed i:.GO!' ,-.f::-
,~ ~',~~::~~~;~::e j\ ~:-.~!~.~::-~:~
·'·'\hi.~..:~~.~ \~;~!:- :;;';c(,~~\l.~
(l t:-'::':1I.~;r('-~ 'I: ~:l.\l·F.
,il t~:1;; i·... ,:'!~i.'(I .. "
,I' '1:('. 1,', :-I'::~.\D:'i'T.
\~ ;.,;: if'. ;1" .: :., ~;-.:': r:.:.'
. i .' ~'.!". I I ,~:~ It n (l t 1(1
rp'1rh£'d fn:' l n:"!·.:1·I"~t..
I':\f' (',\r:t:·;'lu::~]n.... h ",\',
,". ,",,(l\"(' .:ii)P~~rt !i:~Y ')('cn
,'4' )11<1('(\ ;tt '!lEt Ln~;n
" , ',I..t CII. \\ hn~(' (Iffice hU~ld·
11.-' at 15th a;:d H :;':rp('~s
, "I' rccfJ~d('(1 a, the_home
.' "j of thf' C\l:11J;l\.t:C~!' on
l \!-IF's 1J":1., .\(,!~.' ,~S. ::,,:..ted
~h(' hL,; .. ::lr._ (llll'l',l'r~
·:,',-.e:- .. ;7.E:-::2:':S l.'-=--.::ed :v~
PC::t1:i: :\wa:-ent?5s. a: r:~
ho:-:-:e ~!"'I _'\':-:::l~t('n. He
:,~ads or.e. r,e sa.d. and C.S
wife is cr.a.rrnan or the
('I.n'?:'". But :~e wasnt ~'Jre
\01. ~i(':-L wa..' \\ ~:ich.
nf ::··t~m::r;r:,. ~e .::aid. "It
L.'':: 1;1:" .1 h.=.:jk :lc('r~.n~.
~:--: :-:;:' (.:7-:-T.::·f;~·!- :1a:r:e.
\ ~O; .li ,""J;:';Jortf'~ (i: ~lr.
:\"r,n. :"\1£:[':-£';\ said ;~~ was
er.:;~it,;j 5f'."(';"a1 ;n(.;~t:~5 a..:o
:'y a f1U~;;C re:aliun~ man
narr,rd Robert F. Bennett
who told hi:n "they were
~~I,nz to f()rm some ('ommit·
, ice, -and work for Richard
~i:\nn."
"I'm jus: curiou5~" ~Ier;e!l
told a re;Jor~er at one point.
"llo\\' mar,\' are there"" lIe
.·r._:~ ,:'':'',<::-:-, ~:'.~ .::.e·,'J.(tf;",
( 3~,~ 7)
~,:-?:-:--(~: .':::: ::~. :.3.! ..
i'::~~3 h,",\' r.,s (""'iT,~:i:t,=,e 0:'
,;.~:.' ~~ :':'e ~'_~e:-! 7fE':-e ~.,)
,3e:--.r,f:~) d:':o.': :e:: ;;'~,"
~~e:-:-t'l saic. "\\'e ·::dr.': d:~·
C"'5 " ':1 a·" ~"ea' de'a' "
B~'::n~'tt' c-ci'u:d' ~o:' ';e
:E'ac~€: !or ('on:~enL
Sa:::;>son p, ooLand of 1809
\'a.r~um 5ot. ~-)', a consul:,
a~t f0r Rem:4!ton Rand,
5a.:d ht' cou:c!n': ,eHQ reca:!
who er.Usted him, His heme
:s listed or. T,\P£'s re;;;rt as
t!Je heacqiJarters of :he
CO:l:::tittee for a Bette~ ~a,
t.:o~ while Rem:ng!Cl:l
Rancl's addre» at 2121 Wis·
cor.sin Ave, ~\Y is recorded
as !he ~ome of :\':neMcans
:':>~ a Sens:bie A;ricul:ura:
?0:ic-y,
:~o::ar.:! said he'd never
he:'1:--: cf .v.r.er-cans for a
Seil~:"<e ,\~:-:c~:tt.~:-al Po:·
ICY, 'T~:;,', :10t .he name I
h ad." he declare d. Asked
wherhe r he had len: his
na:ne to thp Committee for
a Detter \'atio!1, he said,
"That m;~h: be the one, , ,
j):ct th~)' -;::e: ~~,500~ I didn't
~et it , " But if the monp),
is for '.Ir, \':xon, I'm for it."
Enlisted by Friends
\'ommal heads of se\'eral
()~ the committees enlisted
,·!hers, John H, ,riddleton, a
retired Government attor·
ney, said he was asked by a
friend, Jesse R. Smith, "to
sene in the interests of ,the
Hepublican Party .. I agreed,
rrinripall,' to ,p~e\'en~ the
Kennedy family ftom t,aking
r'.f':' .::•.;,,~ ~;:: \\O!'(> ~)t ',:;.
• ~:1 • ! ..........:'.'1 ; eo ~. t' :' ,: ~,:,-1
TWf) r;:~3:-- .~J' <~:. ~~i(' ,\5',
L'c:at.0:l !e:'r ~:.:.:-t:. Effec~i\"P
Fe~era: .-\c:':'on Cu;nmittee
a::d the .\mer:cac! for Bet,
~eo:'"Fe-derl! P:a:-:n:!1'; Co:n.
IT,:tte, are listed as ha\ins::
Ulei.r offices a: 3:0: ~lorri.
son St. XW, wh;ch :s :'.liddle.
let,'s ho:n~, SPACE ~eported
g.:\·ing them a to:al of 55,000,
i "I ~elip"e my wife ,5 on
one lnd I'm on the other,"
:\liddieton SOlid, "It's been
SJmO!' time since I was
asked,"
Just back: fro:n a summer
In l'ta~, Srr..th. whose horne
on Garrison Street ';\\', is
supposed :0 be he adquar-
ters for Americans \\'ork.
i~~ to Build a Better Corn-
:nu!1ity Commitl~e, ;aid hc's
;::ot:~n "no:hing at an" in
contributions him;t>If, hut
was delidlte-d to hear the\'
were starting to come in,
includin~ S2,500 ....lor .. his
committee, ~aid h~~
tended to,{heck on the ~tat, \
us of i~ bank account at
t'nion 'Prust the first of the
week,
Smith ~aid he ~'~s asked
to participate by "someone
at the (Republican) Xational
Committee," but he saId h.
couldn't r e call who that
was,
''I'm not tryln~ to hedt:e
or anything," he said, "The\'
s~nt me the cards to set up
this committee, to let mv
name be used, There are
two or three that I talked
with, 1"'e been actil'e in the
Re.,ubllClUl p.my for -~ ..
••• Whc~ it is -x!lO';i ~
dlli:r thdr publldtJ, ttlllt'. •
who it~.. ,.
It wU lilll Ullcle:.r, h~'
e.o-. '"ho h:td Wren C:a :
1cl~t1vo 111 .It!tt!:: UZI til.,
cr~t1OllJ • n (1 i:r;e:1t-
~ thclr n:t:u. IJn c. Not.
.'zIl:er, director at ccmi:um.
cattons tor the Republ%Wh
NI~ Comm1ttee ... 1\1,':
yum-d.!y that he wu un-
J,-;;-:nt 01 them,
Nofziger 5li~csted that
they might have been estab-
lished by cUher U:enCPtlb-
liean National Flnan~ Com-
mittee or the Committee for
the Re·Election of the I'rc~-
. dent. both 1'ornlJI GOP or.
gJnizalions, OUiciJls of r:clUJ. '
er group were BVilllable' for-
,comment yesterday. _
Under the Corrupt Frao.'·
tiel's Act, the treasurer of •
_polItical committee Is re-
'qulred to file quarterly fl.
nancial . I'e port s listing,
among other things, "the,
naIl::'e and address 01 each
pCI"'..on" wbQ has o:ontributcd '
. $100 or more "to 01' for ~ch
.cOD.lrnltt~e, .. ,:~'!.W,n tl;1e {;~•.
endar ;;~ar." T~e deadline
fnr t~e :nost rpcen~ quarte~,
cr>\'erin: ,ptndi~g and
('nn~rihution~ for Jun~. Jul\'
. , ant! .-\~,~s:, "-as SepL 10 -
\'~r.e of U~e papr~ cr~,
~;tlee! has sub:nitterj a p"
;'I)~t thus far, a('('(\rrli~:: !f)
rE"l'ord§ at thp Hf)u~e f~:e
(;!'rk'~~ O[[jce. T:iC r.~:-:1e! f\!
t:1('lr treasurers remair; a
~::;::~tc:::, '!o!'t or ~hr ('8m·
mlttee "chairmen" said the\'
~'lu!dn't recall the name~,
One, Robert n, Tarr of the
Lea;:ue of Dedicated ,"oters
i~,Silver Sprir:., declined to
sa\',
'''We'll make sure all con.
tribi,;ti'lns are properly re-
ported," Tarr told are.
po:ter, declaring that he
had not been a....are of the
. S2,500 contribution TAPE re-
I .ported to the League ,
:\Ir~. Edward L, Feg2ans
of 25~ Sou:.h Da;'ota-Al'e,
XE said she didn't e"en
,k~o',,' the committees involv-
l~? her had been set up,
One. th~ CitiZE'n5 for a Bet.
1fT !::nI'ironm~nt, is Il>ted as
ha\'ing its office. at her
home and thl' other, Ameri.
cans l'nitl'd for Bet:er Lead.
ersh'p, is credited ,.-jth an
addre~s at the Xorthwest
Gardrns ballroom, a !tight.
club in a middll'-<:la~s neigh,
hnrhood that ~rrs. P'eggans
rum \\ith her husband,
T.\ PE reported $2,500 con.
tributions to each !'l'()UP, but
\ :'Ilrs. Feg,t:ans said she ne\'er
~aw the monev,
, ,"This sounds to me Uk"
~t 5 workJn!! up to something
that doesn't smell right,"
~he said, but then stres~('d
that her husband, who was
out of town, undoubtedly
knew more about lL •
"He's vice chairman of the
Repuhlican part,' in the
dty," she said, "He is Mr,
RepUblican, I was just gOing
along to help,"
, :llrs, Fegl!3ns said she WIIS
f,rst told about sen'ing on
Hthis club t..'lat WI:S gOing to
be fOl1:led to re-elect I'rcs!.
-.dcnt-~;L'tcn··~'hen nc-r t~
band r~:urncd home !rem I
RcpubliC3n party meeting
about a month to a month
and I hall .'0 ",t the most."
According to TAPE', re-
port, howe\"tt. the Citizens
'for a Detter Environment
and AmerlClJlI United for
Better Lcndenhlp l-.ad their
tlUca and :;ddres~l's by July
.' Il ~,l;~,n.~ .~9,~,4~1!.I6Si1·
_....ere ma1(>, , II
".
, ..
, -t',
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T he In!"~~ dalrv farm lob- ,
hie, In any event 'ne;?an their
1971 GOP contnbuuons last
:':arch 22 when L\P£ gave
SIO.00O to four Re pu hhr-a n
com~:l\ef·S. The donations
carne JU't 10 rlaJ·~ after Spr·
retarv (,f ..\g:1c;Jllure Clif·
ford lioc'i:n announced there
would he no incre ase In miik
pr.c e support s for 1971.
Lea d i n g darrv far m ,:
spokesmen met witri ~l r.
); ixon at the White House
:'1arch 2.1. On the next day.
:'>larch 24. S P.\ C E gave
S25.0VO to various GOP corn-
rruuees. A day Iater, on
March 25. Hardin announced
a price increase of 27 cents
per hundrecweight, saying
that "continuing research"
had turned up new informa-
tion on rising farm costs,
Other CJJntribution3 came
in following wee ka. On
.-\prii 5, ADEPT ga,'e $45,-
000 to nine Republican or-
ganizations, from the Re-
publican :-'-ationar Committee '
to the Republican Congres·
sional Canctidates Conference.
On !.Iay 7. SPACE was Ie·
ported as giving another
55.000 to the GOP's '72 kick·
off dinner committee, Some
of the GOP recipients of the
dairy lobby's money, such as
the Committee for a Republi·
c.1n Congress w hie h got
$2,000 from TAPE, have had
no other income all year.
The Committee for aRe.
publican· Congress filed its
first - ever financial report
with the clerk of the House
on June 10. 11 s t !n g the
TAPE contribution.
The dairymen h a v e said
there was -no connection be··
tween their campaign gifts
and the government action,
But their con! tit u e n t s
voiced their thanks to Mr.
Nixon with a warm recep-
tion at the President's ap-
pearance be for e them in
Chicago earlier this month.
Stopping for a visit to the
Associated Milk Producers
Convention there Sept. 3,
Mr. Nixon was met by 40.000
dairv farmers and relatives
gathered at cavernous ;\1('·
Cormick Place for what was
hilled as "lhe larg,'st farm
meeting in history." The
President praised them for
their solt-rellance, but be
won his higgest applause
- when he tole! them what he
most wanted· "in trrm' or
food on tilC tllhle" on r('·
turning home from e!uty in I
the Parific In World War II. .
"You know "'hal if wa~,"
he told the throng. "Not a
~teak Qr none or thl' otht'r
thinl(5 ihat you usually think
of-just 'a' ·gJa·s's o't' gO-O~d'l.
fresh milk .•. "----------~------------,
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/ /91r! - :,:1THE WHIT~: ~!CU.~C•WASHINGTON
39.4 Gordon Strachan memorandum
Sepi::.er.'L'oer28, 1971
, '1'"\ ';"')•
.t, '...I t\, • H. R.
FRO:·1: GORDON STRACi1l\NG
Hil]~ rlonevSUi3JECT:
.;-.,.
. .. 1 .. - 11 . ch'Iilrce riat.t crs of lnterest CLeve o:)CQ zo .iow i nq L.. 8 artic10s .i~
the i':ushing::onPost and the \"121.11 Stre~t Jou::::-n~l(copL~s att.uc::e:c:.).
1) The Clerk of the House 'reports filed by the milk
peoD1e 'de:ceGone incorrectly. This resulted in the
dis;losure of several of the cOIT':.I:1itt.cechairmen, .,.,110
talked with the reporters. John Dean has suggested
changes in the form to preclude any further' disclosure
when the reports are filed'~gain~
2} The RNC (Lyn Nofziger and ~~ Herman) have been
anstvering reporters calls to the RNC. Unfortunately
they ha~e referred some calls to Lee Nunn, who has
pleaded ignorance or lIifthe money is 'coming to us,
we haven't seen any of it yet" ~ (~..zh i ch is true because
the full 232 transferred is held in committees con-
trolle~ by the milk producers' treasurer).
3) colson sent a ~emorandum noting a Justice Department
Anti-Trust Dj.vision investigation of the m.i.Lk producers
association exe~ption, which was upheld by the District ~
of ColtU1'biaFcc1e::::-alDistrict Court in 1956. Colson urcres ft- Iihis own non-involvem2~t. Jo~n Dean is checking this r~?ort q
on a ver..!10';'; key basls.,d- -,....,;~,~.~a:~2-! :...,_ :"':•.:..-!"~!.:;tt.:l.':::~':· 11.l
Cl'--ll=~.i!'"::tS'~=at~er~ -,
John Dean has been watching this matter closely as well as the
common .C.J.usesuit I wh i ch has received some medi.acoveraqc by
mentioning Jack Gleason.
-j
'I
I
I
!
i
:1
..
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40. On November 22, 1971 Deputy Assistant to the President John
o~MA-J.. ~
WhitakerAsigned a "Memorandum to the President's File" dated that day
regarding the President's afternoon meeting of March 23, 1971 on milk
price supports. Thereafter the memorandum vas re-dated to March 23,
1971. On July 11, 1973 a file copy of the memorandum dated November
22, 1971 was filed in camera under claim of executive privilege in
civil litigation in United States District Court challenging the
March 1971 milk price support decision as being unlawfully based on
political considerations. On November 16, 1973 Special Counsel:-to
the President J. Fred Buzhardt filed the affidavit informing the
court of the fact that the memorandum had been re-dated. Buzhardt
stated in the affidavit that it had been informally ascertained from
the originator of the memorandum that the date on the original was
apparently changed by persons unknown.
40.1 Hemorandum from John Whitaker to the President's
file, Harch 23~ 1971 (received from '~hite House).
40.2 Memorandum from John Whitaker to the Presi.dent's
file, November 22, 1971 (received from White House).
40.3 Nader v. Butz docket, July 11, 1973, November 16,
1973.
40.4 Fred Buzhardt affidavit, Nader v. Butz, November
16, 1973.
40.5 Leonard Garment affidavit, Nad~r v. Butz, July 5,
1973.
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WA:' ~: r ; G T 0 1'1 40.1 John Whitaker
THE '..~!TL HOUSE
.........
·1
M a :.~:l 2 3 I 1971.
00.129G
FROM:
;- ...
SUBJEGT: Mc et ing witl. Se c r :~2.ry Corma.Il y, Secr etary Hardin,
George Shul tz , :),:):1 Ri ce , Joh n Ehrlichmau,
John C. Whitake::-
Tuesday,. Ma r ch 23, 1971
(5:05 - 5:38 p. m. )
You worked out a strategy to c..:::-"o\'~llcethat the Administration
was rever sing Sec r c ta J'y."Harci:;: r s decision and increasing the
milk price support to 85:1l of par ity,
The essential fo r rnat wa s that Car l Albert and "Wilbur !'-.Ells
wo r c going to pass 8. bill for a rr.arid at or y increase in rn.i.Ik p r ico
supports. The collective j\.ld~:::~!lt wa s that: the Dcrrro c r at s had
the votes Lo pas stile bi ll and g:';;c thcrn a strong issue if you
vetoed the bill.
, After requesting Sc c r c ta r y H<:!.:-:::a to do all in his powe r to rn alce
sure the rn il l, pc op le did not o·.·~:·-producc and ruin their rna r ke t
(the basis for Sc c r ct a r y Ha r dir; ' 5 original decision not to raise
price supports) you dccicle.d to :'a.ve Secretary Hardin reverse
his decision publicly.
[6899]
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40.2 John Whitaker memorandum
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PROCEEDI!'iGS
CIVIL DOCKET
~ltiteb ~tates Pistrict <Court for tbe IDistrlct of Qtohtmbia
,,_ ~ AL---------- VS. EARL--E----13J1TZ,,---E'l'---AL-!-- C. A. No. 14_8~12.________ Supplemental Page t
defts to
motion for in camera 1 ection of certain
documents the custodian deliver these documents
Jones, J.to tbe Court
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CIVIL DOCKET
• . \lill1iteb §J,tutes pistri rt 1[011(! lor the ]3)istrict 01 <Columbia
~-:,_. --.:--.-.---.-----------~1!~-~vs. .__. . ._._._. .. ._. c. A. No. _... llf8~72 ..--..- Supplemental Page N,
PROCt:EOI:-.G:-l
DATE
NoV 13 NOTICEof pltfs. to take deposition of W. Pat Jennings. clm 11-13
II' MEMORANDUHof pLtfs. summar Lz Lng the purport of discovery taken inr
• N_oV
this case to date. clm 11-14
~ NoV 16 OPPOSITIONof defts to pl tfs I motion to disqualify the Departm.ent of;
Justice from representing the White House custodian of Records.
cIs 11-16 . .....
161 OPPOSITIONof defts. to pltfs' motion for an order to show cause
~ 16' CERTIFIED copy of order of USCAdiami3a-;-i-n-g-m-o-t-;-i:-o-n~f~o-r-e-x-:t-e-n-s-:-i-o-n-o-f-~.t'~--...·,r~c:·
INOV
t i
why the Hhite House Custodian of Records Should not be held
in contempt.~ affidavit~ P&A. cIs 11-16
to file brief, dismissing motions for summary affirmance, to di~mi
the appeal, and directing Clerk to remove the appeal fro:u the dhck
16 MOTIONof nltf to vacate stav order of 8-20-7~ argued and !2:ranted.
I nov
"
(OTBP) (ReD: Jack Maher) . Jones. J.
Nov tI..6 ORALt:lotion of nltf to withdraw show. cause order filed by nItff
Nov 16 MOTIONof plt:ff to comne L production of documents heard in part
I and continued indefini telv. (OTBP) (Rep: Jack l,!aher) Jones. J.
•
! .Nov ~O 'PRA.NSr!RTP'Pof' n,..n('~en-t nQ"~· November 16 1q7~: Ren' Jack Ma.ler:~. ~~~----~--
(!mn·+.' ~ Cony
heard and granted. (OTBP) (Rep: Jack Maher) Jones'. J.
--- 21 NOTICEof pItfs. to take deposition of David Wilson; notice;schedule :-\.~._._-_.______. _._-_.. .__-------_._------------+--& B elm 11-20,~----~--+.----------
q ... __ ._------_.. .- - ..•--------- -
~to.!.~.?~:1 ORDERwithdrawing motions of pltfs for an order to show cause whyI r------;--.----.----.-.-. -.-.----.-..- ...-.-- . . _:__--=__ 4__
___ ~l the White House custodian of Records should not be held in ,
If'-· ---1-·--· ·-r·· -_- .._..-._ - _ --- -.- _.._.._.. - - - .. --.... . -- _-- ---.. -- ..--------.~-
.. + ' :
-------,,-----.--------------......!.~--+-
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Plaintiffs,
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)'. )
)'
)
)
.r Civil Action No. 148-72
RALPH NADER, et al. ,
v.
EARL H. BUTZ, et aI, ,
Defendants.
Washington,
s s ,
District of Colurnbia
AFFIDAVIT
J. Fred Buzhardt, Special Counsel to the President of the United
States, being duly sworn, deposes and says:
1. Pursuant to the order ;;'f this Court dated August 16, 1973, in
consultation with Leonard Garmerrt, Acting Counsel to the President and
with counsel for defendants in this actjo n, I have undertaken a continuing
and further search of files in the possession of the White House Office in
order to locate documents sought by plaintiffs. On September 17, 1973 I
executed an affidavit in this action. setting forth the results as of that date
of the search of the files in response to th'is Court's order. I now make
this affidavit to set forth the current results of the continuing search being
conducted in response to this Court's order and the subpoenas served by
plaintiffs.
2. In my affidavit of September 17. 1973. I indicated that the search
would continue and would be completed as rapidly as possible consistent
with the breadth of the plaintiff's request, the number of files involved
and the availability of manpower to perform the search. I also indicated
that I would file ari additional report with the Court within 30 days of that
date. Such file search has been continuing. However. due to the demands
befng made on the personnel available and assigned to perform the search
[6907]
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by reason of other important litigation also pending before this Court
which is being conducted on an expedited basis, it has been virtually
impos sible to devote sufficient time to report more rapidly to the Court
on the status of the contin~ing search.
3. The continuing search to date h~s failed to disclose the existence
in the Executive Office of the President of logs or diaries of Messrs.
Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Dean, ,<;;hotine'rand Sloan. Such search is
continuing with respect to logs and diaries of Messrs. Colson, Str-acharr,
Cashen, Dent and Whitaker.
4. In connection with the continuing search, the following docurnebts
or records have been located:
a. Card file records which wo uld indicate any meeting or
telephone conversation between the President and any individuals
on Schedule A attached to the notice of deposition served upon the
White House Custodian of Records if such individuals had a meeting
or conversation with the President during the period designated in
the notice. 'However, these logs merely indicate the time and place
of any Presidential meeting at which the individual was in attendance
or record of the fact that a telephone call occurred; these records
do not reflect the subject matter of the meeting or telephone con-
i ,
ve r sa.tton,
b. A memorandum from one Presidential assistant to
another Presidential assistant dated December 18, 1970 di scus aing
the dairy industry and its representatives.
" c. A memorandum dated March 23, 1971 from a Presidential
I' assistant to the President's file concerning a Presidential meeting
with other governmental officials involving decision making with
respect to the dairy price support program. This memorandum,
except for the date, is identical to the document previo~sly described
in the affidavit of Leonard Garment dated July 5, 1973, at paragraph
3(hh). It has been informally ascertained from the originator of the[6908]
-3-
.r ............ ., .
memorandum that it was originally prepared on November 22, 1971
and so dated; the date on the file copy was apparently later changed
L by persons unknown to conform to the date of the Presidentialmeeting described therein. ..
5. In addition to the above docume.nts, four additional documents
were brought to our attention after being located in the files of a former
Executive Office official who subsequently transferred to another govern-
mental position outside the Executive Office. Those four documents,
which would come within the scope of the subpoenas served by plaintiffs,
are as follows:
a. Memorandum for the Staff Secretary dated March 20,
1971, from the Director of the Office of Management and Budget
reporting on a meeting with the President of March 5, 1971, with
various government officials and covering a wide variety of subjects,
one of which related to dairy prices (A copy of this memorandum
was also subsequently found in the files of the White House Office).
b. Memorandum for the Director of the Office of Management
and Budget from an Assistant to the Director, dated March 24, 1971,
on the subject of dairy price supports.
c. Memorandum from one 'Presidential assistant to another
dated March 10, 1971, on the subject of cheese imports with a brief
reference to parity levels, and with a covering note transmitting
the memorandum to a third Presidential assistant.
d. An undated and unsigned cover note (attached to the
copy of a memorandum for the President dated March 9, 1971, from
a Presidential assistant, which has been previously identified in
Mr. Garment's affidavit dated July 5, 1973, at paragraph 3(r)),
which discusses the position of the Secretary of Agriculture on
the price support level at that time.
[6909]
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10. The search directed by this Court is still continuing at the
most rapid pace possible, and your deponent anticipates filing an
additional report with this Court in the near future.
Subscribed and sworn. to before me
this 16th day of November, 1973.
, " • : ~ ~ 1 " NOTARY PUBLIC,
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
My Commission expires:
~ ItI, If??'
"-.:.
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(:N[I'E:[) STAT I':;'; I)fSTnICT C()i-I{T
]'.)1: '1'111::I)[STIUCT OF' (_;Or.frMilfA
RALPll Ni\DEIZ. ct <:1.,
Plaintiff s , Jio- .... ,""
'.
v. , Civil Action No. 148-72
EARL H. BUTZ, e t al.,
Defendants,
Washington,
District of Columbia
)
)
)
s s.
. v,
AFFIDAVIT
Leonard Garment, being duly sworn, deposes and says:
I am acting Counsel to the President of the United States and
I make this affidavit in support of the opposition filed by ti.,l.!
White House Custodian of Records, the Custodian of Records of
the Office of Management and Bu dge t , and the Custodian of the
Records of the Council of Economic Advisers to plaintiffs'
Motion for an Order to Compel Compliance with Subpoena Du,es
Tecum and for In Camera Inspection. The assertions of executive
privilege set forth herein are made at the direction of the President.
'I have examined the s ubpo eria s duces teCttn1 and the Not.i c e
of Deposition served in connection with the subpoenas calling to r
the production of .records, l undo r s t.a.nd that c.c r ta in records
privilege, ! s c-t 1'0,'1'; Iii,' 1'1l11tl'.\'illc', dt':', "ip'i',I!\.
[6912]
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(~~) .t\ memorandum troin a pl"l'si<l(~lIlial assi:;tunt
Lu <llIuLlier presidulILial ass is t au t • da t i .cl .Iu l v '2.7, 1!171.
re~al'din~ a proposed speech by Lhe Pn!sidellt t o a dairy
farmer cooperative associaLioll ·to whi eI: is at t a on ed a
memorandum con ta i n i ng, various considera Ll o ns for' u s e in
the proposed speech,r (hh) A memorandum, da ted November ~~, 1971. from
a presidential a s s i-s ta nt to the PresiLiell t ' sri Le c onc er-n-,
~g the dairy price support program,
(Lt ) A memorandum from a presidential assistant. to
the file, dated 1\larch 8, 1972, re~ardin~ the dairy price
support program.
(jj) A memorandum from a presidential assistant. to
another presidential assistant, dated March 7, 197~, re-
garding the dairy price support program.
(kk) A memorandum, dated ~arch S, 1972, J·rom a
presidential assistant to another presidential assist.ant
regarding the dairy price support program,
.(11) A memorandum from a presidential assistant (0
another presidential assistant, da ted :'la1'ch 9, 1972, l'e-
garding the dairy price support pr ogram ,
(mm) An undated and unsi~ned memorandum con<:el~ing
the 1971 dairy 'price suppo!' t program to whi c h is at t a c h e d
a transcript of the television pr oirr am "Issues and Answ er s "
dated October 29. 1972. The first page and pag~s 16 and
17 of the transcript of the "Issues and Ans·..e r a" program
which relate to the dairy pr Lr.e support [n'o!-',l'a!:1have been
furnished 1.0 plaintiffs,
- !) -
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'relate to this l it ig at.ion. The release of the C(lnlt;nf,s of s uch
do curncnt s would be in~urjous to the public int c r os t and h the
constitutional doctrine of the separation of powers since the
President of the United States is entitled to receive frank
recommendations, opinions and considerations from his staff
and subordinates in the discharge of his constitutional powers.
Any impairment of the free flow of considerations, recommendations,
deliberations and advisory opinions to the President and among his
staff would adversely affect the public interest.
WC\,shing ton
s s .
.\.
District of Columbia
-<4 J~,/Subscribed and sworn to before me on this __ !7__< day of ~'
1973.
_ . ., ,
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41. On January 24, 1972 a civil suit was filed in United States
District Court for the District of Columbia challenging the March 1971
milk price support increase as unlawfully based on political consider-
ations and campaign contributions. After February 1, 1972 Counsel to
the President John Dean reported regularly on the litigation to Ha1de-
man and Ehr1ichman.
41.1 Nader v. Butz docket, January 24, 1972.
41.2 Memorandum from John Dean to John Ehrlichman,
February 1, 1972, with routing slip (received
from White House).
41..3 Memorandum from John Dean to H. R. Haldeman
and John Ehr1ichman, August 31, 1972 (received
from White House).
41.4 Hemorandum from John Dean to John Ehrlichman,
September 28, 1972 (received from White House).
41.5 Memorandum from John Dean to Charles Colson,
December 15, 1972 (received from White House).
41.6 John Ehrlichman t.est fmony , SSC Executive Session,
February 8, 1974, 58-59.
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vs , DECLARATORY JUT
INJUNCTION
EARL H. BUTZ, et al . T,,\,XJ::o
-""t Atty ..-: ).
Marshal
Clerk
Witnesses
Depositions .
Examiner
-..
Jury demand 0 Ct. Appls,
SEE PRECEDiNG PAGE FOR COr'1PLE7;.·~ C;I pr_;:\~CI{ Report Judgt. 0 TOTAL
DATE
ACCOU~T REC'D D153'O DATE
ACCOU~T
iii!
iJan• 24 Dobrovir 10 )0 r
Jan. 24 U.S. Treas. :.} !J:_, : .--.
May 14 Dobrovir _. ') oc
0;;..
Hav 14 U.S. T_rea.s
.:::(10
MAV 5 Dobrovir 1150 .
May 5 u .. S. 'Treasury 1 5C
i 1973 .
Jan 26 Schaller 5 )0
2:: U.S. Tr::>('sury
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CIVIL DOCKET
l1nittb ~tllttS ~i5trict <!:ourt tor tbe ;i)iMrict of (:olumbia
iii
I
PROCEEDINGS FEES TOTAL
-
lOS it for cost by
lplaint, appear~ , Schedules I, II, III filed
amons, copies (4 ) and copies ( L~) of Complaint issued DA & Atty. Gen Servo 1-25; de Pta. Iserv , 126
-,
1-
;ion of plaintiffs to modify procedure for answers to deposition
by '~ritten.qu~st1:..0nsand to shorten time for ser.vice of cross- -
qu~stions; ,P & A; notice, exhibits A through E; c/m 1-28.
M.C. ,. filed
>position of defts. to motion to mo'difv procedure for answers to
deposition by written questions and to shorten time for service ,
of cross guestions; P&A;~ clm 2=3-72 filed
'- f-
~nded complaint; c/m 2-7. . . '/ - filed
:>tionof defts. for protective order ..'P&A; c/m 2-11-$2 M.e. :-'
App. of L. Patrick Gray, III, Harold H. Titus, Jr. , Irwin
Goldbloom. filed
position of pltfs. to defts. motion for a protective order; clm
.
8. filed I..
amended comnlaint. (Fiat) Jones J.
rder denying'pItfs' motion'to modify Rule 31 procedures; a;:ranting
in part defts.' motion for a protective order. (N) Jone's tT.
for 1eav-e to amend complaint; P & A; c/m 3-2.
, ....
.Lon of pLtfs • M.e. f led
Iposed modification by pI tf's, to defts. proposed order; clm 3-2. f1 ed
otion of defts. to dismlfis or in the alternative :for summary judr;nlt[1,,;
-gffidsv1t (2); exhibitd{A) {B ):v/~tab"mpnt~/p ~ A· elm ~-1~-72··
M.C. .' filed
_, T \:1. "' ltp discoveryproceedingsaBdtion of pltfs. to reinstate pos oned
for other purposes;/P & A, Exhibit, clm 3·17. M. C • filec
~1pulation of counsel Re: .the filing of motions; approved. (Fiat)
Jones ~.
,tion of defts • for a protective order and opposit ion to pItf's.
motion to reinstate discovery and for other 'Ournoses.vp & A·
elm 3-24. m ,c. filed
~morandum of plaintiffs in response to motion for a protective
~r; affidavit, exhibit A, elm 3-30. . filed
)f defts. to dismiss: P & "A· annendix A: elm 4-4 M r,
.
f11~(
t10n pltf. to postpone consideration of deft's motion tod1smlss
,& to consolidate - denied. (Fiat) Jones ~.
tion of pItf. to post pone consideration'of deft's motion to dlsmiq::l
for mootness and to consolidate that motion with deft's motion tc
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*.--,.,THE WHITE HOUSE' . 9--WASHIN·C:;TON
Fe-bruary 1_
For your further ~nfor~ation,
today the Antitrust Divislon at Jus
filed a civil antitrust suit against
Associated Milk Producers, Inc.
(the largest of the three cooperatl,\'
involved in the Nade r case and the
organizer of TAPE) charging mono
lization and othe r restraints of tra
in violation of the She nnan Act.
01270
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AD~,Ul\rSTru ...TrVSLY CO:';'FIDENTIAL " INFORMATION"
February I, 1972
~lEMOnAi'iDC}'i FOR: JOI-IN EHRLICIii-.1AN
FR 0),1: JOHN DEAN
SUBJECT: .Nader v, Butz
•
On January 24, Ralph Nader, Public Citizen, Inc. (one of his new
public interest groups) and two 'con surn c r organizations filed··a....
class action suit in the District Court of the District of Columbia
against Sec rctary of Agriculture Bu tz and the Commodity Credit
Corporation. The complaint alleges that the decision of the
Sec retary of Ag riculture to orde r an inc rease in the fede ra l price
support level for fluid milk for 1971-1972 was arbitrary, capdcious,
and based on considerations extraneous to the criteria prescribed
by law for m ak irig such dc te r rni.na t ions , The suit prays for a finding
that the milk subsidy inc r ea se is unlawful and an ord e r r e s c ind inc
Q
the increase in the price support level.
The gist of Nader's case is that the dairy industry - through three
political committees - funnelled substantial political contributions to
appropriate parties in an eventually successful effort to obtain hi;jiler
price support levels for milk. Their first attempts w e r e directed
toward Congressmen (primarily Democrats) in order to achieve their
goals by specia11egislation. When Congress failed to pass such
legislation, the dairy industry allegedly induced the Adrn irii s t r a ti on
.to reverse its position by starting substantial contributions to political
committees established to aid in the re-election of the President. The
details of these contributions, which Nader obtained from the reports
filed by the political c ornrn.itt ees of the dairy industry und c r ith e
Corrupt Practices Act, and the course of events leading to this suit
are as follows: 001271.
Since 1969, the nation's three largest dairy marketing cooperatives,
which control about fifty percent of all milk sales in the Unit cd Sta te s ,
have established three political action cornrn it te e s to make political
'.
" .
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contriblltions and to take other actions supporting the objectives of the
d.t iry indu s t rv , Tb c sof h r c c committees are the Trust for Ag :-icultural
Political E(!il~;1tion (T ...\P2i, thc Trust for Special Political A.;:-icultural
Commur!i ty Eclu ca t ion (SP;~C':::), and the Ag r icu l tu rat and Da i ry
Education:-tl Po Ii t ica l Trust {.-\OSPT). They are all financed by voluntal
contriblltio:1S from dairy Ia rrn e r s , As of January 1, 1972, these ..
committees had on hand a corribined total of rrio r e than $2.3 million
for use in accomplishing t hc i r objectives.
.,.
••
From 1969 th r ough 1971, TAPS. SPACE and ADEPT made contributions
totalling $U)7, 000 to 13 Scnaro r s and 50 Representatives. the t-arge
majority of ....vhom are Dcrno c r at s , Of this amount, Senator Humphrey
received $15,62:- and Sena to r :,{uskie $3,936. Practically?-ll of these
contributions were made before the Ma r ch 25, 1971 decision by-the
Administration to increase t::'e price support level of milk •..,
'.'
One of the primary goals of the da ir y industry is, of course, to assure
that the price support for rr.:::", -i s maintained at as high a level as
possible. The Secretary of Ag r icul tu r e is authorized by statute to fix
this level at a position whi cr; he determines will assure an adequate
supply of rn ilk ,> This de te r rrt ina tion is made in March of each year
and is effective for the pe r icd April 1 - Ma r ch 31. On March 12, 1971,
then Sec retary Hardin announced that he had decided not to increase ..
the milk price support level above $4.66 for the year April 1, 1971-
March 31, 1972. The basis of this decision was stated to be the fact
that a large increase in the level of the 1970 price support had caused
milk production to increase ~"l1970. 001272 \,'\
. \
Following this initial de cisicn, between March 16 and March 25, 29
Senators and 116Re pr e s entari ve s spon s or ed bills to increase the price
support level. About one-ha2..! of these individuals had received ca~pai~
contributions f r orn TAPE, S?ACE and ADEPT.
Also after this Ma r ch 12 determination, the dairy industry for the first
time began strongly to s.upport Republican fund- raising committees
as well as to bring direct p re s su r e to bear en the Administration. On
Ma rch 22, TAPE deposited 510,000 with four Republican campaign
accounts. On March 23, the President and Secretary Hardin met at
the White Houze with a doz en dairy industry Ic ad e r s , including top
executives of the three rn iIk coope r at iv'e s sponsoring the political
..
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I •'II1'(' s , The next clay, SPAC E contri but cd an addition.:!.! '::25 aOO(;on1l1 _, "'" ,
to tl ... • .lllIpJ.ign accounts of four other Rcpubl ican finance conlrnittccs.
l~· ·11\' 1111 ?l.larch 25, Sc c re ta rv Ha rrl in r cve r s cd his in itia I clcci-i.o,...,. Ill.' l' '" ..
, . """,.Ilced that the price support level 'would be raised [rom $-l 0/ r",IIC, .1. , •• u
'CI' IplI.,ln·d pounds to S·L 93 per hundred. The basis for this reversal,
p '11 -I t o be increases in dairy Ia rrrie r s ' costs.wa~' ( . __
N:\d(~r ;11 kges that this decision was then followed by much large r
olitic·.11 contributions to Republican campaign committees. Since-
~1a l'<-II'~C;,.TAPE, SPACE and ADEPT contributed another $2:87,' 500
to ovc r "10 dummy committees for the re-election of the Presi~tent,
all lo(';'lccl in the District of Columbia. Investigation of these _
conlll.;'ll~CS by Nader further detennined that many listed in the reports
had in(,orrect addresses and that certain individuals listed as officers
denied any connection whatsoever wi th the committees. These
Inaccv facies in Ii s trng s have resulted in several complaints to the
Clerk of the House by individuals who se narrio s or addresses were
used ill connection with the conunittccs'without their permission.
.... ::....
From a legal standpoint, Nader shou ld have a difficult time winning
his ca ::c if the Department of Ag riculture ha s documcnt::'..tion of its
rationale for the reversal of position, which it apparently has. He
will, nevertheless, have the rather dubious authority of Judge Bazelonls
deci:;ioll in the Three Sisters Bridge case (D. C. Federation of Civic
ASf,o(.:.~;.'lionsv; Volpe) to rely upon. However un s ound that decision
- may-;q)pcar, it is still the law in the ~. C. Circuit.
. . .OOl.27~ , _ .
Aside (rom the ul tirria te de cis'i cn In th is case, the di s covc ry proceedings
could prove disastrous. As in his suit against the Department of
Tr~JI!lp()rtation on the propriety of the rule making procedure regarding
the ill:dallation of air bags in automobiles (N;1der v, Voloe), Nader can
be e~q)(:cted to try to obtain through discovery all communications
betweell the White House and the De pa rtment of Ag riculture. These
will probably be-amenable to protection by claims of executive privilege.
More difficult to defend 'against would be depositions of the dairy
indu::lry officials who attended the White House meeting with the
Prc:Jifil-l1t and Sec r eta ry Hardin. TL~se officials wi l l c c r ta in iy be
quc!iliollcd in detail about all commit.tnents m.:::.deby the President at
that 111t~ding. Furthermore, deposiLio~s c;::.nbe expected to be taken
[6926]
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of all the officers of the Republic an campaign committees which
rccc ivcd cor: t r ibut ions from :-APE, .W EPT and SPACE. Alt1:ou
rY
h
these individuals may quite ~:'...!th£ullybe unabl.e to have knowledcr:
::>
of any p r c s su r e brought to b ea r on Secretary Hardin because of these
contributions, questioning a cout their duties 'with the committees
and the manne.:r in which the committees operate could prove highly
embarrassing in ?-n election yea r ,
The best hope for avoiding t;-..e consequences of discovery is to wil't
a dismissal of the c ornpla irit on the ground of mootness. The relief
sought by plaintiffs is two-io:i.First, they request a declaratory
judgment that the March 25, :971 decision and order by the Secretary
increasing the price support Leve I of fluid rni lk and the April 26, 1971
increase in the purchase pr ice of cheddar cheese and nonfat dry milk
by the Commodity G.redit Co rpo r a ti on are unlawful, null and Void.
The increases in the purchase prices of cheddar cheese and nonfat
dry milk result from the inc r ea sed price support level for fluid milk
since that price level is rria ic ta i.ned hoi CCC purchases of nonfat Q!")'
milk, butter and cheese. The second relief sought is to enjoin the
Secretary and ~he cee fran: c onti nuing to support the present price
levels of fluid milk, che dda r cheese and nonfat dry milk.
Once the Secretary arrives at a new determination of the appropriate
price support level for milk ·:from which. the new level for cheese and
nonfat d ry milk will also be :alculated) for the year April I, 1972 _
March 31, 1973, the old dete:-:nination of Ma.rch 25, 1971 will no longer
be in effect and therefore nc: be capable of being enjoined. This decisic
by the Secretary is traditionilly made sometime during the month of
March, which is not far awa y, If Nader wishes to expedite the Court
procedure to obtain cons ide r a ti cn before the new determination is made,
he will probably have to resort to a motion for a preliminary injunction._o_
'0
Nader will also be certain to argue that even if the request for an
injunction is mooted by a new determination, the request for a de cla r a tc
'judgment is still valid •. The D.C. Court of Appeals in the case concern:
the sufficiency of the AEC e::.dronmental impact statement on thc nuc ler
test blast at Amchitka Is Ianc indicated strongly that it bclic· ..cd that the
legal issues in that case coc id not be mooted by detonation. (Cornm itt o-
for Nuclear Responsibilitv \0. Scabo r s , D. C. Cir. Oct. 28, 1971)•
Following the test, howeve =. this que S tion was neve r reached since
plaintiffs voluntarily dismissed their case •
o~
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AD~ni\ISTrL\ TIVELY C00:FIDE~:TIAL INFOR~\'!ATION
lvtEl\'10RANDU~·iFOR:
H. R. HALDE~':AN
JOHN EHRLICH:\'lAN
JOHN DElli"! ~
_---..
~<:
~~-_.
FRO~-i:
SUBJECT: 001275 Nade r v, Butz
•
Last January, Ralph Nade r filed a suit in the District Court of the
District of Columbia. alleging that the decision or the Secretary of
Agriculture in Mar ch 1971 to order an increase in the Federal price
support level for fluid milk for 1971-1972 was- arbitrary, capricious
and based on considerations extraneous to the prescribed legal
criteria. The gist of the case is that the dairy industry -- through
three pol ifc a.l committees - - funnc led substantial contributions to
political committees established to aid in the re-:-election of the
President and that, the se contributions we r e dete rminative in the
decision to raise the price support level.
.~-
The facts of the matter are that on March 12, 1971 Secretary Hardin
announced that he had decided not to increase the milk price support
level above $4. 66 for the yea r April 1~ 1971 - Ma r ch 31, 1972. This
decision caused an intense cong.res s ionaL reaction and strong lobbying
from the milk producers. On }..larch 22. TAPE, one of the three
political comlnittees, deposited $10, 000 with £0'\.1 r Republican campaign
accounts. On March 23, the President and Secretary Hardin met with
a dozen dairy industry Ieadc r s , including top executives of the th r ee
mill; cooperatives sponsoring the political committees. The next day,
SPACE, another rnilk produce r s ' committee, contributed an additional.
$25, 000 to Republican finance cornrn itt ees , Finally, on 1v1~rch25,
Secretary Hardin rever~ed his initial decision and raised the price
support level from $4.66 to $4. 93 pc r hundred pounds, citing inc rea sed
costs to dal ry fa r:ne r s as the reason. During the r e st of 1971, the
three milk produce 1's' political committee s contributed anothe r $287, SCI)
to over 59 dummy committees for the re-election of the President.
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After Se c r c ta r y Bul z performed his statutory duty in March 1972
and determined the p r icc support level for 1972-73, the GOvcrx-nent
• argued that the case vrt:». n100t ~ince the old dete rmination was no
longe r in eIfc ct and not ca pab le of being enj oinc d, Judge Jor.c s
concurred with that argument and disrn is secl the casco Ho,\vcvc r ,
last week the Court of Appeals r eve r s cd Judge .Iorie s and ruled that
the case was not moot because Sec rc ta ry Butz had continued the 1971-
72 price support level without any change. The Court reasoned that
even if the new decision were valid, the District Court should still
investigate whethe r the 1972-73 price support level had been tainted
by a possibly improper determination in 1971.
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At the same time that the Court of Appeals r-eve r se d Judge Jone s , a
private la\v~uit filed by the National Farmers' Organization in Kansas
City' against the major dairy cooperatives obtained through discovery
letters by dairy industry officials r el at ing to the Nad e r suit. These.
letters state that the mill, producers' contributions were channeled
through the Wa sh ing ton law firn'l of Harrison & Reeves, with lv1urray
Chotine r being instrumental in designating the name s of the R epubl ican
committees to receive the money. Dairy officials also wrote in the
Icttc r s that the gifts "played a major role in this Administrative
decision" to raise supports. 00127 G
The i-esult of these two developments will undoubtedly be to Spur a
vigorous discovery effort by Nader to attempt to establish links be-
tween the political contributions and the decision by Secretary Hardin.
Although the Government will fight the plaintiff I s discovery and try
to obtain a ruling on its previous motion to dismiss on the rnc r it s , it
is most likely that discovery will be allowed and will commence quite'
soon, Depositions rn.ay be sought f r-crn Secretary Hardin, Under
Secretary Campbell and others in the Department of Agriculture;
various dairy industry officials; Mu r-j-a.vChotincr and others in his law
firm; officials of the dum.my Republican finance committees who r e-.
'caived the contributions; and possibly certain 'White House staff members
such as Chu cl; Colson and John Whi take i-, \Ve can also anticipate
efforts to obtain docurnen t s from all these sou rce s , including irit e rna l
White House papers. As is readily apparent, the potential for political
embarrassment during the rcrna in ing months of the cam pai gn is high.
l
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On the pos it ivc s idc, howe vc r, t hc Gove rnrn ent ' s anl it rust case .a:;amst
• the As sociat.cd ?vlilk Pr oclucc r-s , Inc , , one of the cooperatives wh ich
sponsored the political c ornrn it tee s, has been moving quickly and
could go to trial as early as next ·spring -- very rapid progress for
an antitrust case. This vi gor ous prosecution should hc lp call into
question any allegations by Nacle r that the milk produce rs have
influenced the. Administration by the i r political contributions.
• :--'"
We will keep an eye on this case and keep you advised.
/
cc: Charles Colson
Clark MacG r-egor
Maurice Stans
John Whitake r
001277
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THE WHITE HOUSE-
---------------_
WAS H I N GTON
I
September 28, 1972
MEMORA~DUl\.f FOR:
·SUBJECT: 001278
';''''
JOHN EHRLICHMAN
JOHNDEANg
Nade r v. Butz
FRO~1:
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On August 21, the Court of Appeals of the D. C. Circuit reversed the
District Court's cli srrri s s al of the above- captioned case for nl00tness
and remanded the case for fu rthe r proceedings. Before the Court of
Appeals issued its o rder to the District Court" the Government, on
Se pternb e r 11, moved for at least a month's delay to pe rrrri t time for a
decision whether to appeal to the Supreme Court. The Court of
Appeals has not yet ruled on this motion, no r has any decision been
reached on the question of petitioning for certiorari. However, the
Solicitor Gene r al has info_rmed me that, absent a ve ry st r orig indication
of governmental interest, he would not be disposed to authorize an
appeal.
,
This memorandum is intended to outline the consequences which would
-,,_fiow"from the Ia ilu r e to delay this case by s e ek ing ce rtiora 1'i £ rom the
,Supreme Court. The greatest political damage would be caused by
depositions of the key mdi vidua l s connected wi.th this matte r , Once
the District Court receives the order from the Court of Appe a l s re-
mand inz the case, plaintiff need only provide the depo:lents reasonableo ,
notice before starting to take depositions. Requests for production of
documents would not create such immediate 'p r ob lcm s since, und e i- the
Rules of Civil Procedure, the government is allowed 30 days to respond,
unless the Court orders a shorter time.
"
The cast of potential deponents include many pe rsons prominently
associated in the public mind wi th such other alleged improprieties as
the \Vatergate incident, the ITT case, and the wheat sale to Russia.
-,
..~-- .. ".-. __..._ .. _ . .,~--.-._ .. , •... ----._ .._ .~-...-... - .-~...- _ ......._ .... ---....._._,_
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Listed below arc the most likely ta rge t s :
. .~ .. .--:--
1. lv1aurice Stans and Hugh Sloan .. They can expect to be questioned
con cc r-rii ng the rnor e than <)0pol it ica, committee 5 or gan ized to suppo r t
the re-election 0: t hc Pr cs id ent whicn received donations bet·,'.:een·
April-September 1971 from SPACE, TApE and ADEP~, the three
political action committee s of the r.::'L'-< produce r s ' as sociations.
Of'Eice-rs of these: dummy committees, some of whom have publicly
'stated that they had not authorized t::e use of their names for this _
purpose, might also be deposed. Sirn i.la r-Iy , officers of the 10 Re-
publican committees, whi ch receive':' the initial contributions from
SPACE, TAPE and ADEPT in Ma r cav Ap r-Ll 1971, could also be
subjected to questioning about the ci r curnst anc e s of the contributions.
2. The principal officers of the rni lk producers' associations and
their political committee s. Que stio::s would cove r the meeting on
March 23, 1971 with the President ,,-.::ddetails about political contri-
butions to the President's carn pa ign, Letters from various dairy
. officials which were uncovered by dis cove r-y in another private lawsuit
. will provide strong arnrnun it ion for ;~ader in these depositions. The
~ . Iett e r s contain as se rHons similar to the self- s erv ing type statements
. +found in the Dita Beard rnemo r andurn which directly link the r eve r sa.I
of Secretary Hardin's decision to the political contributions.
001279 3.- Murray Chotiner, Marion E. H2.rrisonand-Patric1c J. Hi Il irig s ,
'.._The role of Murray Chotiner's law :irm, Harrison &.: Reeves, should be
-'of prime inte r e s t to Nade r. Ha r r ispn and Hillings attended the meeting
between the President and the dairy officials, whi.Ie Chotiner has been
identified in the lette r s discove red ~ the second suit as the recipient of
'.
. '.
the cont~·ibutions. - .,
4. Jack Gleason. Depositions of tr;e dairy officials are liable to reveal
that Gleason was also a contact rnaa for them and handled their unreported
political contr~butions prior to Ma Tcn 1971 when they began to contribute
through Chot ine r.
-,
5. Department of Ag r icu ltu r-e; Secr eta ry Hardin, Under Secretary Phil
C'ampbcll and Assistant Secretary Clarence Pa lrnby, All three of these
officials attended the March 23 me e t ing with the President and were
connected with this matter j" ficial positions.
....
[6934]
00128 ©ery diffic'~lt legal and ~oliti~al ,problems in regard to executive
. privilege \v111 also be r ais ed If dis cove ry precedes the election. It
would be politically embar r a s sirrg to invoke the privilege to cover
White House documents, which are alleged to disclose serious im-
proprieties, or to pr ot ect White House staff members. There is also
a difficult legal question as to whether executive privilege can protect
information sought from. persons, who though formerly employed by the
-....government, are no longer serving in this capacity. This problem would
...._ be particularly acute in the cases of Secretaries Hardin and Connally,
Assistant Secretary Pa lrnby, and Don Rice. All persons connected
with the receipt of the political contributions, even though employed
by the .government, would, of course, in no way be protected by
executive privilege because this political ac_!:ivity would clearly. fall
outside their gove rnrrie nta l roles.
i. !
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6. White House: John Eh r lic hrna n, John Whitaker, Chuck Colson and
Henry Ca shcn, Eh r iichrnan, Whitaker and Cashen all attenc!ed the
March 23 rnoc t ing bctwc en the da ir y officials a nd t he President.
Whitaker and Colson arc also recipients of letters that will probably
be obta inab lc th rough dis COVe ry from Ma r ion Ha r r ison conce rninO'
<:3the milk price support level.
7. OMB: George Schultz and Don Rice. Both of these individuals
also attended the Mar ch 23 meeting and played visible key roles in
the decision to raise price support levels.,
8. Treasury: Secreta ry Connally. Although Connally's role in this
matter is not easily discernible, he will be a likely target of suspicion
due to his contacts with the Associated Milk Producers, Inc. (AMP!),
which is headquartered in Texas. Prominent play rnight also be given
to the fact that AMP! was among the first and largest contributors to
Democrats for Nixon •
,,
I have advised Griswold -- as well as Kleindienst and Erickson -- that
I feel the government s hoirld appeal. The suit is politically motivated
so why should we not take the appeal which will cut off discovery.
Griswold obvious ly docs not want to take an appeal for political reasons
alone, but the decision by the appeals court also raises questions about
the authority of the Sec r et a r y of Ag riculture to act pursuant to his
legal authority -- an issue with implicatiQns for other Cabinet officers.
I have requested that .Ius t ice exa rni ne these facets of the case in greater
detail and 1','. is c them w it h Gr iswold•
•• - ......... _ ..... 4> ...
. --- ... ---- -- - --- ._.----... ... - ..........' ~.
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What I am saying, in brief, is tha t W~ may ha.ve to tell Gris ....lold
to appeal and if that occurs, I w ould like your backing.
Reaction or comments:
001281.... _
. cc: H. R. Haldeman
v.,':-- ...
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THE: V/HFE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
December 15, 1972
1viEMORANDU1\1 FOIl: CHUCK COLSON
f,ro/
JOHN DEANJ;}
Nader v. Butz
FROM:
" SUBJECT:
._1-
You are probably aware of the Nade r suit which is attempting to
prove that the March 25, 1971 decision by Secretary Hardi!l to
raise the milk pricc support level was iInpropel'ly influenced by
large campaign c cnt r ibu donj, fr01TI the milk producers' political
committees. Plaintiff is now actively engaged in discovery and
has made sweeping requests for y,rhite House files.
Although we fully intend to exert all efforts to prevent diSclosure
of any of the \Vhite House documents, in order to prepare our
position it will be nc ce s'sa r y to examine all pertinent materials.
Therefore, I would appreciate your [orwardil1g to my office any
documents or materials in your office that pertain to (l) the
March 23, 1971 meeting of the Pre sident with the dairy officials;
~(2L the March 12, 1971 determin.J.tion and .March 25, 1971 rever sal
of that decision on milk price suppor-t Ie vc Ls; and (3) the lvIarch
1972 do te r rn ina ti on of the milk. price support level.
\
Since you will shortly be returning to private practice, let me add
the r erni ndo r that comlTIunications from ind ividuel s outside the
government to the White House will, in general, fall outside the
scope of protection provided by C1 cla irri of executive privilege.
The use of this privilege in the courts has only been rccoO'nized
• 0
to extend to state secrets and intergovcrmnenLal doc1.llnents contain-
ing advice or rccommend2.tiol1s.
Thank you.
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John Ehr1ichman testimony,
SSC Executive Session,
February 8, 1974, 58-59
Retyped from indistinct original
58
Mr. Weitz. Do you have any knowledge of any money solici-
ted from a Mr. Mulcahy for whatever purpose?
Mr. Ehrlichman. I don lt know if solicited is the word.
I was given to understand that Mulcahy was a contributor to
the '72.campaign.
Mr. Weitz. Do you know of any particular requests for ~...
approximately 3,000 or $3,600 from Mr. Mulcahy? A request.
of money to come from Mr. Mulcahy for a particular purpose?
Mr. Ehr1ichman. No.
Mr. Weitz. Was Mr. Cashen involved in soliciting or
receiving funds for various purposes or any purposes?
Mr. Ehr1ichman. Not that I know of.
~eitz. Now I would like to turn your attention quickly
to 1972. Were you aware in 1972 of the lawsuit of Nader
versus Butts LSi£/ with respect to Milk Price Supports, decisions
of'1971?
Mr. Ehr1ichman. Just casually in newspaper reading.
Mr. Weitz. Now in a memo which we have from John Dean
to you of February 1st, recounting the facts of the case and
assesses which had previously been filed the week before, he
assesses the impact of the case on the current year and par-
ticu1ar1y the President's cam?aign on Page 3 he makes the
following statement: "Aside from the ultimate decision in
the case, the discovery proceedings could prove disastrous."
And he talks about the fact that probably under existing law
Nader could be permitted to take depositions and so forth.
Retyped from indistinct original [6941]
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42. In January and February 1972 Kalmbach and M·WI representatives
discussed procedures whereby AMPI could resume making political contri-
butions without the contributions being made public. In March or early
April 1972, following attempts by AMPI to get the Department of Justice
to drop an a.ntitrust suit against AMP!, Kalmbach told AMPI representa-
tives that he would not accept additional AMP! contributions.·
42.1 Memorandum from Gordon Strachan to H. R. Haldeman,
January 18, 1972 (received from White House).
42.2 Memorandum from Gordon Strachan to H. R. Haldeman,
February 1, 1972 (received from White House).
42.3 Memorandum from Gordon Strachan to H. R. Haldeman,
February 16, 1972 (received from lfuite House).
42.4 Herbert Kalmbach testimony, sse Executive Session,
~mrch 22, 1974, 81-86, 93-95.
42.5 George Mehren testimony, sse Executive Session,
February 7, 1974, 55, 62-63, 71-76, 79-81, 85-87.
42.6 Jake Jacobsen testimony, sse Executive Session,
December 14, 1973, 159-62.
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·42:1" Gordon Strachan memorandum I __
)
TH:::: WHITE HOUSE,
\l-/,.l.S:-IJNGTON
Co.:!iicl.C!1:: ial
January 18, 1972
~I "
~.
FP.O~·1: GORDON STPJl.CF...AN G
SU3JECT: Political Matters
Finances
I} Herb KalIT'bach Bet w i,th Nessrs. Jacobsen and Nelson on Januarj
the 14th concerning the milk money. Kalrrbach had a "good
me e ting" i the money wi.Ll,continue to come in, but the milk .
people do not want to continue to deal with Reeves & Harrison
-(Chotiner's firm). KaLmb ach wou Ld t.ake over this p!:Oject as
a soecial assignment. He w~ll ask the Attorney General on
Jan~arv the 20th. The Attorney General approved of Kalr.~ach
meatin~ with Jacobsen even though Milt Seimer is Jacobsen's
la~'i partner and Treasurer of the l'-'1uskiecampaign. KaLmb aoh
informed Colson of the meeting but Hould not tell Colson
{'...ho asked him to see Jacobsen. KaLrnbaoh believes someone
.should give all information about; the milk situation to
Colson. ,I t.o Ld him Colson was no longer involved.
RecOIi1.mendation:
That youinf9rm Colson of the milk situation, and that
Kal:r;1bachbe asked not to discuss the milk situation wi.tih
Colson in the ..IIfU,t~r~.
Approve-' ¥-. Disapprove
COI!'..rnen t
/J De~\iitt v-lallace is in Kalmbctch' s 100 club.
~ Kalmbach's pledges total 12,435.
4}. At Kalmbach's invitation, I attended a finance meeting
chaired by Secretary Stans on January 12. Dan Hofgren, Tom
Evans (N. Y. ) I Lee Nunr:1 Jeb r.1agruder, Harry Flef:'l..:.-:'.ing,Harry
Dent
l
Lang Washburn, Eugh Sloan, and Cordon Liddy reviewed
the camp.i;1.ignspending legislation. Tl12 legislation Hill
b~~08e effective 60 days from the date of t.h e President's
si3nature (exp2cted around April 1). The limit of 10¢ ~er
11 ... .L -VJ te r on a i, C02.J.~'UnlCat i.ons (broadc as t; rievs!"'I-:~"~ rs t.eLeohon as. ) . 11' '.c '..,' -.. I L • ~ ...... ..:;- - - 1 \....,_ C; ~... ...- _,;:, ,c_c. Wl - 02 ln~OrCea oy req~lrlng a certificate from tho
Il..::.:~.c~('~'c.~lc.:~..-.~.~~f:~ig!""_o r c an i z a t i on . 'J'~)'-:'\ c~":'\:.:~ ",0 '•• ~ .. -;.s: ,-I- _',- •
_ I I. .1._,- ..•. '...... l. l..!~~_. :"".J..O:.1 o~ ca~1_rJ...OUt:..LC~
i'" \....f: .'/ h,.-(J.J. d. c'-" 0 r: , r' ~n'·o I -" \. L. n 1 ...".' .- 1 '1
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2(,~}loyee~, 10c.J.l bill boards I ai.::-travel and other hidjen
f orms of "2.:;': i_'stance l! in the pas t. Tn.e di scLo sur e
. . l' <.. h . . .provlSlons are equa ~y LOU; , re~~lr~ng publlc record of
t
" .' . SlO r" . r- .,_, t 1 . .
a.~ly C00..·rlDU::lO!1aoove. . .1.0 .i.ncorm cne puo i.ac tne
Controller Gsneral Bust receive co?::;? lex , detailed for~s
on r,larch 10, JU1'le10, Septelnber 10 and 15, and five days
before the election. The paper wo rk vri.Ll, be so .voLumi.no us
that, according to Stans I the nurcc er- .of people ..·rorking in
finance ta keep the records will exceed the size of the
carapa i.qn 5 taff . The main pas Lt.Lve aspect is that. the rrI1- ;$5/000 limit on individual contributions has been dropped. ~1 I
Ho-,.iever1 there is full d i.scLosur e of the individual. giving. (' ",'i\t'i'fi~ !
(; ~l·.YJ. :V 5) You asked to see the text of t.na fund raising.. letter that:a ~ ~Jl1 r
. Lee Nunn vrarrt s to send to 20 ,000 of the 500, 000 I'mite House 1e~ f'
'. . ''t. :upport list. One of ~ variable letters ~"~th the _SaIT.etone y ~--:?~
.~s attached at Tab A. /h. ~ M ~-?<J '/7~ ~~ ~ Il\;1i
Harry Dent 6~ 7Y~h !t.iu-~.re.d fA- ~~ ~ pfL,~ i
. tfLtr.A< ~ 07~~ . ' ;
'He is urging the kttorp...ey General to move Bill Hurfin" the
SBA Director in New Orleans I to Florida to help the Nixon man
To.mmyThonas \"liththe primary. Dent is also asking the Attorney
~neral for autihoz Ltiy vco assist a Net.,York redistricting.
~project that would aid conservative Congress2an Jim Delaney.
.....:
-2-
Wallace Henley, Dent's man monitoring Geo~ge Wallace, reports
that his sources believe that "we ought to aSSU111ethat he
\-lill do suprisingly we Ll, in the Democratic primaries in
_/-'lorida I Pennsylvania 1 Ohio I and Illinois, that he w i.Ll,
~ lalli~ch an effort this spri~g to preserve his third party
ootion and that he '_,rill double back as a third party candidate
.....
after Hiami.
Dent holds a biweekly political issues meeting pursuant to
. youf" discussion ~"ith the Attorney ~~neral on' ~ove!T'b~r 4.
~-minutes of the most recent Eee~~ng on nat~onal aefense
V problems and the Nixon Administration I s response ar.e attached
at Tab B. .
In light of your meeting
last ~'leek.:t,re there ru~y
up on? jV'[/
Cliff Niller
with Harry Dent on political matters
proj eats that I should be follm'ling
",.."._) He has assumed control of the public relatio!:1.s efforts of .._,/r ../,--"" .t.... V S' L.!1efi -; COS ..lTIl. L.ee. an nU:~~'iayand TomGirard t..;ill hc.:1dle r.:ost
discussions ~,'lith Ha.:;hington corres';):mdz!nts. Shur:r.;·;ayuill b~
C'.hl~ to go "on th.e record" and ;·:::::-,~uderm.;1" • ..... ..:la -.v 02 ~l!O ~eL4 as ~I ,...... ·'1 lr--vcl """'0· ,-""- II ';', - • ~" '. ill. ':1 , - ,J~..1 r-.<....~,r:'.an..i-.nn Dar...'" _,s 1'.'."1,.;_; _n_CT. ~'l""_'''_ "'~--~ ~ -:\ '--.." _ _ ('~.L ~ c:.:..!.~·~~2!'\.-~S,tp'-"'I_'/
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... ~....
\ -3-
f o r the ~~i::onSta ce COr::'.2ittee
unani~ous praise fro~ locals,
11e~·:;Si'r.en•
an noun ceraen.t.s , She is r""'-"-'iv=------ -:'~:J.
}112~i!!g 1 S o r qan i.z a t i.ori , and
r.12gred2r and ;·lillers ubrai.tt.e d a·!\:'2i:TIorandLL."!).to the Attorney
G8neral on January 7 requesting authority to grant a
feature article on the campaign's youth acti~ity by Havs
_ /orey of Time. 'I'he Attorney General approved but the -
f.,/' emphasis ,\'1i11be on the "President 1 s ' positions arid interest"
instead of any c~~paign strategy discussion. The memorandum,
with a list of the youth offi6ia1ly recruited to work on
the President's behalf, is attached at Tab C.
. Martha Hi tchel1 and ~ilesdames Rornn ey 1 Rogers, Connally, and
, ./ush w i.Ll, be Lrrt.e rv i.ewed by Barbara V7alters of NBC on!/ :~rot tor Homen Only", w-hich f'o Ll.ows the "Today" show , The
first segment w i.Ll. regin January 31st. .
-Cliff Hiller, and in his absence Van shumway , ~'iillsit
, /i"n on Colson's Tuesday and Thursday neetings on news pLann i.nq ,
~. Magruder will not attend. This is patt of lliller's project
to increase contact \'lithColson as a means of liaison bet~1een
Colson and the Attorney General.
Aller Hill suggest to the Attorney General that he chair aeeting every other week of you, Ehrlichrnan, Flanigal'1,, £~nch, Garment, Colson, and Dent to discuss the C~~paign.
RJ.~CConvention
~ Timmons and John Dean conducted a security survey' of .
Vsan Di~go last w·eek. They ob t ai.ned the support requested.
-Senator -Scott has -informed';Bill TLTffinonsthat he Hill not "clear"--
John &~odes for Platform Chairman until his (Senator Scott's)
role is known . Tirr1monsbelieves he can convince Scott to
~coroe Floor Leader for Nixon. The Attorney General doubts
~ Timmons can do it, but has given Ti~ons the negotiating
authority to try. Timmons will proceed unless he receives
, contrary instructions from you. () ~ h)~ ,
T~ons is als~ asking whet.her you har::t'any objection to
permitting part of the California delegation, including
/Governor Reagan, to take SOT:leof the extra :r:oomsin the
V San Diego Sheraton I vrhi.ch ,,·,illbe the President's he adquar cez s
hotel. The Attorney Ge!18ral agrees w it.h Ti!11.J.--:!ons that the
• _...j..;.californi"7'f~leg(tio~should rec::ci-v8_...thisspe ci.aL t.re at.manc.
~"\' cf/ cz,:/'/vrT )'~~ c0 0_'~
\J'" R2COI7'.m2ncia c i.on : ,".., \/~~)
• "...~I .1 "
_/ -~\~ . 'i'(l at 'ri ;~.;:on3 b'2 .i.n f o rr-:".;; d L:.ll,t;.:,v ou :1.::--:~~ to r cce i ve ttl!_ s i:1':or-rrat; io ~'.. !)uc no:':' !~(")r 2.C f. ;_()P. • '".II i.~.~.~l:':1S S~loul(l r~~C~ i ,-."~il~.~·trt:c t iC:l~
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Dis2.?.?:-ove--------------------
on the the Attor~sy Ganeral, f rorn YO:.1..
Cornme rrt;------------------------------------------------------
Tom:C:vans- P..)fC
3}. Ol'der Voters - Dan Todd has been hired to supervise t...~e
Co!!.U'1.itteeI s program for 'older voters.-· Todd served as .
. Artpur FlerruningJ s assistant for the I'fnite House Conference
. ~n'Ag~lg. Todd reco~mended to the Attorney General that
~n~ohn Martin be removed as head of the A~~nistration on
.~~Aging and replaced Nith a performance oriented indivldual
~~ reoorting directly to Secretary Richardson. No decision
~~~ ha; been reached. In addition to TOdd.r Arthur Flemming ~ld
~ ~~ ~',p Jamie HcLane of Colson I s staff are charged \"ith overall )
1./ I \ responsibili ty for the older voter. U.·~ ~ ft d,~~"'.. /~::J ~
4)/pol15ncr - The resu~ts from FloridalKentucky, W'e~vHar:roshirerand
T·n.sconsin Bay b~ recelved f:-om ~eeter on Ja.'Luary 24 _ Teeter
~riginallY co~~tted to dellverlng the results to you the last
vicek of DeceTI'.ber. A separate n:e::::orandu."7l.on Doll ina ;s ; "'clu"'=-d. ~ - - _. -'- ...l..J..L \wlo._
in. this action folder. .
'l11,,~'T1.' von t:'; nance>Co~rnitte""..,,"__ ,L....... _ .6. _ ... - •• _. c
V~~,;search as master Hith t~e
Discussion ~lith TomEvans on Jan-..:ary 4 disclosed t.hat; he
is receiving increasing adverse co~ent about Harry FleIT:3ing's
activ~ties in the field; t~at the ~rel~tio~shi~ ';'1ith. Halek.
and Klngsley on patronage lS exceLlen~; tnat ~vans ~s very
concerned about his lack of Lmput;wi,t.h Rose l'ilary Hoods on-
vJhite House invitations i that Nof zi.qer I s lack of orga..rlizational
tl ability Hill dallage the Presiden";: in California; that Evans
~ plans to make several commun i.catLons staff ch.anqes in
~~ connection -;"i~. Nofziger I s de?art:~e (Halek has been advised i
(...,71 \\\ you .have. a ~lK.'~'"lg pJ-per for .th7;;-1.~torney_Gene~.a 1.' _
0- . h~/~~~~ ~,~ . CftJr~
Nagruder IS ltr6jectz /.77 /J ~--!~r1 ./ ;;~'____J // r---
I vV'f t//?J7_,........,_ ~~?,_,__" !'
I) Schedule Hatters - r.iagruder askecf the Attorney General
\'lhether Secretary Connally should be scheduled into non-
/~olitical functions in primary a::rQkey states. The Attornev
/" General responded yes but "at his (Connally's) discretion:!.-'-
.. . './' - !
(.,. Ernie Ninor I the R:.'JCscheduler i Hill move +o. l70yaround CU'f'..,.,L.-- fro { !
.i'l. 1- 0 February I, at. h.is current. s.alary of $31 r 800·/~Y7y\~ IJ~v~ li~ i"..~.,,- . . . /'
·2) congressio?al SUoportfor th~ presi~=r:t ., Bill .T~onsj.;A ~/'-' !
. .ft-ll see~ to nave Coriqr essmen s i.cn pet i.t.Lon s support~ng !f ._:_J'
~the Presldent to undercut Co~gressmen Ashbrook and McCloskey. !•L
r
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5),..-SoCU,-i!-,! - ":"\N~L'dp'- h as r-e corrraende d arid tho ;- .. ,_ ....../' ..,:..~.I._L. "'''<'''':;-'-' _L l~.;::' <';::v .'._"_'. ~ "c. --- .r.L.L.O_ne'y
~/G0neral is considerinu, substantiallv imorovincr t~~ s.oc~"""i~c·rI .r J..l.J,.. ..J -- _:"..LJ,_ - •
/~ . 1701 b 'I" - ~ •• • ...ac '.:! aacllng rnor e gua.ras an« antl-o~gg.!..ng devices.
6) Ne,'/s SnTI'-"llary- You decided Oi1 December 2nd that ~'Ia:;rud2r
should not receive a copy of the news sumraazy , This
severely restricts his ability to respond to inquiries fro~
·th:2 Attorney General and the ~'7(lite House. l1agruder also
suggests that the Attorney General receive a' copy of the·
news sumraary . According to ,Nagruder, there \'lill be no
problem of other Cabinet Officers not receiving the smlli~ry
because the Attorney General Hill leave the Cabinet to r1.LT'l
Lhe Carr-paign. The fact that Senator Dole and Lyn Nofziger
receive copies of the news summary is used by Nagruder to
buttress his arg~~ent that he and the Attorney General
should receive copies.
J [
. ~l\pprove I the Attorney General and H~gruder to
, receive copies of the news summary
•
I
f
r
i
;·Disapprove, no copies of the news summary to I 701----
Raise again wh.en the Attorney General move s to the----Campa.i.qn ;•;·.,
Other I
I
I
I
I,
i•"··••·
f·-•I
I
~
7) Opposition Haterial - Through various sources Ashbzook ' s
fir t mailing, Nuskie's plans for newspaper ads on youth on
uary 26th, Huskie' s fund raising mailing, 'minutes of
I.1uskie I s Domestic Issues meeting 1 and YAP's confidential
mailing have been received. These materials are· attached
at Tab D.
8) Wh:i._teHouse Staff/CaTLl":?aign- Hagruder is very concerned about
s~estions that the Campaign has "raided" the \"i11.iteHouse.
. ~aff. He requests that you read the memorandlli~at Tab E
V ~"hich lists each person from the Hhite HO~ ,~ho is at the
Committee and the reason for the change. ~~~ .
9} Interest GroUp Reports - You have seen the reports on
Eth11~S I Spanish-speaking 1 Blue Collar, and Hiddle Araari.ca
pr~red by Magruder's Task Forces. The Attorney General
di8 not want to go through such long reports and detailed
Aabs a::cordin~ ~o 1,lagrud2r. Therefore, a stL"U.:.?3.ry\'1ith
~;ssentlal declslons has been prepared, but th~s has not
been rcvi2wed by the Attorney General. A CO?y is attached
at TcLo F.
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\ \10) Flori6a Prinary Magruder 3ub~itted the o?erati~g pla~
for tb_8 tLo-c ida c~-::'?:1iqn to the ;'.c to rnay Ge:-12r a I 0::1 -Jariua i:»
t).,~ 15th. f:e 2?9rO'iec1 the plan (attached ac Tab G) t but --4
/'c.lecided to hold th2 teleohoDe plan and limit the mailin~, .L. .A. •• -'
V· until the results of the polls are received fro~ Bob Teeter.
11) £.Ie-;!Ha.'"':lpshire- On J2....>1u2.ry the 15 th th.e Attorney General
au-t:.P<yrized i>lagrude::::- to proceed wi, t.h a 15,000 telephone
\ ......o?§ration in N2~1 ~2J.ll.?.s~ire, that :'iill a~ter:?~ to reach every
Y registered Repub1lcan lh tn.e staLe. Tne "C.2.Lephoneplan
dove ils ';'Ti th the direct mail effort.
2) Hagruder' s week Ly report for the Attorney General is
attached at Tab H.
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~\R():··I :
SUBJECT: •I
f
t
t
J . _.
Finances
•
..,
. ,.. ~" ...... "
I
1) Herb KaLmb a ch z-evi.ewed his cur-rent finar.cial si tuation
and related hard decisions with the Attorney General and
Secretary Stans o~ January 28. Kalrobach asked ~~at yo~
consider:
a) Of the 1.2 fund K 1~~~~~ ~~- , -- Dlus
~ersonal control. From the original 1.2, Lv~
.~nt to Lee Nuna for the Kentuckv Governo:-shi D Race ~ 5('
~"en<'c"to CaULLle1c r or ~dlU\"C~'::i;:::;· a.," /U na s b~en disbursed
to Derga for polling over the last six ~onths_ Of the
900,230 is in"green"boxes, 570 is in a New Ygrk checking
account and 120 is in a Newpor t; checking aocoun t ,
b) In light of the c~~paign spending legislation, ~
Stans, Kalrrbach, and Dean reco~Bend that the 690 in ~) ~
account~ be spr;a?-_ b_q~k ~nto lega~ cOITL.mt.t~~) s>' ~:
under F~nance Chai rman S-cans' con t.r oL, Tn.......230 g2:"e~'~ .j:
would be put in a Riggs box Hi th access by ~na~io;--'/:
of' t.wo of the f o L'Low i.nq people: Tom Evan s I Ne'." York -J~ i
France Raine I Jr. _~1).0· KalGh~ ~'Tants:...t o use generally.- t:~ L
• .1::• ) - -'··.h' 1.1::·0' e.,;- i\ I~n the .1.. lnance area· -- ana r...a1.r.wZ:::C:n...1.. 'L~11SreCOr:l- ..",- ~ . I -
mendation is not accepted Kall:'bach is uilling to retain l
person~l control of the 900 and run the very high risk i
o?-violating the cr:i::'r.1inal provisions of the. c ampa i qn r.-....-=-
i
spending legislation. Stans is opposed to paying for :
any polls other than through a correct corrmi,ttee; . the •
risk from using green is just too high .. 7?~
V:7,
Recommendation: ..?-/"6-t) .
That the advice o/st~ns 1 KaLrnb ach , and Dean be f oLLowe d
in that the 69~oUld be put in legal cO~illittees;that
only the ~ ~e:=n wouLd b~ held under KaLrnbac h ' s persor:.al
control; -;-,,0 t:.hC:'C ~ poll~ng vou Ld be paid for by
regular r.Jlxon F1I)a~Ce Cornmi ttees.
! /~.!----r .
App r o ve /_,I'--,-,.-I__ _ 0 l 5 2..P? r o ve _
Corr.l:~2nt,,~ --------------~------~J~-------------------
Il",. ~ \ _.,.,..; r . ."(;/J _) ~U ~_~ i--
\~'..-;..,y~ /)La/~ ./~/ _/ ~i"~ f;:."
~~,_;, ~\. ...1 -" '_ ::...-</.-'
1/
OuU4~U [6954]
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-c) K2!ljrb2.chis ve.ry co rvcc r ns.d ab'J!..lth i s involvene:1C: in
t.h e rri.Lk ?:coduc":rs sicLi<1t.:..'):!.. He b-'2]_i._21J'e'St.h a t, J"-3.CO:::':';8r.
arid ~·r21S;J:L w i.Ll. de Li.ve r -:::-~I)J~S~tr42~/ l:.a-;r2 cut tr-..~ c~iGir_al
? 000 CO~""l' L.;'"'l",,,f- b ack ""0 -: 0:)-'('1 f'a1-"::~ -~'1 r ~ co ....., "'._..,J ,_I !'.';'~. L! •.::"'L:'_ ..:... t-; L -I -..I. \.'-_LL-J-:~_':',:" ..t_~.!..;:. C2r1ce.!:"s
~......iu ,d ~·~O r::1.-c..,L r"\ror-,.-. c : s c Lo s ur e s +-:.,,:1';'" .L~. 1... i -'-,,~,o n L.il_ <:;\"'_4,L. ~..J~~:oJ'::> _'" '..JOJ __ :oJ '-~,~_ l.Dr_ "3.'_.,,
Gleason and the 170 ca~p2::_jn election fu~ding_Kal~~ach
will accept the risk of ts~ng subpoene~ bv the court in
connectio~ with the Nader ~ilk suit. The-Attor~ey G~rieral
believes Kal~ach s~ould co~tinue to handle the ~ilk
project I but KaLrnbach wan t s your advice.
Recommendation:
\ ,
.\.~
1(S
That Ka Imb aoh not be invol ve d in the mi.Lk proj ect
-o2cause of the risk of dis=losure.
d) Kalmbach cleared the Ec. Z'Tixoncampa i.qn post w i th
the Attorney General. Ed ~ixon will begin February 1st,
at 25 per year plus expens2s, living costs, and tr~vel._
Kalmbach estimates the total wi.Ll be "thrilling" but is
pleased that he will'be of~ the Foundation payroll.
e) Governor Nelson Rockefe:1er is in. Kalmbach's 100 club
witrr a 250 commitment.
2} stans wLl.L officially move to the Nixon Finance Cornrru, ttee
on February 16. In the mearrt ime I he, KeLmb ach , Hofgren,'
NUNl, ..and._Sloan ,are c.onduc t i.nq a 60. day blitz-to, get _....
funds in befo~e the c~~paign spending legislation
becomes 1at- •
'. : ~ 1 .: .... ." •• ~,
,
/,, '
, " . When stans arrives at 17.01 he \vill send a personal letter
":. to the 5000/$3000+ contributors. He Hill also authorize
a -much larger Hal ter ~'lentz-- Readers Digest direct ma i.L
appeal from various lists. -
The current financial positi0~ of 1701 is 3,600 receiv2c
1
1,300 disbursed, leaving a 1,500 balance of which only
50 is in green.
Sta!1S is raov i nq into ope rat i c-iaI responsibility, but th2r'2
is still no budget set for t~2 various p~rts of the 1701
efforts.
.:\ S J.'" C) L: rr:J. ~,;' l,' c '~:'.' ~_-, I C -....~,~." ~:.. 0 '".::l' ~ •- '- ... ..:....... 1. l . '- - l. .~.~_ ~_0. '- .~~ !_- s n.2. \,"-2
;_
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honcrazy m~~ers(;_ip3.in the rec;~lCJ.r~'Lhit:e·~()'.':32 S;-;>::F
!··~2S~;. To my J:!1'J~·;12dge, on Ly S~cret2-ry 11·:;:lg5::)·n l!S;~--
this privilege.
Hess privileges.
COlT'ment---------------------------------------------------------
Harry Dent
1) He believes that the President's "drop by" at the Bob
Bzown dinner was one of the most importan'c, successful,
poli tically astute moves made toward b La cks in this
Administrationi
2) Hugh Chatham may seek aric win the i:orth Carolina Senate
seat in 1972; Pete Domenici Day beat Dave Cargo for the
nomination to seek the New Nexico Senate seat;
3) Thurston Norton may lead a drive to get Louie Nunn into
the Kentucky Senate race if there is some financial assistance;
4) The first practical test of the Harry Dent theory of
obt.ai.ni.rjqblack votes has developed since yc ur meeting Hi th
Mr. Dent during the week of January 12. Don Johnson of
the Veterans Administration reDorts that the Urban Leacrue
clai6sthat the President prornlsed Whitney Young, in O~al
Office meetings, 9 million in make-work projects. Dent
says there is no written record of this promise. Dent says
Len Garment will favor creating these jobs for the Urban
League~ Garment ha.snot been contacted personally because
he has been on a trip and unavailable. Dent is convinced [
that Don Johnson can reject this request without und~e political:
flak. Dent strongly rec?rnrnendsthat he do so, and that any I
available funds be channelled to Dent/Bob Brown recruited !
blacks who can deliver for the President on Novein!:>er7, 1972. i
I am not sure whe ther you have discussed. Den t 's theo:-y0 f
Southern black voters with the Attorney General. Dent has
not contacted the Attorney General.
Reco';'-"l1end2.tion :
If you have not discussed th2
A :: :,-o r n e y Gencr 2. 1, 0 ~ n t 5h 0u 1 c1
- ; I - '-' " . L. C '" -0\ .- ... 1 I Cr o i '_o·,.! r.n c }'i~L.Or~2)' e rie r a oJ
Ur:>_::: L2a']u:~:-2:-1t.::::~~':::}_
i i.-. ..,.,A;: ~~.:_-::::' .. :-::'.
Dent/Brm·Jn t.i1eory w.i th the
be advised to do so a~~ th2~
adv i.coon t~2 cl.is;?o.3i.tio!!of ith~
Com.r;r..'. t
I
f
o L S.:l. i:-):') ::0 vo _._--------
.,
I
..,~ .-
j
;
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The Attorney General has asked LaRue to assume supervisory
control of the RJ.'\C. In tha t connection I L2.Rue has a sked that
---:--:iou send the memorandum attac~ed at. Tab B to the -~'lhit.e House
. - - Staff. It would enable LaRue to determine who is as~ing
for wh at; at t.he RL'JC. ~~ ..-.r-. -< '.9 ._';T~__'? /.-'1-- -
-4-
~ -3) Rose Mary Woods and Clar~ ~acGr~Jor were l~vited to
Hdrry Dent's Political Issues Group neeti~g but did ~ot
attend. At that ~2eting all stro~gly urge~ th~t yo~ tell
Frank Shak2speare to make s~re no USIA prestige poll
similar to the orie that daE::;!.,;edlIi:Xonin 19GO is cO:1.c.uc-Ced
in 1972. A talking pa~2r was prepared for you, but there
was only a "check rnark II on the cover memorandurn (ori~i!'.e.l
attached at Tab A) with no indication whether you aS~2oted
or rejected the advice of the Political Issues grou? -
Yes ~ Haldeman ~'Ti11 cover '"rith Shakepseare_......---
No r the Attorney General w.i Ll, cover Hi th Sha.~esp2are---
Neither Haldeman nor--- drop the suggestion
I I,
_____ ~7~/·~·~~-------Other~~~·__--~----------------
the Attorney General will cover it,
According to Magruder, rumoz s are circulating in the
"'ashingt;:m Press Corps that Shakespeare w i LL be leaving
US IA to join the Campaign. Eagruder checked w i,th th.e
Attorney General and he confirmed that Shakespeare will
not join the Campaign.
Fred LaRue
He has begun sitting in the Campaign Strategy ~eetin~s, \vor~;~g I
\Ji th Flerr.ming, and generally making a contribution to the .
Campaign. . .- ~- ._:-!-
i
I
I
Cliff Niller
On January 27 Miller told the Attorney General that harrv
Fle~~ing and the field operation needed Fred LaRue to add
stature and ability. The Attorney General agrp?~ a~~ 1~-~ •. '-<.? a::s
on rr.ee ting Hi th F'Lemmi nq and LaRue this we ek ,
The Attorney General told i-lillerthat he \·;:Juld set the d a ze
o[ his 0 f fie i..].1 fl10vet 0 l701 .:_:1 :-l (' i S~ I • -, r- • -v ~ .' '-' L. ' ,..., •
- "-~ '- ._......;.~.._)~\.....~1 \vl.LI'l L~2 2:"re31d.~~:_
on J2:1Uary 29. [·lillerd025 r.o c know ~·:hat ',-1':::'Sdecide'::. - ~.~ ;
t
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RZ·JC CCJ[',v2ntion
1) John Dean sur,."7'di'"ized 2D Intellige;-1.c2 E,,rah!2.ticn Co:-~_-::-;i-:.':2e
." ..L. ..L.' d -. L-. • 1 -..- L." D ' l'." r cpo r c on ,_ne e rnor; 3 ,-r~ClOD3 r--(inn8C ro r ,-£1'2 .,'3pUO .LcO!~
National Convention in San Diego (Tab C);
~2) Bill 7irrtmons s ubmi tted three memor and a to the h.ttorney
r,..{1JGeneral on San Diegel and t:-~e 1972 Con verit.i on , The first
"A\_r, . d i.c a tes t.ha t; or i c i naI est-l'''''''at-~- 0= .incorne arid co- ....s ,.._'\(""\' In ...._:::> '- _'-'0'- :.. -! - ••'. _:::::::> l.. _ ,,'_ ~L'-'- :::>:.. J:L....:::>'C
~"..~./be revised S~3 tantially. P.s to Lncome , the Ci ty of Sa~
Diego is failing to honor its cornmi, t.me nt; to p2y for
conven t Lon hall expenses. The P-":·TC is "z-e I uctan t" to acee pt
the ITT-Sheraton money. Expenses projected by Dick HerDa;
are not essential. Tir.~ons is asking for authority from
the Attorney General to direct Herman to cut expenses a~d
force San Diego to deliver on its cCR~itments. The second
memorandum describes the success TiITJ'L:onshad, \.:!orking Hi th
the Attorney General, in persuading Senator Scott to accept
f?.. ~~,,:, the position of "floor leader". Finally, Tim.rnons notes.,;:/, ~ \ 't"
"v~) ;. that LIFE has an-i--investiga ti ve reporter wo rk ino on wh a t Day
'\ be a rather nega:'·ive article on San Diego, the RNCCon ve nc i o-i ,
1 _r~). "~ and C. Arnholt Smith. (Tir:unons' three raemor anca are attached
'j~t Tab D).
Jack Gleason
As you know, Jack Gleason's name has appeared in the recent
"milk money" stories in the STAR. Gleason is "sick and fed.
up with -this type of IT!aterial appearing in the press".
Gleason b Lame s Bob 0 I Dell and Eleanor ~'lilliams at the R0!C.
Howe ve r , Gleason is ~also. mad at Colson s t.ernrn.inq fron Colso:!' s ... j
"stL."'iL.'11oning"him. to his office a1'.d "accusing" Gleason of !
leaking derogatory information to the press about Colso!"!.
Gleason is seeking aavice whether he should have a quiet, off
.' ,- , ,.' the' record ,-discussion C\vi threpo.:::-tersJules_ 1;'l.hi tcover anc Polk : .~::- :-
to demoI:.strate that Gleason is a "nice" guy. It's hard to
imagine a worse idea than having Gleason talk "lith reporters,
;;>r"but told Gleason I ,muld check. f~
c;"{ . Yes 1 Gleason see reporters / ~tf:...,..
b~_\g ~.'-~"'" pKN,.I'_- 1.. 1"'10I I ' ld t' t 'dr~\ ~I u ~ G eason snOll con lnOG 0 aVOl reporters-",'of ._'_
j;,~ .
r~..:·;"·.
-_'_' \\ ()
t'\ :r ';J'\\
b
Other
!
One n2F10:!:'and1..l.:."'1.on the cons? r\:,~:: i \-"2 rcc!:'l:i t:::2:~ t pr ::'C2d.U:-e
F.;:01:trH.1 '::lrrivcd. ,;:1 3.nonY·~:::'l(S ~,-~!.lOl:anc.U:-:1.0;: t:~e Inii2.r..2
si.t;...!~tion llr.-g('~ cul::-'i.\'2.tio:". 0" I~-·.:in :.:ilL.'r-.
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[·:::!qruder I S Projocts
1) Sc~cdule Matters -- Update~ lists of surrogate candidates'
.> appea.:::-a::ces in .NS;:T Ha;:;.pshire arid ?lorida are attached at
y Ta':'; E. ;1: .... ;., ) --; '") ?' j .., .,.l . ...-A /
....j;'~l _/./ ./\..--..-,,; ~~ ,.-<:..,. "';rr-.,...J.
t::';--~ ......\
, 2.) Older Vote r s -- You asked ~·,:he.t the va r i.ous .P-.cl:ninistra. tion
/6fficials we:::-edoing to cultivate the older voters. Ken
Cole does not receive reports from Vicki Keller of th~ Domestic
Council but does regularly revie~ her work. B~ti Evans, Colson's
older voter I s project manager is f oLLowi riq a.71 older voter
plan developed in Colsonls office. A final version of the
z-eoo r t; w i Ll, be s ubrai.t t ed to you and the Attorney General. Keller;
~md Evans are wor k inq w i.th Arthur FlerrJ:1ing. and Danny Todd of ..
the., Cornm.i,tt~e ~o Re-ElecJt . the Pres~nt ..c~ _ f.~~ ~~ ~r.,.;;o.. ,;r~ 7·-· :
3) Magruder as Spokes;:ian -- i.?=.gruder was quite upset by yourC ~
January 17 memor and um t? the' l-_ttorney Ge~eral, indicat~ng ~:
that ~'1agruder should no c be a spoke srnan r or tne Campal.gn.. i
l"!agrucer emphas i.z e s that he arid the Atto1;"pey General agree
but that since Nay until February 7 there was no one else who
could "get out the lines re<"::L:ested". There wer e only
three series of interviews and ~ost were quite positive.
Magruder anticipates another series around the time of the
Attorney General's move 1 but Snurrway w i Ll, handle the
Comrrrit t ee ' s relations ",'lith the press at that time.
4} Polling -- The Attorney General directed Magruder to
give Bob Teeter three weeks to deliver on his poll results
scheduled or seek employment eLsewher s , Hagruder believes
Teeter will now begin delivering the results and the projects
you hav e reque~ted. Howeve r ~ t.he Ca"":'.pa~s;..:pol.ling system is
currently work i.nq poorly. You are reCelvlng ch urik s of survey
data w i th no z-ecommenda t i on s as to whac should be held by
-, you and the At t-o r ne y Ceriez a I and" what should- be di·stributed .. ~...c.1:f ...
to Peter Dailey, Harry Flerr:.J1.ing and other IDer::bers of the
Campaign Strategy Group. I would welcome the assignment of
reviel·ring these rnater ials I recoITL.;:2nding data for release, and
processing requests to Teeter. One alternative, which
Magruder is urging, is a meeting with you, the Attornev
General, Teeter, and Magruder to resolve the polling -
problems of ~he quantity and quality of Teeter's work and the
access to polling infornation.
____ Hald·2:7lan rneet Hi th the :~t torney
Teeter General, ~agruder, and
Strach.::n
.', [6959]
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Gordon Strachan memorandum -~
t
Febru~ry 16, 1972
.,D
£1. ""_001288
GORDO:~ S'I'P..:"\C':-:AN
SUBJECT: Political Matters/
Finanz:
nerb Kal~ach w i.Ll, serve as Associate
ance CO~alttee lli~der Secretary Stans.
eral concurs. .
Chairman of the
The Attorney
_mbach cleared with the Attorney General and Stans
.L:1e 350 in green under your unquestioned personal control.
A separate box of green is being developed for the Campaign.
_'alrrbach w i.Ll, receive an additional lDO from Dick. h"atson
Paris raising Watson's total fron 200 to 300.
4) TT .Lmbach is wo r k i.nq .with the milk people to increase
:e 233 currently banked to 1,000 by April 7.
5). Ka9.?rrach saw Don .Nixon and informed him that he should
chanrre L. all requests of the l'lhi te House through Ka Lmbach ,
~j.S exactly th~ same treatment Jack Dzown receives.
6} Kal~~ach granted the full~time gardner at San Clemente,
Bri~ ~ Garcia, a $25 per month raise bringing his monthly
lary to $539.00.
J
7) Concerning the Sta-r s+er y on KaLrnb ach I d i s cu s s i ons w.i.t.h
John Dean, Fred Malek, Jack Gleason, Hugh Sloan, Jeb
Hagruder, and Herb KaLmba ch developed these tentative con-
clusions:
a) The mater ial is primarily che result of thorough
investigati ve r-eporting by skilled news pape rmen :
b) The material was probab'ly not directly leaked but
rather- the result of careless, loose talk disclosing
the only rrew Ln for raation, KalE"bach' s n arne i
c) Info!"::r.ation frow 1968 may have co~e from Dan Hofgrcn
(Herb Kalmbach lectured him harshly); the 1970infor:-r:ati0:1
In2V .• :-v c COiT'.2 from Eleanor ~'ii11.iaras (J2.C!z Gleason a nd
-:;rb Ka Lrnba ch say she is vindictive and cannot be influcnccd)
aDd the 1972.in~orGa.tion ~y'have corae from Jon Hun t smen ,
wh,? \Va~ nent:~n~r..g Kalmbach's n2.:.'11eto p e op Le wh en Le av i.nq t~2
I'l1llte Ilous e St.a f f . Kalmbach p e r s on aLl y talked to him. 'i'l1ese
; i'.,
, '
· _.•
t
i,
i
! '
I
~ ~
,I
..
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tentative conclusio~s regar~:~g sources o~ information
h a v e rio c been con f i :::-::-r'.ed b:-i~: :"~'?z aph s ~
. ~...._
_, ""':~-"/8) The budget coruni t t ee for ·tr:.-= C~~~itte2 f o r tl1e Re-El~ction
;i~ of the President will be Stans and the Attorney General
oj! ~ Co~Chair::-;an,Herb Ka Lrnbach e s A.ssociate Ch ai.r rnan, and
~/~""Nunn, Cliff l·!illerI and Fr~:':·~alek as rnerab ers. Hagruder
~ is not on the Corrnittee. Paul 3~rrik, a Sta~s' recruit,
will act as Controller and Hugh Sloan will continue as'
Treasurer. r.••....
9) Within t~e strictly finance ~rea, Stans will be Chairman
and Leonard Firestone I Gus Levy, :·IaxFisher, John Rollins,
a~d ~.s. Ogden Phipps will serve as Co-Chairmen. In
rouse the Vice Cha i.rmen w i.Ll, be uan Hofgren I Lee _Nunn,
and Nei.vell\·:eed.
10) Stans' goal of 10,000 in by the
_A: '1 t i - e f f ect i.ve da te o f ~'-'-~l_,,-r ~-egls a lO" ~.L.L.. ~ ,~L.~.L ~-~- ~ -
t---- one-third c.::mplete.
Campaign Spending
7 is approximately
11) The Campaign has raised 5,OGO but spent 2,000 in its
first nine months. ~Expenses for January totalled 550 while
_p.;ed'frctedxpenses for February are 900. The Attorney
~en~ral has asked Magruder for a list of the 124 employees .
v~~- and th~~~.~.(/~ /~~~ / C2~~~"/-
~/ /FI,l .,a" l ..,r~' ~ _..-v-~Harry Dent ~. .~ )/!.A""'" / / y; ...-.. ,
.' ~A"YI~. 7J~~ ~1) Magruder b ieves h~§r~he source o~~ February 14
Evans and Nov~k story on politi=al aides at the White
, , " th" '1' d ' "H ~~ cri,tl.C:LZlng ne consci.ous ry ai. lng cornrnent; you
,,-' ,..-r "'1 • , 'J.,.' C· .e. Themee~lng cou~a nave D22~ ~ne ampa~gn Strategy
Group meeti~; of February 7. Magruder has re-cast the
Campaign Strategy Group to excl~~e Dent.
.. , .•...
2) nt advised the Attorney Ge~eral that if Governor Nunn
not seek John Sherman Coo~e~'s Senate seatl Robert
should be encouraged. G2~le is a weal thy I loyal
Republican.
nt advised the Vice Presi~e~t that he should speak to
ne California RepubLi.c an .:'\sser:-..:lyon April 8. Governor
Reagan urged that the Vice Prcs~~e~t appea~ and the Vice
President accepted.
4) New Mexico Senate race Dave Careo
..ms in the GOP prirnary eV2~ though o~r
Governo:-I Domenici I is the .:'~":"\'orie "rho
Democrat, Jack Daniels.
nay cause
1970 cCJ.ndid3.te
could beat
.:
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survey indic~tcs that only
rlse in voter tur~aut, w~i12
the key states, Ohio and ~issouri, suffered a decline of
Y9~ a;d 8.1% respectively bet.wen 1960 arid1968. 7he
~rise in the South is attributed to the black vote while the
decline in certain states is attributed to apathy.
6) ~']allaceHenley rnoni,tors George ~vallace for Harry Dent
throl':J~Tom T'..1rnipseed,Hallace I s former Cerapai.qri.l-1anager.
L..hirdparty challenge by Hallace in Nover.ber is not
anticipated but could develop if Wallace receives enough
money and publicity.
7) Wes~ Virginia Governor Arch Moore will seek re-election
aoc - ing to Dent because he has a poll showinq h i.m,
~ ad of Jay Rockefeller. The President leads all
Democratic contenders in West Virginia by at least 13%
when Wallace is in the race.
8} David Treen lost the Louisiana Gubernatorial race to
E" ,...' d 1 x: t' 1 . - . . - hCongressman Q .,;:,Q\'lars oecause 0-,- ne SO~lQ2.r1-cyor t.he
DR--:-d'CraticParty and the heavy black vote. Dent believes
~t this relat~:e~y narro~i.d~fe2_t augurs we LL for the
President even 11 ~allace 1S 1n the race.
9} In North Carolina, Charlie Jonas, Jr. has turned out
to be a weak Nixon Chairman who will not dissociate the
Jim Holshouser effort to become Governor. Dent has assured
~e Attorney General that he w i.Ll, cont.Lnue to try to
~ s~oarate the Nixon and Holshouser operations and to
pr~vent any other campaigns from tieing into the Presicent's.
camoaign ....
Don Rumsfeld
i
•..
i
I
or.iarded an anonymous political assessr::entof Hawa i I
d . ~ t.h J.. 11' 1 l' , Li h d - .....h .nich in 1ca~es L aL -cne l~e l.OO or L e Preslde~t
carrying Ha'.·laiiseems very slender". There are no races state wide
in Hawaii in 1972.
Tom Evans
1) The prinary resPQnsibil~t:j.esof the RNC in the 1972
Campaign wil~ be vo~er re~lstration, voter turnout, anc
ballot secur1~Y· Tne reg1s~ration drive (Target '72)
b J.-a:n- in Flor1d~ and ~exas an January and w i Ll. continue
rough the sprlng: Ed DeBolt at the R~C is the md;".
sponsible to.re~lster 1 1/2 million Republicans bv
May 15 and 8 mlillon by Octob2r ]972.. ~ [6963]
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-r 2} TOD E72~S asked Jeb Magrud2T to ce~sure Jah~ Lofton
,. for his ~ow wife call las~ week. Evans does Dat fe81
, ./".../;:/ he controls Lofton. Chuck Colson is exerting Dore control
over Lofton and ?:on.da.z..VTith OnlY.occaspl..~~;z.IC.orr.pLa ~nts
from Evans. ~ ...~ /~/4 ,jI2~.:J _ ~ /'L- ~~.
1'{//Y'lA ~~-..._ # /. .
. :--:yt.._ ,/" -- fiI-d . Y..L / ~../D ..-'.....
Charlie HCHhortert""'~_.f./::::;;: -~ -
During the campai.qn he y{~o~: ln~ ~ravei--:: ~T&T' s .
Hmiever, he has t.ernz nated his .formal ties
"':'xh the Vice President's office to protect against any
suggestion of impropriety.
Maaruder's Projects
. oJ
1) Advertising -- The newspaper ads that Peter Dailey
prepared and you reviewed on February 14 will run in New
Hru~pshire. You did not vi.ewthe ?V spots which are not
~eduled to run ~n New H~\lps~ir~. ~he d~cision as to the
/' extent of the rnedi.acampai.qn In 1: Lori da ,nIL be made
when the Florida foTLow+up telephone poll arrives.
-- The extensive direct mail
and$lOO,OOO in Florida) and
Hampshire) campaigns are continuing
2) New Hampshire/Florida
($75yOOO in_Ne~'lHa!rit?sh~re
tde phone (~z-s ,000 In New
~as planned. _
_»..~ 3) Hisconsin -- A campaign pLan prepared by the Davis
Agency for Nixon State Chairman John MacIver has been
J.J~ submitted to f.lagruderfor review befQ...r~subrrrissi.onto the
~v Attorney General. ~~/7__~/7S- ~_ ?
4) Farm -- Clayton Yeutter, the farm~~ctor a; l;O;~~-~
~red John Foltz, visited Secretary Butz, farm Senators
~and Congressmen, and Horked with USDA on the rural development
issue. .
5) Elderly -- Fred Nalek has been asked to "untangle" the
~te House/1701 confusion. His report is due ~·!arch1.
/' ~rthur Flem.iningis now ~chedu1ed by the 1701 speakers bureau.
Danny Todd and Peter Dalley are re-working HEW films for the
elderly.
6} _ookesmen Resources -- Schedules for New Hampshire, Florida
nd ~'lisCOr2sinare submitted weekly.
.:-~,'ji,'
-.:., .
___1-
.'
I•
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7) Califor~ia -- The California delegation li3t for the
p.2,:CCOr:V2:1::i.OD has be en subm i.t.t ed to the ;'.ttor:L~y Cen ezaL,
The Los ringeles Cou~ty list has not been c02?leted.
_/ne Attorne~' G2rleral authorized $130,000 for a special
~ ~,OOO,OOO new young voters drive in California under the
direction of Ken Rietz. .
a) Campaicn Strateqy Group -- At the February 7 neeting
the group approved the title for the campaign newspaper
(The Re-Elector). Bob Teeter informed the group that the
IIBresiderlt was in good shape in 17 of 19 target states,
'/~nd ~las running ahead of his 1968 margin. Important _ .
/" issues are Vietnam, inflation, and order/calmJleSS (in the
President's favor), environment, race, health care-{even),
unemployment, crime/drugs (negative)."
~,-, 9 ) C,,!!'.P a < gn Br,ie f i~g --. Fred Hal.;>k an filJ~ ~,:,::der a::e
conslcerlng a DrleI:l::g,Lor th..e \,:fllterl:j(~r'ieyt:3I:I on tne
activities at the Cornmi t t.e e for the _'et_71ec!don of the
President. C~5 p~ ~~ ;t---P~A
10) !.lediaHoni taring -- Van' Shumw ay is establis-ning state
by state syste!TIs to review' press coverage and to coun t eract;
legative corr.ments. The Ill.inois program w i,th we ek Ly reports
Till serve as the model. Tne Attorney General does not
receive the- proposal, but Shum~..lay is rroceeding Hi th ..
l.lagruder'9' oonc urrence . I / .tf/.), z:1. .4""" A t:J
. . ul../~':""'~~./vLC'~~-0
\\\ , • rrv : ~ _ . •, 11) RNC COnVe~L).~~ons arrn udgrl..i.G.-2,rria ve asked the
Attorney Gen~al/fo estab ish a permanent office in San
Diego Hi the.iCk cu~~ip s ~xecut~:,e Di:-ecto;-. N<? decision
has beenr:> =:cr:.ed. :""c!.lLons1S meec i nq b l-\v'ee:(ly\';'l th Senator
... " e JO:-'D Rhod e D' ck H - J' DDole I Represe!l L...2"C.l v .." _~. .es , 1.-<:..e::~an, orin ean
d
~ T' r
'
·O·7 or. o Lan s "0' +-h"" Corrven c i or:'·.-:.an'Dryce' na_~·,' ... :, _,;:> - - '-,.~ ~ ,L... " ••
12 ~.w York -- The Attorney General is using Bob Marik
generally considered the,best man at 1701) as the staff
man for regular contact w1th Governor Rockefeller1s staff.
13) Magruder is seeking authority for approval of Camoai-n
raedLa by Cliff Hiller .instead of you for the ~'ih.iteHo~se~
Reoeated explanations to Magruder that you only wa!ltb see
th~ material on an FYI basis have not convince~ him that this
is unnecessary. M~grud~r fr~guently finesses ~iller (e.g.
the infai710US R~iC flll:1)In splte of the f.:lctth2..t l,!illcr is
"' • '.cthe f inc 1 rr.eCll2.rev le'd .L or t.hc J\t torney Ge:!.-::;r.:'..1. Hm~'ever
10.'" your int.eres t in the ~2dia. I1'ator ials you s>..ould co~ ti!''.l:<:~
to receive them on an ~YI, not a??roval, basis.
, "-
r /~l~/C7 /(:J-
~ __ ---I.:"":/:",, I \..-"'" / ~_'-' ~r r ..-~ ." ,
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, at) 1c)o q.....0 u-6-
l:~) I-1<"'.gr-UG2r and Colson ;ore' - .11',.., ...... r-"~ ~ . .::I' •• ~ 1.nc"'PO,S' n o Iy L '.\ ..J.:J _ .....c\..,..l:;:: 1: t-lS cut.e co·...,_"-~';-'!'i t-' - - ... ~,::;..... a '_ o dd s ~nQ
r':'l,.l.; ',.1" ~ - _~'-'- ....~.S _0.2 "line" ~. . ----. __.:>",~e s~.OU~Q De oe r son aLl .1..' •• - a:=. co whe t.h e rA~' , ~ _._.-'- II a' - ac ke d ' . ..- ....
LC,3."t' your "CO!1SCiO"~l~ -d-' '-L.u._ •• _ on n i.s -~!aI: s ....a~.:l'1.11 u.~-.l o.l .inq " S· . L. --_.1':'1.er t.h o uc h t. ....the y h . t.a t eraen t; !·IacrJlr'l<:>r d
• J _ • __ loan an acr r-eeme n l J - ~ .... -- ar.
At~ornay General tha~ r 1 ..-__ ament: on behalf of tho
• L. ~o son ,,';:,-not... ._-
p_!'~)gra!:'I.r':llnghi t.s at- r.1 l' ,-~, ....0 con 1-1'~"o~ _~_ _ .'.US.'<le C 1 - ~ •• --
attack on Mu~kie tn'r • '. o~son cont1.nued thp
1\{' _OUGn Cab i n e t d n -I ---
l' agruaer plans on s e ek 7 .. _ ..... an nl. 1 s ooke s men
G
- __ J'_lng au t.ho t - ~ ",_.
eneral to be the 0!1.1,,-C t L. .. r~ y rrom the Attornp·t' .• , on act w i t.h th -Yne express exclusion-of Colson: ~ e spokesmen to
~M )1#~ cP-~~A- -
/,~t_,.;..,. };,.&. o~ L",,,ck k·~=:': f,.></. ~A-'-/, ~'7~ -\'.
v~~~ .~.;?/&' #.c7'~
;hftd-fl7# yd-~
. _ .. - - _.
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4
Friday, Haren 22, 1974
5 ".
'.
. ...~-.
6
7
• :-.":- __ ~ '; • ::.~'.~.' .... ; • -, •• :~ •. - " • • -J _ - ':': ~._.: ~~~~:. ~'.:<_ "'~"<~'~.?:'~-~';.
z.• ~:r .,-:. ..: ..... __ C~r.lpaign· Acti~J'i ties, .,_~,:.<
. . .......·5';.c',,:.:0~-i~~-:I~j:~~1l~~;f~~;!~;;~;S;1~iiii,
Cor.unittee met·,' pursuant to notice, ~·:at. 10:. 0a .-..
"::'brc~~t~~L·~~m.,in:~o~~ G-334'--;R~ssel;i'i:·n~.t~ "O·ff~i~~~tf~~'~~·~~g~·;~~~:
9.;
. ','
.--:
10
11 ': <~.:"'=->. : ;.. . _ ':-;..,t.: ~ - _ .
.,: Present': . David H. Darsen, Assistant Chief Counsel; Ala.Jl'-12 ........' .... .~_; .. _. -_..;._ ..
13
.,
:',S. weitz, Assist'ant Counsel; Donald G. Sanders, Deputy Hino'rit::
.' '-.:";",'
. ..
14 Counsel;: Robert Silverstein, Assistant Hinori ty Counsel.
15 .-;-_,,;;- . .'_ '.:-_
:-_ .. -"':_
16
TESTI~.lONYOF HERBERTHAR.qENKjlL~.ffiACH.; Resumad or;. ....-
17
Hr. Heitz. Hr. Kalmbach, just for' the record~~'\vould you
18
state your full n~~e, please? " . ,.' .. - ~ ;'..:~. >-
•.• _ :~. ~-: ·.l •
Hr. Kalmbach. Hy name is Herbert "Harren Kal~ach, K-a-
19
20 l-:;n-b-a-c-h.
.. .~,.:.-' ....
Hr. Heitz. &~d your address?
21
22
Mr. Kalroach. By hone address is 1056 S..:!nt'iago, S-a-n-
23
t-i-a-g-o, Drive, Ne~~ort Beach, California, 92660.
24
Hr. \'lei tz. _!\nd as He discussed jus t befo:::-e ve went 0:1
25
the record, our understanding here today is that your statenen
, - __ - _ ..
.:- '_'....
r
._- '- .
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Hehren, Hr. Nelson,' and Hr. Jacobsen and several other la'il
2 partners in'Los Angeles.
- - ,fA brief recess was t~<en.)
4: 11r;.- Hei t.z ;. : Back to the February' 3 meeting., I was about--
5 to say,. before' ouz+bz eak , do-you recall- t.txat-meeting-with Mr.
~,."_',r "
6 Nelson,,-.Dr. Hehren, Hr ~ Jacobsen and tHO-of your paz t.ne r s z . -_
7-
8:
-it, was that
. c- -.:_- ;:.....:.:..:._ ,_:._<. ','
. '_ .-; _' ~~:-":'":-:-:~~.-:;':. ~.'~~...:~.:.~:
Jan,,:ary,a.T1d asked me to meet ~,.,ith Hr. Mehren, who was then t...'-l~
ne v,general manager I to be appointed the general manager of' _-
, c
,AHPI. "'And he just warrced me to get acquainted with ,him._:~."~:;;~':~U
...:-- ....
',.....,_ .
And they f Lew out, as I remember I from Texas to California T an
we met in our-Los Angeles-office about 11:00 or 11:30 in the
morning on the 3rd and after a relatively short ,time adjourned
to the Jonathan Club for Lunch , And ,""e said goodbye to t.~er:t
on the street corner, Hhe::.-e they left to return to the airpo::t
to fly back to Texas.
Hr. Heitz. Was there a disCll~sion, e~~'no- ~ yo -~.- _ ~~.~~ ~n ur O~~~ce
or at lunch, as to contributions?
l'-1r. Ka Lmo a ch , so_ecificallY o~. ~\h~s_ •• LJ._ •I don't revewbe::.- too
.:.. :'"
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I t.'li~' I indicated to them at the luncheon table that a..'1Ycon
tributions would be a?precia~ed. And tne first ti~e I ever 8e+-
Mr. Mehren was then, and I :t::.2.d3 it just· plain to t:~en arid at
some lengt..'1, because I had never raet; Mr. l~ehren before.
I went into quite a lit"t:le statement at the outset that
.....
you have to understand that t.'-lere was no quid pro ..quo involved,
~~:b~~~~~~i:'~as',>frccl~y';~'co~ce~~ed and.I ~anted.~:~:~~~~-s~r~ili~t
• _. ,:-,::,~;~;;_;~,_, .' c " • ";;" .' _ ' " :': --::: .:?~~:(L~.'-- ::.-:'~:.~'::
"~:~~'understoodc that~,_~·~.·AndI recit~~. ~~a,:,at th~t}t~~~J~;~· /:r,::>{, .
particular. reason~fc:ir>that. con"::·'. '"
··,.·;t:~?S'I;~~~f:fF,·~~1j]:JL'~"
1didn't know what ,they .wa..TJ.t~d-'~totalk-'ab'o .;:--..
.' .::.. _.- - .: . .. ..:~."::-:'_. . . - .
. ;
.._.- ::
:.~d.::I:dI~~'·t·:kno~-wh~t· might come up 'later • '. And" by'~this time
~~~~~~'~~~~~;:0';~".~ader-Butz ..~;,it filed. .'.An~~;i;;~"~~db;;e;;
".-,:':(/;>; ~ .:.--..:
September, Octcber~' I fran.kly was not eritihu s ed..
-about handling these, this paz-t Lcu Lax contributor. group.· .I han
-: ... ..:;.
.:taken' it' on becaus'e I had been asked to do' so, butT made it'
.. -; .. _.: ," ~....~>-...: .~~:... .: ::..:
clear,' I think, to Gordon Strachan.. .1. think 'I made' it clear t
'_'-.
"
"
-"'i8 --"BobHaldeman, ei t.~er. directly or through Gordon Stracha..'"1, that
19
20
21
22
23
24
I would prefer not to· handle this assigTh~ent. It was s ornech i.nc]
I just ~eallY ,..ouLd have preferred not to do. But because I
liked Jake Jacobsen and because I felt t..'1at I '...ould be Hilling
to meet with this man, I ag::-eed to E'd:~et hir:1 out in Los A.'1geles.
Hr. ~'leitz. Now, O'-1rrecords ShOH tha-:: in 197~ L~e=e '•..;as
aJl ongoing investigation by t.1.e J'ustice' Departlnent of the nilk
25 prod\.!ce:!"!3,a..'1dparticularly -;ssoci~ted ~lilk Produce::-s, rl..:l?I,.
" .
, " ", ••. V'>- .......-. __ ._~._.• --~ - -;. -r ._._.- .
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that there was. some, in the fall of 1971, som2 concer:t
83 i
~x?ressl
2 by Hr. Colson to Mr. Haldeman about t.>:.e.i.mpac t; of that investi.
3 gation on t.i1eir r2lationship with the Di Do: producers, possibly
. '. ~/,; .~.
4:. '. sa.ne dis~ussion-b~b.;een Hr. Halder.:.a.l'1and Hr. Hi tchell
, .':\:;:<>,_::~:(o~}\~;.:;'~;~'· ~,: ",' . ":'. ,~:':::._~/; ..
6....~~:,::.F;:, ,::SubsequentlTrL' thin.i< t.c"1erecord also shmvs: that at sorae
.;'~'_-if~;::~I~{r~~~;~;gj~~~?i97~ Hitch~n-:~ej ect~{:P~eque~J'{ '.
y~;~".::,,:·.+~/;.)g~}::;~~~~}~!~:;~~W:':/~'.' -. - . -'".:<:~~.~' ~~:~~~~~:-/ :_~:~~:,:~;
8,-:,~~~:have a. gran~jury;in?anelled Ult~nately, .on February 1 ,....1972,,' .
,;j/~ -. :J;t[flti~~~lit~~:~e:::::u~::::i ~~;~~:~:f?£~~~ft":~~i~j,·····
i)~i:1.·.·'~~~;~lVg~{1!~;~~~~1't.. ·.;'·':1t~~&.<'~~cffij~
SJM;:j;t~~~~f~~;~~f~a..~J~tl1i~:.••..U~5n.'t,:er~:~~~~::~nce.~~-~:·~~
:'~if :itwas:,:not;expressed by' you at least: to you,or_"a;vareness',-
'. -~:~r:);;.;;;::'=t~;'\::\:.. .."" -...:-.,: <, .'-:" ,,: -:>~:::~i~';: =. ,-;,~.::,
. ..thatthis·~increased activity in January and February of contacts··v ..
COl
o
o
o...
'u
ci
i3
1.4
15
,16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
on that
.. '.~.~'.-;- ..:
,:score' also., -:'-.
r :
. . ,'r~.-
- ~'''' .'
-: ...': ""; ,- "
. -~ ; •....:..
or attempted. contacts by the milk producers 'vas in' some way:...
. .:'. .:...: :'. .~.",.,-., _'_
,.0, "_.- " • :_- •• > ~.- ....
/conne:=ted to the 'antitrust suit?
.... ,' .
".-,_,' ...-...:_ .. ,
," ~,,:,"
;_-.. ;.-.:-,_:': - .- -.'~.. ~ . -: _- -
- '._ - - -,,' .~
. ,',
Hell, I_'ve been asked questions in t..'1is ar._a,Mr ••'Ka1mbaCh~
~,d ~y ~mory on it is just not'too good. I remeu~erthat I
talked with !·lr. Hitchell back a.'"ldforth through t...'1is latter
'. - .; j
. ,
part of Jw'"1uary and in early February.' Th,is ,\.,as just sho~tly
before Hr. Stans caIne aboard as fina..'1ce c~airnar1. There \.;ere
a ntuioer of things we discussed.
It-would be ~y best me~ory that at'so~e point in these
'. I
discussions there 'Has SOQenention of t.'1e fact of:.the ant]. eus'"
25 :',action being filed f the fact that there \.;as a great ceal of
'. - -.,'
7 - _. l' ~ ....
.- .....- ..~'-'-'.'~" ..._
_.
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displeasure expressed, I t..'1in.'<.,by s orneof the m.iLk peopLe , d
Hr. weitz • I t.1-tinkt..1.e'investigati·on THas,run out of the
.
. fF'Ch~cago o,~~ce. .;; :.
Hr~'.Ka1mbach•. And I think' Hr. Hitchell was, indicating' to
~~'~:.~~:~-'.~.- -
.me that, 'although-I was dealing with these people',--~.that. r<:<:','
..ough;;'f;;~~~erstand. that t-'le; ~ere P~,o""~._,~,,-,',.~_~,,,·.,',~~,se.~,.,,·-,'~.-,~-,._,',·,'.,~.~,',~,.,~·,~i".'-,~,',-'.:";,'1~.' - ; ··, ,:[ _·,~,-,..:;, ·· -·.-.""' .-
_. -. ". >. .:,.,:.:.~~"";:~:;~t:.:.:~: ~:-~-.;.. ... ~.:-... ~.:".:..:-~-.. ~:' . '. -- . - . - . - . r.'- ~- -=:. . -_
":~::~';:' Now~_,.I' don'tkncr,.; whe cher he indicated to me·:.thathe~·was-~ -
i-. ,C" ,cc::.~~~j)~:·><".,;"" . !;~c;,' , ,-·,·";}:~~::·:!~::;~~:if_<~!::·{~~'.~~~~",;::;r:·~- .
,:',:t.b'~ing.talked to by~Mr.- colson., c It just,: --:-:I- don'_'.C:~hav~~a;'~re-ai ;_;,~'
·:'?i!~-., ';~:::\Y3::t:~}~~;:-:':~:<,~,~<:,.."<, .: - -. " , , "-<:' .~~~:,"c'::·:,<·i_-<;:;~fflf.7f~~§-;,~~5?~:&~~~·i-,..; ;.
::~,:;good mernory,~ .:tothese discussions,' other than ',that'~ I. was ',,;::::-:< -.__
..~~t~i..;'':'. .' .-.~,;'.~·:;~S~~j~-:';?~~:'_r .;.;:_;j~:_:_,:-~.t~-~~~·:'._ .;_.,:-', , ' '._'__.,__' ,.. _""~_"'~-::":"~"~.'~ _,~,c~'!'_:"-.',-,"'-":',~,:--'.,~,,~'~-:~~~",-,-_:,..-_-,:•.,' ~.'. '-,~,.,,',:.:.,,:,.,,~,'.:-,~.,~,'._:.;_.=-',.~~:,,,,:',','.':.,-.":<:-<:::":: .:' ';':>:,:;::,'~:.':~',:\:'_"_-~>'?:::':{""':" _:_ • c- - - _--." ~
I, :advised FI' thl.P '< by Hr. !1itc..'1ell, of t-l:.ese ongoing things ..':'::-;~-.-
_'.""'''~:'';~;:~~'' ._ ~•• :_ •..•. :_..:. _, -"~-'. _"0' _~~~":'- _ ... ~,,: ".' '-;-;:_,-:;~,~c' __ .. ,.. ::,;:;~:~«>..,.,~-,~'~':::_.::~--:::~''.
Mr~~,Weitz '::',;~~:In't..~at connection, 'Here you: asked' ei ther.:>':::-;';:-~,
. . ... _ . .~. """;.. ' -:
.... .' < . _.,.. ". ;.:·~~~~:;;f~~~~~;:~·~~·-::,::":;.'~. .,,,:;.-.<.~.'.~,.;....:_.::: ;:~~.--:- - ,,:
or was it your impression t.~at Hr. Hitchel~ or Hr~;:;:---:.7
"':
.-~-. .'
.,'-, ,:.:
• '," ••• --- &
.~. .,-,: ,' .., _.' • '-.- "0:' :-~. ~.~ ·~~~~~-~·.f-i.:--'-·~~.~.~~·'--.',:~, :A':"~:~..:·..::':·
Stans,: or_':perhaps even Hr. Haldeman, were asking' you tOr 'i;;<:~.
_-
.. ' , , '
': sense" soothe, over the wou."'1dsof the· dairy people' 2..l'"ldstill se
if something could, be salvaged from your contributions 1 ' from·'
_' ',' ' -. .'..- ... -:: .'
..,the earlier commi t..:.'11ent?
... _'. -_- - _
_ -.--:-
Hr. Kal.:.-nbach.
_ ,
I t.~ink essentially t:.~at is right. I thi
I indicated to Hr. Stracna..t'l, as a result of ray 1l1eeting earlier
with Hr. Nelson in Los Angeles, nOH, as you refresh me "<.-;i t...~.
your record, that I indicated to H=. Strachan that it was 2.;
good ~e~ting in the ,sense that the nilk people were rea££irnin
their decision to suP?ort the caI7!paignI even though t:.~ere \.;as
a cutback from $2 million pledged to $1 nillion.
NOW, I ought to go on and indicate, because it is fro~ ny[6973]
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,?rillion_:-noH I.~or~affirmi.ng the pledge of $L rui.Lli.on,'.modified ..'
.. , "-\~~:;'....~~~.,'_-;:":.;~~~..:..~~>':~~.'-<.'" .. ~:~::~:.~.·:~..:· - Z;:-:-:,,-: " ... ": .. J: ·-·.·_·7::~::~:-~-/':'-:' ... -... ··;··~:.:_.~::/;0I.~·r.. ". ~. ~-~ - -. ......,' ~c "~-.--. -
·~fron;-$2.~ciJ.lion, that left $750,000 still-to ·be.paid.- - ..i.:
·!l;_;?}~1~5~£-~-[~~0~J~:,~~t.·.I•.•~d:{ edi 2~~~£~s_,~£r;s-----~~/.
'.have .:ai'memory:;that:L worked. outr..a.month:~~by.-month.~schedule\vi th
~'::.';~:~~?~!L~?Ai;;;~:~;t0t~?·i:/;: .' . ;-...".':("':;::~;..... >c+;'f;;~~~~':-'~~~:~:~:··~:.,~;t:~~~:h/:::;>ci::;~:;;: ~(. . '"=r-':
··'Mr~:;JacoDsen:·as:..to 't..'1e manner an. wh.i.ch the ·~J_Jc people wou Ld, :
:\~~i.~t;f·~1;LW?A~~::\~j~~~~;~/~~::~;~{,r;.r·;." .;~~.:>·-~~:~'ti;'\:;"'.::: _'~~-~~}~.:<: -.<': " .-'.: _~.:-,~:: f :;:
.:get·these;contributions over to us. . I .thin..1.£ that-'rnost of thosif
~t~'ti~;~io~~:c~~~,~~to be gott~ " ve: t~~-~:~~pr{~~·~~-'·~prilc,~i~i. _.,
:':,. . .' '.(~';r~~;< .. .-:~i0:,S:':';'~". .),.;~~?:.~
, but~ s ome wouLd. be gotten over to us after:.~ April.7~:~':
_'; _, - ~---.,"_. : _- -.,- ,- ~ ,',.>-~.~~:f2~~;·:~-:-~~..'--._~-::"'-:...
.Do you' recall. at L~e.meeting in.Februa.....--y··i~··'
6
1.4
15
16
memory, now~ again it has been refreshed, that Mr. Jacobsen
and I worked out a balance of the plecged amo~~t of $750,000,
which I had come upon, as I remember, the figures'here, that
there was.approximately $250,000 that had been contributed to
.' - --. -"-.';'~~'~;-~.-~~:~-::~~.~..
California any reference either by you or Hi:"• DeHarco to t.~e'.,
'-.:~.: ;' ,_= -. _. _' -~' - .~-'.:-::~~:'-.~;:-- .,'
'.. schedule which. might entail, for exarople, one-th.ird pa~Qnt~· ..:.
.. r.:_ ~'. ._
. '- .. ':;; . ;
. :-.- -. ..•. _... - ," ~;',:"'_';~-'~
in February I one-third payment in Harch," one-quart'er just prio
to April 7, a."1d t.."-1eremainde r af t2r Apri 1- 7?
. : •. ='.... -:,-
' .....
Hr. Kalrobac..'i.. You mean Hith Hr. Jacobsen?
.. "_'-, -_:
Hr. Heitz. Hr. Jacobsen and/or Dr. Hehren or H_·,.... tIel_. .' son.
Hr. Kalrrbac.."-1. I don't recall that.
Hr. Heitz. Is that consiste.:1t \'lith your recollection of
discussions with ~tt. Jacobsen alone?
Hr. Kal:t'.bach. Yes, it is. Arld perha:;>sHi t.'1 H=. Nelson.
~ourI don't have anv recol_lecr'on ~ l' - h ._ _ _... at.. a ~ ot SUCl a d~sC"-:ssion
- • t'
0" ~._ ••• __ •• _ .. _- ... ---- ••• -00 ••••• _._ •• '. _ , _ -. -:,.[==~~ ~,~ f
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6 I.P~;:~~~i.~~t~r;~1;{.~.~1~t:gtt~~~t'~e'~e~c6i:i:cf~~'. /~.~~~.
~;~i~f{\~;~t:~:;~,;;~~,:r~'?::~2<:~;~:~.~~2f:;~·:~:!'r·~~~.'.~~...'--. -;, ~·i~·; :;:.;' .. - .-.:,~. ::,:.~~?7/.:~: .~.._-j~-..~}~;:.~~~ _.
;c;":':-~-:Was:·this.;·:plan>:·whet..hpr- or.not itssp~cific:aInounts r but- 'tl;:.; s
. - : e-, ;. , ... -_:;. :':·;/~·-l:~.J-~··'_ _:~:.-..;'-:-;.-'.'",,;:__.;..:.:.~:.:_
. : . ~:..- ~:!:~:;-~-.1;~~~-:.~~.~.~ »: ,;:._ ~ ::.- _' -.
addi tior!aJ_' contributi ons
-=-
-.,"1',
'.
o '_ .~ •• _.~:' "' -:.. • .~.: :.~. '._~~.~:. ~. ,_'
12-. ·;C~:~~·~~}:~;"·:'Mri:\.;Weitz~~\~~cAn.d··youd n 't.recall. Dr. Mehren-,:reacting' nega
:'~:~~;:;::;r~:~;··i:~~;;~2·~:E':;·:,~(~~:~~·:i~-;f:r:<:·c_·~..'. .-; :: '~'~_.::,;:.~..,' .··'(.'.·:X~~~~~·~1:;;:_~~c:~~~,;}:!~:-::~.
13'(tiveli::2to··-the.thoughtof additional com..-nitteesreceiving con-,.:--:
.:L4iG~b~~I~~r;;~~}{~'AP;U 7? ;\~~.(: ..>..o':"/;.,,}!}!<.'. /,r;'
... .' ~ ~. . ;.:....'.....'~' ," -,~-;,,: ..~: . ".' -....- ..::-_...-... ·.~~...:.~,.~.t~.:~~.:.~.;.~:-..~ s .~ :,-.- ~~..-:.~~:"-·~7:'"~. ···.:~2~.;I. .-'.-:_-__i.. ·,l:. <::.- . _ '_.... ~'.\'# .
MI.•. ·KalI;Jbach..··'I don' trecall Dr. HehrenreactingnegatiVj""
at a~12··;:ithi~f~';;e wassornediscuss i~nsbo~t ~.; COJ~:Jl~~ttj;~ ~
'~'~f C~~~~gn fin~~:~ ~-andall, ~;u~ I don' t rernerr.b~·;::~~:~tw~ t~~~l
ch 13
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2 ,Hr. DeHarco.
Mr. Heitz.3 W:Il.O was to be the recipient of those con tri!;)u-I
I:. Mr>Kam.bach .. ~The various cOr.uuittees, the names of which4 tions prior to April 7? '"'- _ ..;'".:., z :5
16
at all about amounts or a tir:::.etable or that sort of t.~ing •.
. W • 04-.Hr. e.1....z. Hhen did t..'"1esediscussions '\yith Hr•. Jacobse!l
alone 'tv.;ith respect to timetable and so fort.'1 take place?
Hr. Kalmbach• I thi~~ they took place In January, but it
could have been In Februar;.'. I'm just not certain on that.
Hr. Heitz. There I S a F,ebrua....-y16 I 1972, memofron Stracha:r:
24 to Haldaman, political matte~s memo, that has one short para-
25 graph. referring to the rniL'..;.:r.:oney. And it says that "Kalr::bach
;-.'
' ... :: : .
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principal,. or one of the reasons this disclosure in co~nec-
tion wi th the IT? matter in late February or Hare:' ~:"at led to
your decision not to accept any further milk contributions?'
Nr. Kalrnb=.ch. No. I don't remember, 11r. ~'feitz, tha t
..that' entered into r.1y thinking •. I felt that vlhatever.t..~eI'T''i'' --- .... , .:
,....
..
that I made. to Dr;" 11ehren at the request, I think," of 11r. JaCObi
sen ; And when I called hin, it ·was just tru-ee days-.before ·t..'e
new law took effect, and three days before I to return to
California and resigned as associate finance cba.irman of t.~e
- .'caIi1paign•. I recall that [·rr.Jacobsen said, asked De to call Dr
Mehren,and it seemed to ~e he was in Texas, or whereve_- Sa
n
Antonio or Hherever; and Hhen I called, it's r:w very best :::-e-
collection that he indicat2d to me that concer:1 about the anti-
trust situation tb.p>n:-,,"'_nl.ji"'.g, aridLndi cated ""0 rae tlht \
-. ~- _1. cr t i: __I U._ -:!. \;.:'-. L '" a (1.2 '.:auld
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..
like to have me intercede wi th someone at t.~e~Tnite House on
their behalf, at leas~ to incicate ~heir concern or whatever •
Mr. Weitz. Let's be Dare specifi c. They were concerned,
and they were expressing t.~eirconcern?..- .'-~'. r.-.·
Hr. Kalmbach. , That J s correc t .
'.', ::.
• ~.-'. . . s: "....:\1r . Heitz •."Did you understand that they were. expressing
. '.~.'.~:~.._":.:~:":~~~:~~'j~'~~-~~~.~~~"'~.'.~:.'.:~-.. , .:.. -,:~.'...
thei~:.~oncern·to people in the vlhi te
"_ .' .. _..'
House already??;~".. ..:,~. :-:-::
••• ' -, ...... ... ':...: • '. ;:_;.;.:::- ~.1' ...... ...: ",-,":,.' ..' ~·E~~::;~.·.. ' ',:..··::·::-F·~··-:
I' 'don't re..r:1ernber.. I felt ·that·there was .;c.
;.'.:.;/':_' ..:,·;~l,'··_.";-"_"_".\~.~~·~v.·.-~::':':.·~~·.·~,_:-i:.~:., .'.-',~' - -_- ·c'.';, :.' -rr .' : ... .;. .• :: -,';-"':'>::~'; '- - .~. .:":'~-..;:~.'_',~.:.;:.;:...;- - - -- . . .. - -'. <'~~~:~~;.:~;:':~~":'.." .-~,"~"~~'~.'-'
'.j;st~·Y.ind-.:~fa' general' tone of frustration after'.Dr.,::Mehren-'5';:~':'
'.;( . ::,i;~>i;:'\~:~~.;:·.;>:·.. ·'~c·:.-'- . ·:"':.::.c ..·.·.: .. ~<_::..·:·/tf,,~,.: -._ .. __.":"':;";'.:, ,_" •
'in,~:;j;?~gt~;n •s .voi ce '. '., .... ,:;JiL ".C:~~~f~:,:Y:.··;;2~~Jl;f
':!<;~~i~~ig{~~!:Z..Hadn.'t !lr. Mitchell already indicated that,:,
they were:-:-the ynilk people were. c~~~erned,;:;;~~t,'the ~~'~2
. ".~ -;:-;~.;,c~:· .' :~~ . . ':,~'~~".;.:-- - - ...-.....-:.. :.-
,trus t:~;~alnili~Ch . " Yes. ,.:: . " .·::l~~i.tr,D'/;l0!~t..
•• ...:. " ;'-0' '. ~.
Hr'-Neitz. So therefore, he was aware? . '. ~."_ .
- ....~,
Hr •. Kalmbach.
.'. '.
My recollection is that Hr. Hitchell ex..:.·.
.' _" .
. ". ~" :=.
p~essed that to me'in late January or early Februarv?
Mr. Weitz. And therefore, at least, he was aware. And
believe, that period you rne~tio~ed, he ~as Attorney General
then,
.
that he was aware of ~~eir concern or their displeasure?
l'lr. Kalr.1ba~h. Right.
Hr ..Heitz. ~'ihat did '_-,euunders tar.d ~l_r. J baco sen actuall~
23 to be asking you to do?
24
25
Again, I'n giving you.ny very best
0:1 this, but r.ly t:--"at [1e '..las asking De to talk ~oc .,.J..cel.lng \-las [6977]
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somebody at the Idhite House. I don't r~~enber that he nentione:
any particular person 15 name, but to - talk _·to somebody in t:'1.e
tTni te House on their behalf as to t."1.is antL trust pz.obLam, And
also had the undez-s t and i nq r ,or ·the feeling at t:'le time, that
_. ~.
_.' .. : ',- . -.... -
they-. we~e. about to make ano che r contribution just, prior to' .Apri;...
'. :~ ~~, • :I .i: _:. -,..._.:..." ", ".~~':: __
,7;;••..<~_;:tletlv~~~;_:~;_,jT~...~e- :e~leeti ;~··.~eip~~;~;-~Gjjc,<i:,:~_I!~i:
·".b·· ·.r'····e.·.····.ak···.·.···:·;·.·····-····-·:·~·:·'O"'···;:··-·~f:·"·rr,,·~·-·.-f····~·_C..:.".~~•.~;.•::-~,-o:~·;.,.;r..K f .·".a :. .:,.clrn~_.c. .-·o·~ ~,·n··.--·,··. :va...·, -:: .:·~e'-::.•:-.~~rh. C :•., s .·,.; a - ti··.y. .oeSn.coJ"an~' this was :f?1.lo<tli_ng- -~ry~rY-:'~~Pt
. .< . . - ~'.' -' .<.'> ;..::_;:~~:\~j':,,<:»", ~~}>':iiJ:~~;f~~~;~~~~~~;:,~·~~;;i,,;
with him on the MaEch_16,...::and cons is _
.' -:~_::';;:;:;.;<. "_ <:c.: . -:> ~.' .. . '.~ . .'.' _ ,:'~' ;-" -: ";':~::~~~')~:::::~':'~:"/~~'~S:.:::~;:
bze ak.o f f , ray filernory is that I advised Dr ":":Hehren
2~~/.<?~:·;" :' . ._. . - . ~.'··._:-\.::-:·~'~;:i:~)/ -c \:~~/)'t<?~5~·
that L would not intercede 'and wou Ld not do anything in this ..~~~
.area, an~that~~diS eus s ion, our telePhoned~ {~~~~;~~,;,~:~2~_1
nated rather abruptly. . ~':~:;~:,.-::.' -:':~~~:::~:;'~"
-~. ~~.. ~<::~~-"_.':_.~- - _:.:-~:.::.~.~-~:-.-~~~.~._
..... ' .. _._ .._ - - , :::.' :--.:.-:'- ,~:':"
Hr. Heitz. Let rile, if I might, go t.l).rough this .slowly; ..:·
, l5
II
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13
14
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so t<hat we can extract the extent of your inforD.ation on t.llls-~
.T6· Do you recall, in the conversations, where Hr.' Jacobsen
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_---it he calls you?
lrr. KaL~ach. That's rily memory.
Mr. ~'leitz • ~-;as there only one call, wi th both :'Ir. Jacob-
sen and Dr. Mehren calling you?
Hr. Xal;:--.bach. I think I placed t.'-le call to Dr.' 'len' -~. _en,
tha t Hr. Jacobsen asked Qe to call Dr. :1ehren.
Nr. r'lei tz . Let me indic~ te to you l.y·he. t He hav-e J..n Our
records, and maybe we can refresh your recollection this
~·!r. Kalm!:lach. The nk you. [6978]
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George Hehren testimony, sse Executive
Session, February 7, 1974, 55, 62-63,
71-76 79-81 85-87. 55
from indistinct original.
FWeitz. Did there come" time, then, sometimebefore
February 3rd, when you discussed with Mr. Jacobsen, and agreed
to meet with Mr. Kalmbach?
Dr. Mehren. Very obviously, but I am not sure that was
a personal meeting. I know there were several conversations
on the telephone i·Tith him -- what does the calendar show?
~~. Heininger. I think the record, as I reconstructed it,
-there undoubtedly were some telephone conversations with Mr.
Jacobsen. And the final arrangements for going over to Los Angeles
apparently wer-eworked out between Hr. Jacobsen I s secretary --
Dr. lfehren. And I·tes. Jamieson. I have records to that
effect, if you want that, I i.;ill give it to you.
l~. Weitz. Now,when Jacobsen taD~ed about this matter
what did he tell you?
Dr. Mehren. Basically that Ka Imbach want.ed to talk to me
about the support of the President in 1972; and that Hr. Kalmbach
was in effect the major fund collector for the Nixon campaign.
And that in all likelihood, as he put it, that is, "Nelson
reaffirmed we would have to live with these people"; and that
it woul,d be highly desirable that I get to know him and discuss
.1 thi S rnat ter with him• That, generally, was the thrust 0 fit.
Mr. Weitz. Did he indicate hOI"he came to be the inter-
mediary, or came to the position wher-e he wanted you to corrtact
.Hr. Kalmbach?
Dr. Mehren , Only to this extent, that as I recall it
Retyped from indistinct original.
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meeting, just one other area. You mentioned the fact~that
you discussed commitments in general, and prior obligations
and so forth, of management when you took over "7ith111'.Nelson,
at least with respect to one matter with Nr. Parr. How about
Mr. Lilly, did you ask him about any such prior obligations,
political --
Dr. Mehren. No, I did not.
Mr. Weitz. -- or otherwise?
Dr. Nehren. Not to my knowledge, anyway.
Mr. ~veitz. Did you know that Mr. Lilly had substantial
political responsibility under prior management?
Dr. Mehren. It was my understanding that he had a political
responsibility primarily with respect to two types of political
enti ties; one was the State governments; and the other one
was associated \vith the Animal and Product Health and
Sanitation. That "lasmy understanding then.
Mr. Weitz. Do you remember meeting "7i th Mr. Lilly, or
seeing him in Washington in ~Erch of '71 with respect to the
price-support matter?
Dr. Mehren. I don't have any memory of Mr. Lilly being
present,
. ~11'.
but that doesn't mean he wasn't.
~~eitz. Now, on February 3rd you, Mr. Nelson and
Hr , Jacobson flew out to Los Ange les and met with Hr. Kalmbach.
Dr. Mehren. Yes.
Mr. \oJeitz. And also present was Mr. De Marco, and others
Retyped from indistinct original.
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of his law firm; is that correct?
Dr. Mehren. I am quite certain that }rr. De ~4rco was
there, and I think there were three others; I don't know their
names.
Mr. Weitz. I see.
Dr. Mehren. I'm not sure it waS three.
Hr. Weitz. The meeting began, as I understand it, in
Mr. Kalmbach's office, and then you proceeded to go to lunch;
is that correct?
Dr. Mehren. Not quite. As I recall it we walked about
the area a bit because we were early, and discussed the
architecture of the new Bank of America Tower. ~~e then went
upstairs, and I believe were met by Mr. De Marco. I would say
it might have been 30 minutes after first meeting }rr. De Marco
that Hr. Kalmbach came in.
Then, I think, we proceeded to De Marco's offices.
Mr. Weitz. Now, in the earliest, the first contact with
Hr. De Marco, did he discuss contributions in any way , be fore
Mr. Kalmbach's arrival, or was it just pleasantries?
Dr. Mehren. No, it was more than pleasantries, as I
recall. These were petty things, discussion of certain
furnishings, certain art,Idevelopment of Kalmbach's I think there was discussion of thefirm, who they were, where they were.
Hr. Weitz. There were no discussions of contributions?
Dr. Mehren. No, only in the broad sense that we were there
Retyped from indistinct original.
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Dr. Mehren. Yes, I remember Herbert W. Kalmba~~ ordered
what he called a "Virgin Mary", that is very firm in my mind.
It moved to a discussion of how contributions, if they were
made, now, should be made. It was there, and to my recollection
only there, Mr. Weitz, that references to magnitude were made.
~'think that it was Mr. De Marco, and I'm not sure, I think
it was he who said that if we were to contribute $350,000, it
could be sequenced in a certain way.
Mr. Wei tz. \.mat was that sequence?
Dr. Mehren. As I recall, he said the sequence could be
if it was, say, $700,000, you would put so much in in~ediately;
so much prior to the 1st of Harch; so much during Harch; so
much between Apri 1 l.s't 'and April 7th; and then some rather minor
sum thereafter.
Mr. Weitz. What would you approximate to be the percentage
of the total contribution that he suggested could be made, or
should be made prior to April 7th of 1972?
Dr. Mehren. I think, now, and I am doing the very best I
can to remember accurately, I believe he said arid this again
was Mr. De Marco, and not Nr. Kalmbach - that if you, say,
find it·possible to contribute $700,000, then it would be
sequenced something in the neighborhood of $50,000 given after
April 7th.
Mr. Weitz. Didn't he in fact say $750,000?
Dr. Mehren. He may well have, this is very difficult.
Retyped from indistinct original.
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I used to be most impatient with people who couldn't ··J;emember
precisely I don't know. The numbers that stick in my head
are 350, and perhaps 750, or 700; those two numbers I do remember.
Mr. Weitz. Why did he make that suggestion; did you under-
stand the purpose of dividing up the contribution?
Dr. Mehren. He didn't give me any specification of
purpose, but even then, knowing a little about this, not very
much, to be truthful; it was very obvious that what he wanted
to do was disclose a certain amount of it and not disclose
another amount because my understanding of the terms of the law
that expired on April 7th was that contributions made prior
thereto would not be disclosed.
Mr. Weitz. Was there any direct reference to reporting,
and not reporting contributions?
Dr. Hehren. Only indirectly. Now, this is the first thing.
The second thing that I responded -- both of these I responded
at that meeting; the first thing was the matter of the sequence.
The second was a matter of the recipient agencies, and
here was suggested - and again, that is my memory: this was
Mr. De Marco, although it could have been Kalmbach. Again, I
am not being evasive, or coy, I think it was De Marco who
said th~t in this case they could set up State Committees.
That the State Conmittees would consist of real people. They
would have chairmen and vice-chairmen, secretaries, treasurers ,
et cetera. They r,10uldbe State Commi t t ees , but they would not
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in any measure be associated with the Republican Stat-eoCommittees,
"7herever they were. He then said, as I reca11, tha t what we
could very properly do, and legally do would be to make
contributions to these committees, report them accurately,
fully in terms of complete, meticulous conformity to law; then,
whatever those committees did with it thereafter was up to them.
Mr. Weitz. Did he indicate that they were not necessarily
identified as committees for the President?
Dr. Mehren. I don't recall his saying that. I do recall
his saying that they would be fully separate, detached from
the normal Republican State Committees.
It was at this stage that I did tell them, that I certainly
made no decisions then and there, that I did immediately arrange
for a complete termination of any individual decisions with
respect to TAPE funds, or any other funds, I didn't like this,
and I think I turned to Mr. De Marco at one stage and said,
"I am very surprised that you suggest a thing like this, we
have been through this b loed-bath of ~"hat appeared to me
to be committees of dubious constituency in 1971; ~nd I certainly
don't react well to a proposal to reproduce this activity."
~rr. Weitz. What was his response to that?
Dr. Mehren. His response was that these wou ld be different.
These would be committees that were real committees, real
people, real addresses, real everything; therefore they were
different in kind as well as function from those to which I had
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taken exception with respect to 1971. I did take exception, and
I still take exception to what they did in 1971.
Mr. Weitz. But they likewise would have been committees
for the re-election of the President.
Dr. Mehren. Well, I don't think there was any effort
to dissemble with respect to that. I don't think he came out
and said that these special committees that he would set up,
real as they might be, would not direct their activities and-
their funds towards the re-election of the President. Certainly
he didn't say the opposite of it.
But these are the DyO suggestions that were made.
Mr. ,.;reitz.Is there anything else that you can recall
at the luncheon meeting with respect to contributions, or any
other substantive matters that were discussed?
Dr. Mehren. That is a difficult question to answer.
Mr. Weitz. Was there anything else with respect to
contributions?
Mr. Heininger. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. Weitz, Back on the record.
Let me ask, was there a discussion of any substantive
policies, or Administration decisions that affected A}WI;
were any such matters discussed at the luncheon?
Dr. Mehren. Not to my recollection, as I told you a
little earlier, Mr. Weitz. He dii make a rather long and
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eloquent disclaimer of any such things. I have, no recollection
of the anti-trust case being discussed. The only allusion to
anything else was my response with respect to the proposal for
temporal sequency and for committee structures.
Mr. Weitz. Now, was there any reference to the anti-trust
suit?
Dr. Mehren. I don't recall any.
Mr. Weitz. Mr. Jacobson, at page 159 of our Executive
Session testimony here was asked "Did he" - meaning you, Dr.
Mehren - "refer to the anti-trust suit that had just been filed
against AMPI" - this is referring to the meeting with Hr.
Kalmbach - Hr. Jacobson's answer, "Yes, I am sure he did."
Do you recall discussing the matter at lunch?
Dr. Hehren. No, I don't, and for this reason I think I
am correct, Alan; I remember a certain contrast. At one stage
in the late Nunn discussion I recall his saying, obliquely,
'~ell, it never could be quid-pro-quo, and never would be. It
is correct that the President does remember his friends who
helped him."
Now, that is as close to a quid-pro-quo statement as I
think anybody ever came to me. I mentioned the Nunn comment;
because I do not recall any such comment by Hr. Kalmbach, or
Mr. De Marco.
Mr. ,.,reitz. Did you ever discuss - apart from this meeting
with Nr. Kalmbach -- let me first say, do you recall
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discussing the anti-trust suit with Hr. Kalmbach at a..ll?
Dr. Mehren. I do not. My recollection is, it was an almost
consciously directed effort to avoid any appearance whatsoever
at any stage of this discussion to any benefit that might come
from contribution; or any adverse reaction that might come from
~ot contributing.
Mr. Weitz. Did you hope that any benefits might accrue,
whether or not they were overtly referred to?
Dr. Hehren. This again is a question to which I could
give you what I now think to be my reaction two years ago --
is that a clear comment?
Mr. Weitz. We 11, I am asking you what you thought at the
time.
Dr. MeInen. I can now respond to you, I think, wha t I
now think I thought at the time. I would have been deeply
shocked two years ago to consider that, after having worked
for Administrations previously, that any reference to contrG
butions would in any measure be tied to any action, or failure
to act by an Administration because in absolute truth, in
anticipation in four preceding Administrations at one level
or another, the very thought of it would be deeply shocking to me.
Again. this was two years ago. So, no; as I look back on
it, it seems to me now that I had a rather different response
to this. Perhaps I didn't have it then, but I certainly have
~ now, and that is, if you don't contribute, what they might do.
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Now, there were several letters, I think, that you-~ave
been shown of February, 1972, from Marion HarrLson;'one to
Mr. Heininger, one to Mr. Russell, and one to you.
Dr. Mehren. Can I see them?
Mr. Weitz. The other two that are not addressed to you
show copies to you. I believe you have seen copies of these
letters?
Dr. Mehren. I have to look at them first.
This is some irony that they insist on expedited
depositions. I have seen it.
Mr. Weitz. I am going to mark them and ask you specific
questions. I'm not going into detail.
Dr. Mehren. ·You want to ask on this one, from Harrison
to Russell?rMr•
going to roark this as Exhibit I-A, a letter of February 28th
Weitz. You have seen those three letters. I am
from Russell to Heininger; and l-B a letter from HarrLson to
Russel; and finally I-C a letter from Harrison to you.
(Executive Session ~xhibits I-A,
l-B and I-C, George Mehren,
were marked for identification)
Mr. Weitz. Now, these letters are all lata February, 1972,
and the subject matter is the anti-trust suit that had been
filed by the Justice Department against AMPI on Februal~ 1, 1972.
Now, in the letter from Marion Harrison to you, Exhi.bit
l-C, the fi.rstsentence begins, "In vLew of the changing
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of the guard, apart from Jake's reasoning, I decLded , w:!.J:h
Murray's concurrence not to talk with the incumbent but to take
the matter up anew with his successor."
Now, with respect to that paragraph, first of all, what
was Jake's reasoning?
Dr. Mehren. Well, now, I'll have to go back. Let me
try to put this thing together now as best I can. As I recall
this matter~ Steward Russell, out of his own volition, stated
that he knew people at various levels at the Department of
Justice with whom he had worked in the past.
I had, I believe, said to Russell, probably to Jacobsen
also, and certainly to Mr. Heininger and to members of the
Senate here that it appeared to me that the extreme press
exposure of the alleged activities of 1971 had so hardened
the position of the Department of Justice that it was virtually
impossible to talk compromise, or consent, which was in fact
given in the early days as a decree cited; and in fact there
is an ultimatum in the original.
My interest, and I think ultimately Gut j_;'i5:) of Hr. Heininger,
was to see whether \'7ecould counter the apparent intransigence
of the Justice Department people at least to sit do\Vlland
reasonably discuss the possibilities of consent.
Now, that, I believe, I said to virtually every counsel
involved in this battery of litigation that I inherited. 1
know what Russell suggested. Hhat Jake's reasoning is at this
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stage, I don't know. I suspect that Jake's reasoning would
be, if you follow the usual procedures that Jake follows, that
we would find access through contacts that .Lacobs en could
establish, ultimately, if necessary, to discuss the possibilities
of compromise with the Attorney General, as free as possible
of the deeply seated preconceptions that seemed to burden-the
Chicago Office on the working level of the Department of Justice.
Proper or not, Heinie, I think you and I discussed that.
Mr. Weitz. What access is Jacobsen referring to?
Dr. Mehren. Mr. Jacobsen's usual access, after the
termination of the Johnson Administration was Mr. Connally.
Whether it was here I can't specifically recall, but I assume
it to be so.
Mr. Weitz. Now, this letter is dated February 25th.
Dr. }~hren. Yes.
Mr. Weitz. On March 16th of 1972 you met with Mr. Connally,
didn't you?
Dr. Hehren. Yes.
Mr. Weitz. At whose suggestion?
Dr. Mehren. Jacobsen's.
Mr. Heitz. Who else met with you?
~r. Mehren. Mr. Nelson.
Mr. Weitz. What did Mr. Jacobsen talk to you about in
connection with that meeting?
Dr. Mehren. Setting it up. I can give it to you almost
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;~r. l.Jeitz. Did you express the opinion to Mr. Connally
that there was a negative attitude on the part of the Department
of Justice, the administration, toward dairy cooperatives?
Dr. Mehren. Yes.
Mr. Weitz. So, it wasn't just with respect to costs that
came up --
Dr. Mehren. Oh, no; it came up as to price support; it
came up here --
Mr. Weitz. Did that include -- one of those elements -
was the anti-trust snit?
Dr. Mehren. It was the anti-trust suit as one element
within a fabric of litigation.
Mr. Weitz. Why did you include the price-support matter
when in fact Mr. Nelson, according to your testimony, had
committed your cooperative not to seek an increase?
Dr. Mehren. I included that, and I kept that commitment,
as I told you.
Mr. Weitz. So, therefore, it woul.d not have been
surprising.
Dr. Mehren. No, no, no; the Secretary of Agriculture,
quite aside from representation from AJ~I did in fact receive
representation from the rest of the dairy farmers of the
United States with virtually no exception. The Secretary of
Agriculture made his finding at the lowest possible level that
he could make it under the Law; and I did say that to --
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Mr. Heitz. Are you aware that in March of 19}1 the._
President met with representatives not only of AMPI,.but a
number of cooperatives. Now, unless that is a meeting we
are not aware of where Mr. Nelson made this commitment to the
President, if he in fact made the commitment, would it have
been at that meeting?
And are you also aware that in the Hhite House "White
Paper" with respect to the milk price-support question the
President indicated that in making his decision in March of
1971 he was setting it, essentially, for two years?
Dr. Mehren. I have not really read the "Hhite Paper",
Mr. Weitz; I have read press excerpts from it. I can tell you
only that in response to my questions, and the information given
to me by other participants in that meeting I was advised
that Nelson had said that AMPI would not make representation
for an increase in 1972. After consultation with the Board, I
agreed to keep that commitment. Therefore, there was no AMPI
submission.
However, there were submissions from the :~ational Milk
Producers' Federations, and I believe from most of the other
cooperatives in the United States.
The fact to which I referred in my discussion with Mr.
Connally was that regardless of the substance of such
representations, or the scope of such representations the
Secretary meticulously placed the price support in 1972 at
\
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--the lowest possible level; and I took that in conjunction with
other decisions that had been made by the Administration that
seemed virtually punitive to me, and still do.
Mr. Weitz. Does that include the anti-trust suit?
Dr. Hehren. To be truthful, I have more doubts with
respect to the genesis and progress of the anti-trust suit-now
than I had before.
Mr. Weitz. ~'lhatdid you expect Mr. Connally to do "lith
respect to this matter, including the anti-trust suit?
Dr. Mehren. I expected Mr. Connally to do precisely
about these matters - not necessarily including the anti-trust
suit - that I had done many times when as Assistant Secretary
people came in and said, your program is destructive to us;
it is needlessly, fortuitously, wantonly destructive to us,
can you do_something about it. That's what I had in mind.
Mr. Heitz. Hhat dig you want him to do with respect to
the anti-trust suit?
Dr. Mehren. I made no request for him to do anything.
Mr. Heitz. "-That did you intend for him to do?
Dr. Mehren. Well, again, the reference to the anti-trust
suit, and the inclusion of the anti-trust suit in this matter
brief and broad-ranging discussion wLth Connally did not involveI any request for intervention, nor would I expect any.
Mr. Heitz. You didn't expect him to intervene in any of
them, the ant t= trust suit along \I/'iththe other problems.
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I 42.6 Jake Jacobsen testimony
Vo1. '
Report of Proceedings
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Jake Jacobsen testimony,
sse Executive Session,
December 14, 1973, 159-62.
Retyped from indistinct original.
meeting that related to campaign contributions?
Mr. Jacobsen. Not that I remember.
Mr. Weitz. Is there anything else that took place at
that meeting that related to any substantive problems or
governmental programs involving AMPI or the milk producers?
Mr. Jacobsen: Mr. Weitz, I don't remember. I think Dr.
Mehren at lunch mentioned substantial problems that the
dairy people were having.
~r. Weitz. Did he refer to the antitrust suit that had
Ijust been filed against AMPl?
Mr. Jacobsen. Yes, I am sure he did.
Mr. Weitz. And wh at;did he say about it?
Mr. Jacobsen. Well, he said that the government
wasn't treating them very good, or this Administration
wasn't treating them very good. And he mentioned the reasons
why.
Mr. Weitz. Was there anything else other than the
antitrust suit that you recall he mentioned?
Mr. Jacobsen. No, I don't recall specifically what he
mentioned.
Mr. Weitz. But at least you do recall that he referred
to the antitrust suit?
Mr. Jacobsen. And some other problems.
Mr. Weitz. Did he refer to an IRS investigation of
HPI or AHPI?
159
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Jake Jacobsen testimony,
sse Executive Session,
December 14, 1973, 159-62.
Retyped from indistinct original.
Mr. Jacobsen. I don't think so.
Mr. Weitz. What did he say with regard to the antitrust
suits?
Mr. Jacobsen. I don't know. I don't recall.
Mr. Weitz. What did Mr. Kalmbach say?
Mr. Jacobsen. Mr. Kalmbach was sympathetic with it.
Mr. Weitz. At that time or any subsequent time,or even
before that meeting, did Mr. Mehren ever indicate to you that
he hoped that the contributions, if they were to be made, sub-
sequent contributions would help to alleviate their problems
with regard to the antitrust suit?
Mr. Jacobsen. I think he did.
Mr. Weitz. When was that, do you recall?
Mr. Jacobsen. No, I don't.
Mr. Weitz. Was this in a private conversation with you?
Mr. Jacobsen. Yes.
Mr. Weitz. Was Mr. Nelson present?
Mr. Jacobsen. I don't know,
Mr. Weitz. Did he ever indicate why that was his hope?
Did he base it on any contacts of discussions he had with
anyone else?
Mr. Jacobsen. No, not that I know of.
Mr. Weitz. It was just his hope?
Mr. Jacobsen. It was his hope.
Mr. Weitz. Did you communicate that to anyone else?
160
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Jake Jacobsen testimony,sse Executive Session,
December 14, 1973, 159-62.
Retyped from indistinct original.
Mr. Jacobsen. No, I did not. And he was very uncer-
tain with about whether he wanted to make a contribution, in
view of the antitrust suit. He didn't want to be giving
his money to a party that had filed suit against him.
Mr. Weitz. Did he tell that to Mr. Kalmbach?
Mr. Jacobsen. Yes.
Mr. Weitz. That he didn't want to give any money --
Mr. Jacobsen. He said he was uncertain as to whether or
not he wanted to give any money.
Mr. Weitz. Because of the antitrust suit?
Mr. Jacobsen. That is one of the things.
Mr. Heitz. Did he mention any others that you can re-
call?
Mr. Jacobsen. No.
Mr. Weitz. Did he mention others that you can't recall?
Mr. Jacobsen. Yes, he did mention others that I can't
recall.
Mr. Weitz. Do you recall with any specificity what
Mr. Kalmbach said in response to that?
Mr. Jacobsen. No.
Mr. Kalmbach was just sympathetic, and that is all. He
didn't say anything. He didn't say he would get the suits
dismissed.
Mr. Weitz. Did he say he would hope that maybe the
matter could be resolved somehow?
Retyped from indistinct original.
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Jake Jacobsen testimony,
sse Executive Session,
December 14, 1973, 159-62.
Retyped from indistinct original.
Mr. Jacobsen. I don't recall him saying that.
Mr. Weitz. Did he indicate that he would take any action?
Mr. Jacobsen. No, he did not.
Mr. Weitz. Did he indicate that he would talk to
anyone about the antitrust suit?
Mr. Jacobsen. I don't recall.
Mr. Weitz. Has there anything else that was discussed
at the meeting with regard to either political contributions
or governmental policies affecting the dairy industry?
Mr. Jacobsen. No.
Mr. Dash. Have you fixed the date?
Mr. Weitz. February 3, 1972.
Mr. Jacobsen. Are you taking that from me?
Mr. Weitz.- That is what you have testified to.
Mr. Jacobsen. But you got it from somebody else, too, I
hope.
Mr. Weitz. We won't dispute your word today.
Mr. Jacobsen. Okay, that is good.
Mr. McNelis. Are we fixed on .the date, then?
Mr. Jacobsen. I thought it was February 3, 1972.
Mr. Weitz. After that meeting did you have subsequent
discussions with Mr. Nelson and/or Dr. Mehren concerning making
a contribution from TAPE to the Republicans and President
~r. Jacobsen. I am sure I dId.
Ret
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43. On the list of pre-April 7, 1972 contributions kept by the
President's personal secretary, Rose Mary Hoods, contributions by the
dairy organizations are listed separately under the heading: "house
account."
43.1 List of pre-April 7, 1972 contributions maintained
by Rose ~1ary Woods (received from tfui te House).
; [7023]
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-r
• .>'6i..".
43.1 List of pre-April 7,
1972 contributors
NOTE 43.1
The following is the last page of the list of pre-April 7, 1972,
contributors maintained by Rose Mary Woods.
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HOUSE AccounT
M.P.
Milk Producers Association
T.A.P.E.
P. O. Box 32287
San k1tonio, Texas 78216
A.D.E.P.T.
Springf~eld, Missouri
S.P.A.C.E.
Kentucky Trust
508 Portland Bldg.
Louisville, Kentucky 40202
~- -
43.1 - List of pre-April 7, 1972.
.contributors
232,5.00
L
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44. On October 21, 1972 Lee Nunn, who had taken over Kalmbach's
responsibilities as a major Presidential campaign fundraiser, met with
AMPI General Manager George Mehren and asked N{PI to make an additional
substantial contribution to the President's re-election campaign.
Nunn has testified that when Mehren stated AHPI could not make additional
contributions to Presidential candidates, Nunn suggested that AMPI make
a contribution to the Republican Congressional campaign. Nunn has
testified that he reported to Maurice Stans, Chairman of both the
Republican National Finance Committee and the Finance Committee-to
Re-elect the President, that AMPI could not contribute to the Presi-
dentin1 campaign but would probably contribute to the Congressional
campaigns and that Stans told Nunn to contact the two Republican
Congressional campaign corrmittees and see if they could not make some
repayTJ~nt on loans that had been advanced.
44.1 Lee Nunn testimony, SSC Executive Session, March
20, 1974, 54, 63-65, 70.
44.2 George Hehren testimony, SSC Executive Session
February 7, 1974, 153, 149-51, 155.
44.3 Bob Lilly testimony, November 16, 1973, SSC
Executive Session, 248-49.
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44.1 Lee Nunn testimony
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1 general, based on the usual solicitation, becau3e that too has
2
4
been auite a while ago.
There are several t~i~gs I do recall about it. I kno-» it I
iand. staye~
5 overnight in San Antonio and I got over·to Dr. Nehren's office
was ona Saturday Borning and I went out Friday night
6 and there was just he there. The place seemed to be closed
7 do\vn.··It·Has in a suburban area I.know .'--And he .and I talked _.
-~
u,
o.....,.
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
2fi
.....c i.rne •alone for sone little It ended up that delivered me to
the airport to get my plane back •.f \HYSOlicitati~n of Dr.
have shown h Irn the t.eLeqzarn
.-..."
-_ -;'~-""-
~ehren was the usual one. I may
. _":" ._- _-
that Secretary Stans had sent to
our state Chairmen. Pe used that as one of our lead-ins. So
that l.vasto the effect that we expected to be about $100,000,001
short in funds and I might have said that I car.1e.out Hith ·the
thought that Maybe they could give us sorneadditional help 2...11d
that He were very grateful for tlhat they had done, and just to
see what they could do for us.
And I kriowDr. !'-!ehrentold me that they wou Ld not Make ariv
further contributions to the Presidential ca~paign and he said
that also goes f07' Senator ?!cGovern's carnpaiqn ,
Mr. Weitz. Let me stop vou just for a ~onent on that and
let us go off the record.
(Discussion held off the record.)
r~r.Weitz. Let the record show that David Dorsen
I suppose fron what you have sai~1 Mr. Nunn, .that
.... :
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:1e11,He should be. yes.
5 raittee in his opinion that money as late as .this in the ca.'7..paig:'.j
i>Ir. Nunn.
. ~, ..' .,:_,
Nr. Heitz • Especially froD ~le finance side?
6 could not have been used judiciously for a particular senator's
7 cw':lpaign•. Can
.,
8 Hr. NUnn.
.. ' r
.'
9 who never. ran:a
10
Hr. lJunn. Yes.
13
17
19
22
23
~
u,
0 24-...
nc:
Hr. HO'd I !-Ir.Od211 has testified before t:ie COCl-
you reconcile his opinion with yours~-
'.',
-, ;. -
Hel1r Hr. Odell is speaking as _a finance wan
campa'i.qn in his·life and knows nothing about"
A.."lYcampai.qn operator \vill tellL~e political side of it. yoa
11. t...'i.atthose.last feT,'Tday~ of getting together on election day'
, .-
1.2 expenses for the o.rg~nizations going out there to brin.g out you ....
vot.eis' tr.eme!1dOuslyiraportant and you a~e al~:lays' scratching
~4 around at the last minute trJing to get those fun~s· together.
..
-..... " .;
.1.5 Money coming in that late may be difficult to use in the
16 field of the nedia, yes, because you can't puttogeG~er the
television progra~s. You can get together election night act~-
18 vities, naybe though .
An:~VaYl it~s tremendously useful.
20 ~Ir~ Weitz. How soon after the October 21st neeting ~ith
21 Dr. r'!ehrendid you inforr.,theco:rc:..rnittees of tl'lecont.ri.but i oris>
jr.rr. Nunn. ~':ell, \·,henI
land told hin t~at ny nission
returned I net wit~ Secret.arv 3~~~~1- --- ...~.,
had been unsuccessful as f~r 2S
,_ '- _..L. ,... •__ -, .,__ - - -
_." .....__ .-,-.+=,,1 I.Qr:~i ttces on
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were concerned and I said of ~our5e that you never counted unti~
it actually arrives. I didn't bring any 'funds with nee
And he said, "well, that is fine." He said, "contact the
tH9 COE'u":littees ana. see if they can 1 t raak e some repaywen t on t..1_e
loans that we have advanced."
I1r. Heitz. ~That loans were those?
Hr. Nurm , At the time of the Republican -l';ational Conventi
in ni~ll.iBeach,'·Secretary St2.ns declined now this is as Chai
man of the Republican Natioilal COr.L1'7littee-- declined to take
a fair share of the funds f rora the dinner that wa s held dovzn
. ... - .-. .
there and he gave it to the two Hill cOITU;:.ittees,and that Has
.r. •. •.!..l.rs~.
Then at later dates he had advanced additional funds to
t...'1eS~natorial COD::1ittee and to the House C02u"ittee w.i, til the
unders~anding that, if at a later date they ca~e into fUnds,
h t t' 'ou'd rop-a" ~ll 0....- par~ o_c, tL__pse a~vanc~s.·tLa !1ey \'J .... '-::: <;. _ - "- U. '::: This Has
sort of customary in transferring funds back and fo~th and I
S· d.J..· t ·r ....· . dguess SecretaD_f "Cans a~sur.e cna _1 r.r criey rec~lve these che c! s 1
they should be in a position to repay SODe of t~e funds that he
had advanced.
I take it that the heads of thoS2 co~~ittees,
t!-',eConS!:'2SS.i.onaL conm i ttces 1 ~·jere a":are1 of course, 2. t the tir.e
t~e trc.nsfers a~d so forth that,Of
if ~ossiSle?
expected to
..~
• !...i.... • ?·:unn • On, yes. [7033]
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in
1 understandin7 o~ those things that if·yo~ do get into a positior
2 .to repay, you do.
I
3
4
5
?
Very often in c~~pa{gns you co~e into late
. ~t' .._moneys and. nal.. t.h i nq possible.that
Hr. Heitz.
we are going to discuss
-discussed that t~ese were'1 .._, L • twere Eace, ~nal.. l yas irt fact reQau-
So J.
t-~ or ''""'....es ,...,o,..,s""t o t.hose ear Li.er +- .....zan sf cz sr:-.en_.:::>"':-H:-.;:! .~ - L.. ~ - - ~ - ~-- ~ as repa2:f7:1.ents
8 of Lo ans ?
9 Hr. :?:;UZh""1. Hell , that Has. pret.ty obvious. - I don I t recall
lO the 'Hords of vzhat; I .s ai.d and what; he said but, as :to zecaL'l,it,
11 I talked to Senator DomLni.ck and to Bob ~';ilson. That \"!~,ldbe
12 the normal thing to do. -They were t.h e :cha i rmen of those b'lO
13 oomm i,ttees.
,
1.4
15
I .11ashopeful that the funds vzouLd eerie in from San Anto~iJ'
they could do toua_,_E:And I" negotiated ,;lith t.hera what; they thought
16 a partial re?ay~ent on the indebtedness.
l7
18
19
Nell, what did they decide?
0:
Did you talk w~th both Do~inick and ~ilson?
I'm not positive about ~ilson.nr . !-Junn. I t.h i.nk that. I
20 did. I thin~ that I talked to Do~inick, too. There was so nuc~
21 gOlng 0::' and the p ressures at tl12.t tiDe in the C2..I71.:?a.ign are
22
23
24
25
~12ast unbelievable w~2n you arc
tel~2~one calls cO~lng in and 50
am sure I would h2.ve t~l~ed to t'~e[7034]
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said this does thus and so to our bank account or something like
-
that. It may have come up in discussion. I can't recall. It
has been a long time.
Mr. Weitz. Did you have a similar conversation "lithMr.
Ed Terrar or someone on the congressional side?
Mr. Nunn , Terrar, I would think, yes. Ed Terrar would
probably be it because I think he was working in that same
capacity over on the House side at that time. I don't believe
he is there any longer.
Mr. Weitz. Let me get this straight. Who was the money
supposed to be transferred to from the two committees, from the
Congressional and the Senatorial committees?
~. Nunn. The Republican National Finance Committee. You
see, Stans was Chairman of the Republican National Finance Com-
mittee also. He was acting in two capacities at that time. And
.his advance to these two committees had been made from the Repub-
1ican National Finance_Committee, I believe. Again, I don't
know. I don't have records or access to that and I know nothing
about the Republican National Finance Committee's affairs since
the 1971 budget meeting, which I think was the last -one that I
Iattended.
Mr. Weitz. Did you talk with Bob Odell about these trans-
actions?
Hr. Nunn. Oh, probably so. Bob Odell was sort of a right
arm down there. He worked with me at the committee and he was
Retyped from indistinct original
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2 It may have co~e UD ~n discussion . I'~can 1t rcc2.ll.that. T.L.-'-
3 has been a long tine.
Did you sinilarha72-:;'iei t.z ,4 CO:17ersation. o ••T..ll. t::la -.,,_.:,_• ..!.....i... •
5 Ed Terrar or someone pn the congressional side?
:~.;...;. - .....: _ ..... :.:,.
6 '!:~~::~~~:~~~~;,;_':-I~~;_~,i~',,~~vo~, :~:: ,~~,~~~~"yes - ",~E , ~~_x:r:ar
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the end of the conversation why did he wait until towards
the end of the conversation to speak of $650,000 if this other
discussion took place at the outset?
Dr. Mehren. I am not sure it was at the end of the con-
versation. Sometime during the conversation.
Mr. Weitz. Sometime during the conversation?
Dr. Mehren. I do recall his saying we sort of he put
it this way, we sort of were thinking about $650,000. He didn't
say we have written you down for that or anything explicit as
that, but he was sort of thinking about that much for you.
Mr. Weitz. Did he indicate who we were?
Dr. Mehren. Yes, he and his colleagues.
Mr. Weitz. Did he say he talked to Mr. Kalmbach or taken
Mr. Kalmbach's areas of responsibilities?
Dr. Mehren. I believe he said early in the conversation
after he told me who he was, what his experience had been,
I what achievements he had made, that he was in effect replacing,
~eplaced Mr. Kalmbach as the major or a large fu~d collector.
Mr. Weitz. Now, you relied here was as you indicated
here was an important gentleman who you didn't want to treat
lightly. You wanted to treat him as courteous as possible.
Dr. Mehren. I didn't want to put ~yself or the people
whom I represented in this position of an arbitrary no, I will
not talk to you.
Mr. Weitz. Precisely. And you had not only a resolution
retyped from indistinct original
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speaking very carefully about him.
Mr. Weitz. You have had a long standing relation with
h I ?am r
Dr. Mehren. It became much more intimate after my
departing from office and his than before.
Mr. Weitz. Did you in fact take other occasions to con-
suIt with him and seek counsel?
Dr. Mehren. This is the first matter of real importance
which I disturbed the President.
Mr. Weitz. All right, we will get back to that meeting.
~address ourselves to the meeting of Mr. Nunn on the
Imorning of the 21st. Could you tell us the substance of the
meeting, of what Mr. Nunn said and so forth?
Dr. Mehren. I think I can give it to you seriatim and
wifh substantial accuracy. He first advised me that he was Lee
Nunn and he advised me also his brother, Louis Nunn, who was a
former Governor of Kentucky and a candidate for the Senate at
the time. I believe the most major point that Mr. Nunn made
was that he had long been a fundraiser for the Republican Party.
Mr. Weitz. I am sorry. Let's go off the record ..
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. Weitz. Back on the record.
Do you remember the question?
Dr. Hehren. You were asking me the sequence.
I recall him saying that during his career, he had
Retyped from indistinct oripinal [7040]
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probably raised something between $50 and $50 million for the
Republican Party. And then quite explicitly he asked if we
would consider a contribution to the campaign.
Mr. Weitz. In what form, to what recipient?
Dr. Mehren. He suggested two ways. One was to the
President of the United States and the other was Democrats for
Nixon.
Mr. Weitz. Didn't he -- did he mention a figure by the
way?
Dr. Mehren. There is in my mind a statement I think it's
accurate that at one stage quite late in the 45 minutes I spoke
to him, he said something, well, we had thought about $550,000
from you. But again there was no direct statement that we
would like $650 or any other figure.
Mr. Weitz. Do you attach any significance to the fact
that in the White House_memos as late as February of '72, there
was a goal figure set of the remaining $750,000 on the $1
million commitment from the dairy co-ops to Mr. Nunn's
suggestion of a $650,000 contribution?
Mr. Heininger. I think you will have to back that up
with him.
Mr. Weitz. Let me take it one at a time.
In February 1972 if there was a memo from one Hhite House
aide to another referring to the fact that approximately one
quarter of a million dollars had been received from the dairy
Retyped from indistinct:original.
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people and another three-quarters of a million was going to
come in prior to April 7th, you attach any significance to the
fact that in October, 1972, Leon mentioned a figure of $650,000
that he had thought you might contribute?
Dr. Mehren. I didn't at the time, Alan. I am not sure I
would now. I didn't at the time.
,--::.. Weitz.
'meetingS, commitments, conversations,
Didn't he in fact relate it back to prior
solicitations with Mr.'
Kalmbach and other fundraisers?
Dr. Mehren. He did not to my memory.
Mr. Weitz. Did you refer to that meeting or these meetings
with him at all?
Dr. Mehren. I don't think so. I may well have but I am
not certain.
-Mr. Weitz. Why not?
Dr. Mehren. Why not what?
Mr. Weitz. Why didn't you tell him that you were in con-
tact with Mr. Kalmbach last spring?
Dr. Mehren. I think I told him prior to any discussions
there may have been, I merely tell you that I don't recall it.
We had the resolution not to contribute to the President. I
told him most unequivocally that I was certain my colleagues
would not acquiesce in a contribution to Democrats for Nixon
and I told him this rather quickly in the conversation.
Mr. Weitz. What about the President through the Finance
151
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Dr. Mehren. I told him that neither one of those was
open to us. Whether I mentioned I rather think that I
probably did tell him that I had an earlier discussion with
Mr. Kalmbach at which he said no representations would be made.
But the fact is I told him that we could not and on this one I
was reasonably firm because I quite firmly believe we could not
in terms of civil public decency as well as our own self-
-interest make a contribution to any Presidential candidate.
~r. \.[eitz.Iand mentioned at some point in the conversation the $650,000,
Now, after he mentioned these two alternatives
and you responded with respect to your resolution, did he make
any additional offers or suggestions?
Dr. Mehren. Not that I know of. I did tell him that we
had agreea that we would make contributions to the Committees.
Mr. Weitz. To the-Congressional Committees?
Dr. Mehren. Yes.
Mr. Weitz. Didn't he then ask you to increase those con-
tributions?
Dr. Mehren. No, sir. That was done frankly on the
recommendation of the President and after consultation with my
colleagues because among other things, we could not contribute
to a President directly or indirectly. We also had far more
funds at that time that could be effectively used on individual
candidates for the House and Senate or Gubernatorial races.
This was a decision that had been made at the $100,000 level
Retyped from j,ndistinctoriginal.
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Robert Lilly testimony,
SSC Executive Session, .
Novemher 16, 1973, 248-252
indistinct original
ab 49 248
or some time late 1972 just before the election where you were
told of further solicitations by representatives of committees
on behalf of the President's re-election to Dr. Mehren and other
representatives of A11PI?
Mr. Lilly. Yes, there was. I was told by Dr. Mehren of
a --
Mr. Weitz. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. Weitz. Back on the record.
r-----~.Lilly. On the 23rd of October Dr. Mehren had a con-
Iversat~on with him, and he was reporting to me about a visit
on Saturday, October the 21st by Mr. Nunn. I don't have his
first name; and I have him as treasurer of the Republicans to
Re-Elect President Nixon. And he had visited Dr. }lehren in
San Antonio on October 21st, 1972.
And at this meeting on the 23rd when Dr. Mehren was
relating this conversation to me -- I have some notes on this
conversation, and it indicates that Mr. Robert Isham and A.L.
McWilliams were present. They mayor may not have been. I
have their names on a note to the side. And I don't know whether
they were or were not present.
But according to the notes that I have, Mr. Nunn's visit
to Dr. Mehren was to solicit contributions to re-elect the
President, and Nunn suggested alternatives for the Committee
for TAPE to contribute on a $750,000 obligation for the price
[7051]
249
ab 50 support, indicating this would go back to 1971 price support.
It was an obligation created at that time.
And-these were words that were used by Mr. Nunn, and again,
related to me by Dr. Mehren of a meeting two or three days
before.
So Mr. Nunn had in his mind a $750,000 obligation, and he
suggested ways the Committee for TAPE could fulfill this commit-
ment or obligation. And by contributing to the Democrats for
Nixon, one; two, contribute to the Committee to Re-Elect the
President; three, contribute $325,000 to the Republican Congres-
sional C mpaign [sic] Committee, and $325,000 to the Republican Senate
Campaign Committee.
Those two figures do not add up to $750,000, but this was
from the notes that I did take. And further, my notes indicate
that the decision was $150,000 was contributed to the House
I Republican ~ampaign Committee, and $150,000 to the Senate Repub-
~Campalgn Committee, whLch did in effect happen.
Retyped from indistinct original
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45. On October 27, 1972 AMPI contributed over $300,000 to the
Republican Senatorial and Congressional campaign committees. There-
after $200,000 was used by the Congressional and Senatorial campaign
committees to repay loans from the Republican National Finance Com-
mittee. On November 7, 1972 and November 13, 1972, $200,000 was
transferred by the Republican National Finance Con~ittee and its
subsidiary Republican Campaign Co~nittee to the Finance Committee to
Re-elect the President.
45.1 Lee Nunn testimony, SSC Executive Session,
March 20, 1974, 72-73.
45.2 Republican National Finance Committee Report to
Clerk of the United States House of Representa-
tives, January 31, 1971 (received from SSC).
45.3 Republican Campaign Committee report to Clerk of
the United States House of Representatives,
(received from SSC).
45.4 House Judiciary Committee staff summary of
transactions among TAPE and Republican political
committees, October 27, 1972 - November 13, 1972.
45.5 Bob Lilly testimony, SSC Executive Session,
November 16, 1973, 250-52.
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45.1 Lee Nunn testimony
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~h:15 ~ Weitz.
f I take it, when
72
Well, you had discussed it with Secretary Stans,
you returned from San Antonio ana he in~fact
had told you to get in touch with the congressional committees
and perhaps see if they could repay the money. Therefore, in
dealing with them, you were not members of those committees
either but you were acting under Secretary Stans' direction?
Mr. Nunn. That is right and I dealt with the chairmen,
as I recall it of those committees because I 'don't think that
Miss Clancy and Ed Terrar would take instructions from me, although
they could because it was a repayment of indehedness that~as
on the books and was due.
Mr. Weitz. Do you remember what instructions you gave to
Linda Clancy and, for example, the Senatorial Committee as to
what dates and what amounts to issue?
Mr. Nunn. I don't remember it at all. I wanted to be sure
that it was not construed as a division of milk money. I do
know that.
When the checks came in, they deposited the checks in the
usual manner and then they made the payment on the indebtedness.
Mr. Weitz. Why were you concerned that it wourdn't be con-
strued that way?
Mr. Nunn. Because it was not that way. That is all.
Mr. Duncan. I'm not sure he understood that question.
Mr. Weitz. Could you read back the last question?
(Whereupo~ the reporter read back the previous question and
Retyped from indistinct original
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gsh:l6 answer. )
Mr. Weitz.
question?
Mr. Nunn.
Mr. Weitz.
73
Do you want any further elucidation of my
Yes.
You said that you asked her to deposit the
money and make certain disbursements in a way that it would not
be construed --
Mr. Nunn. No, not in a way. I told her specifically,I [sic]
am sure, to make a check out to the Republican National Committee
and the date because it was not in any sense of the word a
"division" of milk money. It was a repayment of the indebted-
ness that the two committees had incurred by accepting the loans
from Secretary Stans.
In other words, I was carrying.out Secretary Stans' instruc-
tions.
Mr. Weitz. And his instructions were based on the fact that,
if the milk money did come in, the funds generated from that could
be used to repay the loans?
Mr. Nunn . No, not the funds. But this should make it pos-
sible -- well, to see if this would make it possible for the two
committees to make repayments.
Mr. Weitz. Right, and without that contribution he would
not have given you that direction, is that right?
Mr. Nunn. That is right. This was a rather unexpected
contribution that we knew they were receiving or should receive
Retyped from indistinct original
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45.4 House Judiciary Committee
staff summary
SUMMARY OF TRANSACTIONS
1. CTAPE expends following amounts on October 27, 1972
(a) $150,000 to National Republican Senatorial Camp-aign
(b) $150,000 to National Republican Congressional Campaign
(c) $27,500 to National Republican Senatorial Campaign Committee
(d) $25,000 to National Republican Campaign Committee
(CTAPE Report of Receipts and
Expenditures, filed ,-lith
Comptroller General)
2. Republican Campaign Committee receives following amounts
(a) $65,000 from National Republican Senatorial Committee
(October 31, 1972)
(b) $95,000 from National Republican.Congressional Committee
(November 1, 1972)
(c) $6,000 from National Republican Congressional Committee(November 7, 1972)
(d) $55,000 from National Republican Senatorial Committee(November 7, 1972)
(Republican National Committee
Report filed with Clerk of the
House of Representatives)
3. Republican National Committee and Republican National FinanceCommittee expend following amounts:
(a)
$100,000 from Republican National Finance Committee to
Finance Committee to Re-elect the President (November 6, 1972)
(b)
$100,000 from Republican National Committee to Finance Com-
mittee to Re-elect the President (November 13, 1972)
(Republican National Committee
and Republican National Finance
Conunittee Reports filed vith
Clerk of the House of Representa-
tives)
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KELLY: Sen.
~.•ch 1 Me. Weitz. Now, are you ~~are -- you say it did, in fact,
tape 4 happen.
nc you know when those contributions were made?
Mr. Lilly. On or about this time. I could get my Commit-
tee for TAPE records and verify the date.
[
Mr. Weitz.
ords here, the
Well, I happen to have the Committee for TAPE
report filed ",ith the GAO. dated November 2,
1972, as received by them. Actually, it was filled out and
signed by you on October 31, 1972.
And on page 10 of schedule D of that report, it indicates
that on October 27, 1972, there were a number of contributions
made, including $150,000 to the ~ational Republican Senatorial
Campaign, with the recipient indicated to be U.S. Senators;
$150,000 to the National Republican Congressional Campaign,
and the recipient is indicated to be U.S. Congressmen; and,
in addItion, $62,500 to the Democratic Congressional Campaign
committee, \"ith the recipient designated as U.S. Congressmen;
$25,000 to the National Republican Campaign Committee, with
the recipient indicated to be U.S. Congressmen; $27,500 to
the National Republic~~ Senatorial Campaign Committee, with
the recipient indicated to be U.S. Senators; and $47,000 to
the De~ocratic Senatorial Clli~paignCommittee, with the recipient
indicated to be U.S. Senators.
Not",would you look at that report, wh Lch is signed by
that page of tJhich I wi.Ll,mark as Exhibit 36, and tell me
yOU,
d from indistinct originalRetype [7079]
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whether that is correct, to the best of your recollection.
(Whereupon, the document referred to was-marked=Lilly,
Exhibit 36, for identification.)
Mr. Lilly. Yes, it is correct, to the be~ of my recollec-
tion.
Mr. ~leitz. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record)
Mr. Weitz. Now, ~.".ithregard to these contributions, ob-
viously w~ are not interested in exploring, since it is outside
the mandate of the Committee, contributions that were strictly
to non-Presidential candidates in the 1972 election.
However, this report and the particular contributions I
have mentioned indicate that there were contributions to Demo-
cratic Congressmen, or Dem~cratic Congressional Committee and a
Democratic Senatorial Committee, and there were separate con-
tributi~ns to a Republican Senatorial Committee, and a Republi-
can Congressional Co~ttee, but then two other contributions
on the same date to Republican Senatorial and to Republican
Congressional Committees.
NoW, you have indicated, I take it from your testioony,
that the $150,000 contributions each to the Republican Senatorial
and Republican Congressional campaign committees were the result
of the meeting between Dr. Mehren and Mr. Nunn in Octo-
ber of 1972, as an alternative to Presidential contributions
as a satisfaction of the conunitment for the price support.
fro~indistinct originalRetyped
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NO''',let me ask you simply this: In addition to the facts
you have already related, do you know anythin~ abou~ the $150,000
to the Republican Senatorial Campaign Committee and the $150,000
contribution to the Republican Congressionall [sic]Campaign Committee
that is not otherwise indicated on the face of this report?
Mr. Nicholas. One second off the record.
Mr. Weitz. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record)
Mr. Weitz. Back on the record.
Mr. Lilly. Yes, there was some significance. TEe original
termination of my discussion wLth Dr. Hehren, there had been
some discussion with the Committee for TAPE members. I don't
remember if it was a telephone meeting, or if it was a meeting
in person, but it was determined that $25,000 each would be
given to the Democrats and the Republicans, both on the Senate
side a~d the House side, making a total of $100,000.
There were some of the monies obligated over and above
that to particular candidates, either Republicans or Democrats,
and some of those checks would be an increased amount over and
above that to cover some of those commitments to ~ndividuals
that we said \ole would contribute to, and \ole did contribute.
On the check in the amount of -- what? -- $62,000 to --
Mr. \~eitz. $500.
Mr. Lilly. $62,500. I had a conversation with Senator
,~n that myself.
~d fro;-indistinct originalRetype .
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testimony
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.r·~-r·i .. -··'·.-
.- .- ; :.. '.._ '_ ~-.
_~-r ~ ....
:. '-/ ._ - • .!. ........ __.
D~te (rr~c:::;" i
.F'ull N:'.:n~. ~.r~iJin::Ad·lrc:s;;. and ZIP C()!~,:"
Arnou n t of
day, ),2:;':-) ,
(OCC;;;:-:':!,J:1 :?!!J I,:-;;:C:;\:1! ;.d2.(~ of t'~5!nes!:i,'ii any)
Expe:1d!t~lr~
i
I This Period
I
Oct. 23,'72 John ~·:eyers Ca:..pc:ign FUJ1d
.Joh n I<:;yers .
921 2nd St.
. Conz r'e ~ "'- (7th) (
;
• 0'" ~SSd<d.
, : Covington, Indi ana 47932
Lnd i ana $1500.00 -
• il•
. ! ,
Oct. 23,'72 B2.~er for Senate Cai:!paign
FLLid Ho:..rar d Baker
. senat e Office Bldg. US Senate (R)
l \';ashington, DC
Tennessee $4000.00 -
: -- - _.._ .. -
,
Oct. 23,'72 Ed Jones Cai7paign
FUi'1d Ed JO:1es.
.. 17S0-H Frayser Blvd.
Congressman (8th) CD)
I f.ler.iphis, Tennessee
Tennessee $2500.00
.- ----_ ..
~
--- . ;
,
\
. ,- _
.
O?t 24,'72 Ba:-efoot Sandc:-s Ca;:tp a.i gil Fun d Ba r e fo ot Sandel'S -2100 ;\orth Ak ar d St. US Senate (D) I, .
; Dalles , Texas i
" Texas $10,000.00 -
. I
Ed::.onds on for Senate Club
! Ed Ed':'lOndson
Oct. 24, ,72 Ed
\{ . 14th Street
, US Senate CD)
219 .
f.!usk?gee, O~l ahona 74401 ,
Oklahoma $10,000.00
!
Oct. 27,'72 National Repub Li can
Sen2.toyial Ca!:",?3.ign
Honorall l e Peter i.r Do:;]inick., Ch 2.l1-.--:'.2.n
US SenatoTs
t ~ •
445 Old Senate Oifice Bldg. -
l'lashington, DC
$150,000.00
.
Oct. 27, '72 ;\a.tional Re'Jub 1i can
Congressional Ca~?aign
Honorable Bob
..- - , Chai rraan1".1~S on, .
412 CongT(~SSi on ,>.1 Hotel
US Cong re S5 men $150,000.00 -
.- \'la5h iDgtcn,
DC
Oct. 27, ,72 DC~tocr2.tic
Co;"gressional CaIT'.?aign Corcrai t t c e
S L1ire ~200
Washington Hi lton Hotel
us Con g 1'C S S r..C!l $62,500.00-
__" was hint:wn,
D.C. •
- . -
====
.:t . 27,' n ~<~~tiO:l~l ;\.c·~;t:~J!lC~n L3r.1~"~1~:n4 1 2 COjl g l' C S 5 1 ("I ii :11 ti0 tel
~ashin~ton, D.C.
~ '.
LO:-:~-:;.L i:lCt.!
.--------_:_~-_---_.---
$25,COO.0·)-_ uS' CongTcSS!:lcn
-;----- -.- -- ----.
\
,.
) I 'IYyr.-\T, THr~ Pl:r',IOD
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SCHED'GLE D • .2
ITE:\IIZED EXPE:-;DITUnES-:-PEI1S0XAL SEln'lCES, LO;\~S. A~D TrL\~;SrEr~s
':1;:[ ro::. TEO?,OUCi f·,CRT CULTU:~:\LPOLITI CAL Eu~C_""'TIO:I
=-----(-:--..~;~~;;- 0:' -C~!~did~~~or Committee)
Par, ':':0. -1_.)_
(Use-for itcmiz inrr P2.~t 7 ~ or 1,r.)<:> , v, _ .......
SEE REVERSE SIDE FOr: l~ST:r.UCTro?\S
(Use separate page (s) for each numberedPart)
Full Name, !!~:l\E!"::;.:\.2(~:C:;3, en I ZIP C0~r!
(occup2,tio~ arid p:-ir.c:~J::.l p.c.ce 0:' :"u3:n~~St if ar.y)
Amount of
Expcnditur e
This Period
I
D:-.te (r:10nth, I
day. year)
National Republi can Senatorial C8.1T.?aig:1•Cor..:rrittee
445 Old Sen2-te OEfice Bldg. ~.
Oct. 27, r 72
\':ashint;i:on, D.C. . US SCrl2..tors
Democratic Senatorial Campaign Co~~ttee
130 Old Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. US Senators
Oct. 27,'72
Bartlett for Senate Campa~gn
2462 E. 30th
Tulsa, Ok1<ilior.la 74114
.Dewey Bart 1et t
US Senate (R)
Oklahoma
Oct. 27,'72
~ 27,'72 ~lliln for Senate Ca~?aign1857 Parkers ~lill Road
Lexington, Kentucky
Loui s B'. Nunn
US. Senate (R)
Kentucky
ThoO:pson for Senate Campaign
2631 Hogan Road:" ..
East point,Georgia 30344
Fletcher Thornps on
US Senate (R)
Georgia
Oct. 27, r 72
•
$27, sao. 00 -
$47,000.00
$1000 .00 -
$1500.00
$1000.00_
Do..:eni ci for Senate Campaign
720 ~!onroc, ?\c
Albuquerque, New Nexico
Pete Domen i ci.
US Senat c.. (R)
. New l,rexi co
Oct. 27,'72
I
:
I
i
Oct. 27,172 Helms for Senate Canp ai gn1513 Cas~cl1 Street
Raleigh, North Carolina
Jess c lIe Irns
US Senate (R)
Nor th Carolina
Arc!1ds for COD£:ress Comrri ttcc
~Ielyin, Illinois 60952
Leslic Ar en ds
Cong r cs s ncn (15th) (R
Illinois
•
$2500.00
$1000.00 _-
$1000.00 -
C~r l B'.!t 1~~'!' !
I
Ccng rcs s man (2nd) (R) !
\ t'!is~:';issil)l)i I
-:-,:--,- --____!___"'-_._,,;',,-,_'-'~--, - -~- _:.............._----------------- .-.:---=~~.:-'\.i...:........_ I
hIlt'''': fnyo rnl'!:.:r-:,c::~ C(\!'~-"it!(''::'
519 oth i\orth
Coll!.'11bu$: ~!ississippi 39701' $500.00[7087]
